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Abstract

Motivated by various downstream applications, there is tremendous interest in
the automatic construction of knowledge graphs (KG) by extracting relations
from text corpora. Relation Extraction (RE) from unstructured data sources
is a key component for building large-scale KG. In this thesis, I focus on the
research centered on Document Level Relation Extraction. One challenge
of Document Level Relation Extraction is the lack of labeled training data
since the construction of a large in-domain labeled dataset would require a
large amount of human labor. To alleviate human supervision on document-
level relation extraction, I propose 1) an unsupervised RE method CIFRE
which enhances the recall of pipeline-based approaches while keeping high
precision; 2) a semi-supervised RE method DuRE when few labeled data
are available, by leveraging self-training to generate pseudo text. In order
to improve the quality of pseudo text, I also propose two methods (DuNST
and KEST) to improve the controllability and diversity of semi-supervised
text generation, solving the challenges of inadequate unlabeled data, over-
exploitation, and training deceleration. Comprehensive experiments on real
datasets demonstrate that our proposed methods significantly outperform
all baselines, proving the effectiveness of our methods in unsupervised and
semi-supervised document-level relation extraction.
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Lay Summary

Relation Extraction (RE) from unstructured data sources is a key component
for building large-scale Knowledge Graphs. In this thesis, I focus on the
research centered on Document Level Relation Extraction. One challenge
of Document Level Relation Extraction is the lack of labeled training data
since the construction of a large in-domain labeled dataset would require
a large amount of human labor. To address this, I introduce two methods:
CIFRE, an unsupervised RE approach to extract more relation in pipeline-
based methods while maintaining accurate extraction, and DuRE, a semi-
supervised method that generates additional training data by an additional
text generator with given relation triples and reduces the effort of human
annotation. Additionally, I propose two text generation methods (DuNST
and KEST) to generate more diverse text that follows the instructions better.
Comprehensive experiments on real datasets demonstrate the effectiveness
of our proposed methods compared to baselines.
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Preface

This thesis is a product of a continuous research collaboration with my
supervisor Prof. Laks V.S. Lakshmanan. The chapters are based on papers
that are either published or are under review.

• Chapter 2 is based on a research paper under submission. This work is
collaborated with Michael Simpson and Laks V.S. Lakshmanan, where
Michael Simpson was a postdoc at UBC. For this work, I proposed the
key idea about missing entity recognition and Chinese idiom resolution,
developed the full pipeline, analyzed its properties, conducted the
experiments, and wrote the paper. Laks V.S. Lakshmanan and Michael
Simpson provided valuable feedback during this research and helped
polish the paper.

• The work in Section 3.3 is done during my internship at Microsoft
Research Asia under the supervision of Xiaoyuan Yi and Laks V.S.
Lakshmanan. Xiaoyuan Yi was a researcher at Microsoft Research Asia.
The research paper is published in Proceedings of the 61st Annual Meet-
ing of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL), 2023 [25].
In this paper, Xiaoyuan Yi provided the initial idea of self-training
on natural language generation, helped prove theorem 1, and polished
the writing of the paper. I proposed the noisy algorithm, designed the
details of the algorithm, conducted all the experiments, analyzed the
performances, and wrote the paper. Laks V.S. Lakshmanan provided
valuable feedback during the research and paper writing. Xiting Wang
and Xing Xie also collaborated on this project by joining our discussion
and providing feedback.

• The work in Section 3.4 is published in International Joint Confer-
ences on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI), 2023 [24]. This paper is also
collaborated with Xiaoyuan Yi and Xing Xie from Microsoft Research
Asia. In this paper, Xiaoyuan Yi proposed the issue of deceleration of
self-training, provided computing resources, helped prove theorem 2,
and polished the writing of the paper. I proposed to use non-auto re-
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Preface

gressive module to accelerate the training of self-training, designed the
details of the algorithm, conducted all the experiments, analyzed the
performances, and wrote the paper. Laks V.S. Lakshmanan provided
valuable feedback regarding experiment design and paper writing.

• The work in Chapter 4 is currently under submission and is accepted to
2024 Annual Conference of the North American Chapter of the Associ-
ation for Computational Linguistics (NAACL 2024). I proposed the
key idea to address long-tail entity problem by self-training, developed
the full pipeline, analyzed its properties, conducted the experiments,
and wrote the paper. Laks V.S. Lakshmanan provided ample feedback
in the research process and paper writing,

For the work mentioned in Chapter 2, Sections 3.3, Section 3.4, and Chap-
ter 4, I was the lead investigator, responsible for all major areas of concept
formation, statement of research questions, data collection, implementation
as well as paper composition. Laks V.S. Lakshmanan was the supervisory
author on all projects and was involved throughout the project in concept
formation, discussions, and paper composition.

Portions of the abstract and introductory text in Chapter 1 are an
aggregation of the papers described above.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There exists a vast amount of unstructured text on the web, including blogs,
governmental documents, email communications, and chat logs. People are
interested in relations between the entities that appear in the texts, like
person, organization, and location. To help people understand these relations,
a popular idea is to turn these unstructured text into structured data by
annotating semantic information. A knowledge graph (KG) is a knowledge
base that uses a graph-structured data model or topology to represent and
operate on data. Driven by applications such as fact-checking [15], question
answering [82, 121], semantic search [118], and recommendations [105], recent
years have witnessed a surge of interest in the automatic construction of
knowledge graphs (KG) [19, 51, 75]. Figure 1.1 shows the usual pipeline for
constructing knowledge graphs. Among these parts, Relation Extraction (RE)
from unstructured data sources is a key component for building large-scale
KG. Traditionally, the input of relation extraction module is a text with a
list of entities in the text, and the output is a set of (subject, relation, object)
triples. Prior works often focus on sentence-level attribute classification
[41–43] where relation triples are extracted from a single sentence. Recently,
the task of Document-level Relation Extraction has been proposed, where the
task is to extract relations from documents. Due to the significant challenges
in modeling long text spans and obtaining high-quality supervision signals,
document-level relation extraction has been relatively underexplored.

Current document-level relation extraction methods [89, 138] can discover
the semantic relation that holds between two entities under supervised
learning. However, these methods typically require lots of manually labeled
data for model training, while in practice, these labeled data would be labor-
intensive to obtain and error-prone due to human subjective judgments.

This thesis focuses on alleviating human supervision in the task of
document-level relation extraction. More specifically, this thesis focuses
on two lines of methods that do not require labeled data in training, or that
require fewer labeled data, namely unsupervised [98] and semi-supervised [31]
methods, respectively. Among semi-supervised methods, this thesis mainly
discusses a typical method Self-Training (ST)[91]. Self-training builds a
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Figure 1.1: A pipeline of automatic construction of knowledge graph.

classifier on a set of labeled data, applies the classifier on a set of unlabeled
data to generate pseudo labels, and then uses the pseudo-labeled data to
update the classifier parameters. Recently, self-training (ST) has also been
proposed in semi-supervised relation extraction [42, 129]. However, ST in
document level RE is still underinvestigated.

In the remaining part of this chapter, an overview of relation extraction
problem is given in Section 1.1, followed by an overview of self-training
method presented in Section 1.2. Then in Section 1.3, I highlight some
fundamental shortcomings of the existing research works and take a further
look into the motivation of the research described in this thesis. Lastly,
Section 1.4.2 summarizes how this thesis addresses the existing shortcomings
and presents a brief outline of this thesis.

1.1 Overview of Relation Extraction Problem

It is typical to categorize relation extraction tasks along two dimensions: (1)
open-domain (OpenIE) or domain-specific, (2) sentence-level or document-
level. Traditionally, an OpenIE system (e.g., Stanford OpenIE [1]) is leveraged
to extract cross-domain relations. OpenIE systems [2] are traditionally based
on dependency parsing and constituency parsing. Recently, there have
been approaches that leverage deep learning in extracting relations in the
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general domain and even in different languages, simultaneously [35, 88].
Self-supervision [41] and Causal models [61] are also applied for OpenIE.
There have also been a number of efforts at creating domain-targeted KGs.
Examples include the Aristo Tuple KB [72] in the elementary science domain
and CPIE [106] in the biomedical domain. In addition, in the financial
domain, Benetka et al. [3] extracted quintuples of monetary transactions
covering economic events. More recently, Elhammadi et al. [23] built a
knowledge graph in the financial domain based on Semantic Role Labeling
(SRL) and apposition detection.

Prior works often focus on sentence-level attribute classification [41–43]
where relation triples are extracted from a single sentence. Recently, the
task of Document-level Relation Extraction has been proposed, where the
task is to extract relations from documents. Due to the significant challenges
in modeling long text spans and obtaining high-quality supervision signals,
document-level relation extraction has been relatively underexplored.

Current document-level relation extraction methods [89, 138] can discover
the semantic relation that holds between two entities under supervised
learning. To address the issue of long input documents to the transformer-
based models [101] which usually have a fixed maximum length of input
tokens, Zhou et al. [138] made use of a sliding window approach over the input
and separate it into several chunks. Zeng et al. [130] leveraged a double-graph
network to model the entities and relations within a document. To address
the multilabel problem of Document-level RE, Zhou et al. [138] proposed
using adaptive thresholds to extract all relations of a given entity pair. Zhang
et al. [132] developed the DocUNET model to reformulate document-level RE
as a semantic segmentation task and used a U-shaped convolutional neural
network architecture to implicitly learn the interdependency among the
multiple triples in one context. Tan et al. [94] proposed the use of knowledge
distillation and focal loss to denoise the distantly supervised data for DocRE.
Wang et al. [109] proposed a positive-unlabeled learning algorithm under
incomplete annotation scenario. However, these methods typically require
lots of manually labeled data for model training, while in practice, these
labeled data would be labor-intensive to obtain and error-prone due to human
subjective judgments.

Two directions of work have been explored in the literature to allevi-
ate human supervision in relation extraction: Pipeline-based approach and
Learning-based approach. Pipeline-based approach [3, 23] combines differ-
ent information extraction techniques (like OpenIE [2] and Semantic Role
Labeling[30]) trained on open domain and uses a domain-specific dictionary
to extract relations in the given domain. These methods do not require
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any domain-specific labeled data, the only human supervision needed is
the build of the domain-specific dictionary and pre-set patterns. However,
pipeline-based approaches are usually prone to error propagation.

For Learning-based approach, researchers have developed methods that
learn from unlabeled data in order to alleviate human supervision. Tradi-
tionally researchers have proposed pseudo-labeling for relation extraction,
e.g., distant supervision. Distant supervision [71] leverages external knowl-
edge bases to obtain annotated triplets for supervision. These methods
make a strong assumption that the relation between entity pairs should not
depend on the context, which leads to context-agnostic label noises and
sparse matching results. To solve this problem, self-ensembling [74] has been
proposed to filter noisy examples by distant supervision. Self-ensembling
methods assume that predictions on the unlabeled data by the model should
remain unchanged, even if there are perturbations in the model parameters
or training data. Self-ensembling methods usually suffer from insufficient
supervision. When labeled data is limited, the model typically fails to acquire
new relation knowledge that could be learned from the unlabeled data, thus
impeding further improvements.

On the other hand, since a large amount of in-domain text is usually
accessible, we can tackle relation extraction in a semi-supervised learning
manner, i.e., there is a small number of labeled data and a large number
of unlabeled text in the same domain. Recently, self-training (ST) has also
been proposed in semi-supervised relation extraction [42, 129]. ST improves
the predictive ability of the model by obtaining high-confidence labels from
unlabeled data incrementally and retraining the model on the updated labeled
data. However, using self-training directly may introduce noisy pseudo labels
inevitably, which hurts the model performance, known as the gradual drift
problem. To solve this problem, Hu et al. [42] adopts meta-learning to reduce
the influence of noisy pseudo labels. Yu et al. [129] treat the ambiguous
instances as partially-labeled instances. All these works [42, 129] focus on
sentence-level RE. However, it is still unclear whether self-training would
address challenges for document-level RE. First, the quality of pseudo-labels
for document-level RE is lower, which might negatively influence the result
of self-training. Compared to sentence-level RE, the input of document-level
RE contains a more complicated structure and the text span between two
given entities is usually longer. This makes document-level RE a more
challenging task, and thus the quality of base model (e.g., F1 score) is worse.
Self-training on pseudo labels predicted by these base models are generally
more noisy. Besides, the above mentioned ST methods do not solve the
challenge of inadequate training data for rare relations (See Sec. 1.3). More
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detailed review of self-training method is shown in Section 1.2.
Recently large language models (LLMs) like ChatGPT 1 or GPT4 [76]

have raised people’s attention with their emergent ability [113] to learn from
a few examples in the context, which is so-called in-context learning (ICL).
The key idea of in-context learning is to learn from analogy to examples
in a given prompt. Different from supervised learning requiring a training
stage that uses backward gradients to update model parameters, ICL does
not conduct parameter updates and directly performs predictions on the
pre-trained language models. Few-shot ICL and zero-shot performance of
LLMs have been proven to achieve comparable performance with supervised
fine-tuning on smaller models on numerous tasks like mathematical reasoning
[114].

Wadhwa et al. [103], Li et al. [53], and Xu et al. [120] evaluated the per-
formance of LLMs in sentence-level relation extraction tasks. Based on their
findings, in-context learning on LLMs can achieve comparable performance
for RE with tuning relatively small PLMs in sentence-level relation extraction.
Besides, Xu et al. [120] finds that combining data generated from LLMs with
original training data can yield better RE performance than from traditional
data augmentation approaches. Li et al. [53] proposed a majority-vote-based
method to aggregate the answers based on questions in different forms,
improving the zero-shot performance of LLMs on sentence-level relation
extraction.

Since the input of document-level RE has a long length, ICL for document-
level RE can be challenging, since the fixed input length of LLM can only con-
tain few ICL examples. According to Ozyurt et al. [77], the F1 score of ICL on
GPT-JT2 (6B parameters) is only 35.09 on DocRED dataset, which is much
lower than ATLOP[138] with supervised-training on RoBERTa(base)[63]
model (63.40 F1 with around 125M parameters).

Here is an example of zero-shot performance of document-level relation
extraction with ChatGPT in the biomedical domain. (Fig 1.2). We can find
out that ChatGPT has the following issues: 1) ChatGPT treats relation
extraction in an OpenIE manner, which is usually in a complicated form
and does not reveal the relations between two entities. For example, in
(eradication rate with standard triple therapy, was unsatisfactory, probably
because of widespread bacterial resistance due to unrestricted antibiotic use),
the subject and object contain many modifiers and the object is not an
entity. 2) ChatGPT sometimes cannot figure out the relation between two

1https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
2https://huggingface.co/togethercomputer/GPT-JT-6B-v1
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biomedical concepts (H. pylori and widespread bacterial resistance), no
matter what kind of prompt is given (predicting relation given subject and
object; predicting object given subject and relation; predicting subject given
object and relation).

In summary, currently zero-shot and few-shot learning for LLM-based
method cannot achieve comparable performance to supervised fine-tuning on
smaller encoder-based models (e.g., BERT[17] and RoBERTaLiu et al. [63]).

1.2 Overview of Self-Training

Figure 1.3 depicts the paradigm of standard self-training. First, a supervised
learning algorithm is trained based on the labeled data only. This classifier is
then applied to the unlabeled data to generate more labeled examples as input
for the supervised learning algorithm. In practice, usually, only the labels the
classifier is most confident (Top-K pseudo data) in are added at each step.
Self-training method is first proposed in Scudder [91]. In the field of natural
language processing, some early works have applied self-training to word sense
disambiguation [127] and parsing [86]. Recently, Self-training has flourished
again by iteratively generating pseudo labels and augmenting the tuning
of data-hungry pre-trained language models, showing great advantages in
further enhancing natural language understanding (NLU) [4, 10, 21, 70, 102]
and Neural Machine Translation (NMT) [37, 46] where massive unlabeled
input text exists. Vu et al. [102] finds out that using a better base model
leads to better self-training results. Besides classical ST, diverse follow-up
modifications have been developed for further improvement, which generally
fall into two lines.

Sample Selection These methods select only a part of unlabeled instances,
given that there are works that leverage full unlabeled data [102]. The sample
selection methods can be grouped into the following three categories.

• Confidence score. These methods model confidence to avoid over-
noisy pseudo labels [4, 93]. Usually, the model confidence is computed
by the output of the final softmax layer [4].

• Uncertainty. These methods obtain informative instances and en-
hance performance on the hard ones [46, 73]. Jiao et al. [46] find out
that NMT models benefit more from uncertain monolingual sentences
for self-training, since easy patterns in monolingual sentences with
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deterministic translations may not provide additional gains over the
self-training teacher model.

• Label balance. Wei et al. [111] re-samples the pseudo-labels generated
by models based on the frequencies of the training samples to benefit
minority classes.

Noisy Labeling These methods [37, 117] inject synthetic noise into the
pseudo data, e.g., token shuffle or image distortion to propagate local smooth-
ness and improve model robustness. Specifically, He et al. [37] shows that
Monte-Carlo dropout is a crucial ingredient to prevent self-training from
falling into the same local optimum as the base model, which is responsible
for the gains in neural machine translation tasks. In this way, Self-training
with noisy data can be viewed as an extension of data augmentation [85],
where modified copies of a dataset are artificially increased in the training set.
Vu et al. [102] also finds out that strong base models benefit from including
even significantly noisy pseudo-labels in self-training.

There are also theoretical analyses about self-training. Wei et al. [112]
prove that the minimizers of population objectives based on self-training
and input-consistency regularization will achieve high accuracy with respect
to ground-truth labels, under some specific assumptions. Frei et al. [27]
compute a bound on the classification error of Bayes-optimal classifier with
gradient descent algorithm. Such theoretical guarantees ensure the general
soundness of self-training algorithm.

As mentioned in Section 1.1, Self-training has also shown superiority in
the task of sentence-level Relation Extraction [41, 129] and document-level
Relation Extraction [96]. I will state the challenges of current self-training
methods in Section 1.3.

1.3 Motivation and Research Questions

As discussed in the Introduction (Chapter 1), it is expensive to label a large
amount of training data for document-level Relation Extraction. According
to Tan et al. [95], suppose there are N entities in one document and the
label space of interest contains R relations. The decision space for human
annotation is N × (N − 1)×R. In particular, for an average case of DocRED
[126] (N = 20, R = 96), an annotator will need to make 36,480 classification
decisions for one document. As a result, it takes around 30 minutes by experts
to annotate one document. The cost of labeling motivates unsupervised
approaches for relation extraction.
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Unsupervised approaches may rely on distance constraints to generate
candidate relation triples [5] or normal forms of the dependency parse trees
[45]. However, these dependency-based methods cannot identify the semantic
roles of arguments in an extraction, which is essential for high-quality relation
extraction.

Meanwhile, Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) [30] aims at detecting argu-
ment structures associated with verb predicates and labeling their semantic
roles. Semantic roles make it possible to impose structural and semantic
constraints on entity types to ensure high-quality extractions. Based on that,
SRL-based approaches [3, 23] built a knowledge graph in the financial do-
main based on semantic role labeling (SRL) with dictionary-guided predicate
filtering. The knowledge bases built in Benetka et al. [3] used a pipeline
that consisted of named entity recognition (NER), semantic role labeling
(SRL), and date/money parser. Further, Elhammadi et al. [23] combined
SRL and pattern-based information extraction to extract domain-targeted
noun/verb-mediated relations. However, it is still unknown whether these
methods could be extended to other domains and languages. This motivates
our first research question (RQ).

RQ1 (Unsupervised RE): Can these pipeline-based approaches
extend to other domains and languages? Further, can we im-
prove the recall of pipeline-based approaches while keeping high
precision?

To answer RQ1, I propose CIFRE (Chapter 2) to another Chinese lan-
guage. I improve the recall of these pipeline-based approaches by detecting
missing entities and resolving Chinese idioms via back-translation. Details
of our contributions are discussed in Section 1.4.1.

Another line of work focuses on semi-supervised methods, i.e., we have
a small number of labeled data and a large number of unlabeled data. In
order to get enough labeled data for training, numerous methods have been
proposed to generate pseudo-labeled data, including distant supervision and
self-training.

Distant supervision aligns triples in a related knowledge graph with the
sentences in the input text, in order to automatically generate training data.
Distant supervision assumes the responsibility to determine which sentence
supports which relation and to what degree it expresses the relation of
interest. In other words, distant supervision labels sentences with appropriate
relations, and generates an error-prone training set consisting of possibly
wrongly-labeled instances, which in turn is used to train relation extraction
models.

Self-training methods [42, 129] have been proposed to generate pseudo-
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labeled data in the semi-supervised setting. Hu et al. [42] propose a semi-
supervised learning framework that adopts meta-learning during pseudo label
generation and automatically learns to reduce the influence of noisy pseudo
labels. Yu et al. [129] further focuses on ambiguous instances, treats the
ambiguous instances as partially-labeled instances, and applies set-negative
training for them [123].

Although previous works have shown that self-training could improve the
results of sentence-level relation extraction [42, 129], it is still unclear if it
could work on document-level relation extraction. A significant challenge
of ST is inadequate training data for long-tail relations. A relation class is
considered as long-tail if it consists of items with low frequency or occurrence
in the training set compared to other classes. Understanding and properly
handling long-tail classes is important where imbalanced datasets can lead
to biased models or poor performance on minority classes. In Re-DocRED
dataset, the frequent classes include the top 10 most popular relation types
which cover around 60% of the training set triples[95]. The other 85 classes
are categorized as long-tail classes which cover around 40% of the training
set triples. As shown in Fig. 1.4, current document-level RE systems [138] do
not perform well on long-tail relations, which hardly appear in the training
data. For example, the F1-score for class located in is 83.02 while ethnic
group is only 6.45. The reason could be that the number of appearance in
training data (Re-DocRED[95]) is vastly different (20k vs. 155). Assuming
that training data and unlabeled data have the same distribution, we cannot
expect these long-tail relations to appear sufficiently often in the unlabeled
text corpus. To address this, Tan et al. [96] re-sample training set and assign
more weight to the classes that have high precision and low recall. However,
this method does not bring new information to the relation classifier. As
a result, these self-training methods might not be able to improve the RE
performance on these rare relations.

On the other hand, self-training (ST) could be applied in both relation
classification side and text generation side. Traditionally ST benefits from a
vast number of unlabeled instances and extends the generalization bound [112,
133]. Consequently, classical ST only works for a few generation tasks with
adequate plain text, like Sequence Labeling [108] and Machine Translation [37,
46]. Nonetheless, it is unresolved how to incorporate self-training into the
data-intensive attribute-controllable Natural Language Generation (NLG),
i.e., generate a textual sequence satisfying the input attribute label, as
opposed to NLU. Since model inputs now are discrete labels, massive high-
quality unlabeled target text (e.g., movie reviews for sentiment-controllable
NLG) is essential to construct pseudo label-text pairs, which is impractical
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in low-resource domains, impeding the broad application of ST [21]. This
brings three new challenges for ST, which motivates our second research
question.

Challenge 1: Limited unlabeled data: since model inputs become
discrete labels, there is no massive unlabeled data for the NLG model to
extend the learned distribution boundary. With limited unlabeled text, a
potential approach to further improve ST performance is to leverage the gen-
erative ability of NLG models and produce synthetic (pseudo) text [90, 125]
from given labels besides pseudo labels from text. In this case, unfortunately,
two other major challenges arise.

Challenge 2: Over-exploitation. Augmented by self-generated text,
NLG models are forced to repeatedly fit the already learned text distribution.
This gradually homogenizes the generated pseudo text and causes a shrunken
(collapsed) generalization boundary, resulting in decreased controllability
and generation diversity.

Challenge 3: Training deceleration. We need to re-generate all
pseudo text in each ST iteration with updated model parameters, which
interrupts the parallelism of Transformer [101]-based models, severely decel-
erating training and impairing practicality.

RQ2 (Text Generation): How can we improve the controllability
and diversity of text generation? Specifically, how do we overcome
the three challenges (inadequate unlabeled data, over-exploitation,
and training deceleration) for self-training in controllable NLG?

To answer RQ2, I proposed DuNST (Section 3.3) and KEST (Section 3.4)
to overcome the proposed three challenges. DuNST aims to tackle Challenge
1 by leveraging both pseudo-labeled data and pseudo text and to tackle
Challenge 2 by adding noise to encourage model exploration. KEST tackles
Challenge 2 by applying a kernel-based loss function which encourages more
diversity and tackles Challenge 3 by applying Non-auto Regressive generation
to accelerate text decoding speed. Details of our contributions are discussed
in Section 1.4.1.

The challenge of inadequate training data for long-tail relations in the
task of RE motivates our third research question:

RQ3 (Semi-supervised RE): How can we improve the perfor-
mance (e.g., F1-score) of semi-supervised RE, especially for long-
tail relations?

The answer of RQ2 helps to answer RQ3. With the improvement of
controllability and diversity of the text generator, I propose a novel method
DuRE (Chapter 4). Unlike previous ST methods [42, 96], I simultaneously
train a controllable text generator and relation classifier. The text generator
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aims to generate diverse outputs given specific relation triples. I also apply
contrastive loss and self-adaptive sampling to improve the quality of self-
training. Details of our contributions are discussed in Section 1.4.1.

1.4 Contribution and Outline

1.4.1 Solution to the Research Questions

Motivated by the large cost of constructing supervised training data, the
thesis seeks to improve the performance of unsupervised and semi-supervised
approaches for document-level relation extraction and addresses specific chal-
lenges mentioned in Section 1.3. Figure 1.5 describes the overall framework
of this thesis.

This thesis takes the first step to extend the pipeline-based approaches to
another domain, answering the two questions of RQ1(Unsupervised RE).
The answer to RQ1 is that pipeline-based approach can be potentially extended
to other languages. We can improve the recall of pipeline-based approach
with missing entity recognition and idiom resolution. We present our system,
ChInese Financial Relation Extraction (CIFRE) which consists of a modular
pipeline, supporting large-scale high-quality KG construction. We are the
first to leverage SRL for Chinese RE. We semi-automatically construct a
dictionary of semantically and structurally constrained financial predicates
in order to retain high-quality and financially relevant SRL extractions. We
design patterns specific to Chinese, by leveraging grammatical structures
unique to the language, for pattern-based extraction. I improve the recall
of pattern-based extraction in Chinese by considering coordinated (COO)
relations. Further, I detect and complete extractions with missing entities and
resolve Chinese idioms via back-translation to generate additional extractions.
Finally, I demonstrate the performance of our pipeline on 2 corpora of Chinese
financial news, compared to a suite of baselines.

Then this thesis tries to tackle the three challenges listed in RQ2, since
the answer to RQ2 (text generation) contributes to the answer to RQ3
(semi-supervised RE). The general answer to RQ2 is as follows: Self-Training
with dual objective (both classification and generation) is able to improve
the controllability and diversity of text generation, with specific strategies to
address the issue of over-exploitation (adding noise or kernel-based loss) and
training deceleration (non-autoregressive generation).

To handle Challenge 1 and Challenge 2, I propose a novel Dual Noisy
Self Training (DuNST) (Section 3.3, for semi-supervised controllable NLG.
DuNST jointly learns to generate text from given attribute labels and predict
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labels for text, characterizing these two directions as a dual variational
generation process. Such duality allows our model to leverage not only
generated pseudo text but also pseudo labels predicted for available unlabeled
text. Both generation and classification would be augmented by the two
kinds of pseudo data and thus gradually refined during the ST process,
handling Challenge 1. Besides, DuNST incorporates two new types of flexible
noise into generated pseudo text, namely softmax temperature and soft
pseudo text, to further perturb and escape from the text space learned
at the previous ST iteration, which helps propagate local smoothness and
enhance robustness [10, 117], addressing Challenge 2. Our method can be
theoretically regarded as exploring a larger potential space, thus facilitating an
extended generalization boundary and improved attribute coverage, balancing
exploration and exploitation better. Hence, DuNST could further boost
controllability while maintaining comparable generation fluency and diversity.

Further, to tackle Challenge 2 and Challenge 3 and address the limitation
of DuNST, I propose another novel self-training framework, Kernel Distance
Based Efficient Self Training (KEST) (Section 3.4), for improving semi-
supervised controllable NLG. Instead of learning from generated pseudo
textual sequences with traditional cross-entropy loss, KEST directly fits the
approximated text distribution from the last iteration in the embedding space.
Such an objective not only relaxes the constraint imposed by the previous ST
iteration but also encourages diverse outputs of the current model, addressing
Challenge 2. Besides, I design a non-autoregressive generation schema to
produce soft representations of pseudo text (rather than hard strings) in
parallel, greatly reducing time cost and handling Challenge 3. Furthermore,
such a soft text is naturally a kind of noisy pseudo data [37, 117], which
helps the model denoise errors and propagate local smoothness [10, 112].

After addressing the three challenges proposed in RQ2, this thesis finally
provides the answer to RQ3. The answer to RQ3 is that Dual Self-training
on both classification and generation can improve the F1 score in semi-
supervised document level RE, especially for long-tail relations. I propose a
novel method – Dual contrastive self-training for semi-supervised Relation
Extraction (DuRE). Unlike previous ST methods [42, 96], I simultaneously
train a controllable text generator, generating diverse outputs given specific
relation triples. To improve the controllability of the generator, I leverage
the signal of the trained RE classifier to label positive and negative generated
sequences, and then apply a ranking calibration loss [137] to contrast the
positive and negative sequences to improve generation quality. In addition,
I propose a self-adaptive way to sample pseudo text from different relation
classes. I add noise by increasing generation temperature for relations with
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higher precision, which introduces diversity to the training set and helps
reduce overfitting. Besides, I sample more examples from relations with lower
recall. Since long-tail relations usually have a low recall (Fig. 1.4), they are
more likely to be sampled, and thus their recall can be increased through
training.

In summary, the main contributions of the thesis are outlined below.

1.4.2 Thesis Outline and contributions

The remainder of this thesis is structured around the three research questions
proposed in section 1.3.

Chapter 2 focuses on the first research question about unsupervised
methods for relation extraction (RQ1). To answer RQ1, I propose to improve
the recall of pipeline-based approaches by detecting missing entities and
resolving Chinese idioms via back-translation. The key contributions of this
chapter are as follows.

• Section 2.3 discusses the modular pipeline I proposed for Chinese
financial relation extraction. It is an unsupervised method without
labeled data in training. I semi-automatically construct a dictionary of
semantically and structurally constrained financial predicates in order
to retain high-quality and financially relevant SRL extractions. I design
patterns specific to Chinese, by leveraging grammatical structures
unique to the language, for pattern-based extraction. I improve pattern-
based extraction in Chinese by considering coordinated relations.

• Section 2.4 points out a common issue with SRL-based approach. I
present a distance-based solution for the MER task to improve recall
of the pipeline.

• Section 2.5 points out a language-specific issue when extracting relation
tripes in Chinese. I propose to use back-translation to resolve Chinese
idioms to generate additional extractions and thus improve recall of
the pipeline.

• The proposed CIFRE pipeline is evaluated with other baselines on two
Chinese financial news corpora in Section 2.6. The effectiveness of
two novel components (Missing Entity Recognition and Chinese Idiom
Resolution) is also discussed in this section.

In Chapter 3, I attempt to tackle the second research question. For RQ2,
I propose two self-training-based methods (DuNST (Sec 3.3) and KEST (Sec
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3.4)) to improve the controllability and diversity for controllable natural
language generation, which could be further applied in generating pseudo
texts given specific relation triples for semi-supervised relation extraction.
The key contributions of this chapter are as follows.

• Section 3.3.2 proposes the Dual Noisy Self-Training (DuNST) algorithm.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to incorporate Self-training
into semi-supervised controllable language generation and propose a
novel and effective ST method.

• Section 3.3.2 proposes two new types of flexible noise into generated
pseudo text, namely softmax temperature and soft pseudo text, to
further perturb and escape from the text space learned at the previous
ST iteration, which helps propagate local smoothness and enhance
robustness.

• In Section 3.3.2, I demonstrate that DuNST explores a larger poten-
tial text space and extends the generalization boundary, providing a
theoretical interpretation for our method.

• In Section 3.3.4, I conduct thorough experiments on three attribute-
controllable generation tasks and manifest the superiority of DuNST in
improving control accuracy with competitive quality of the generated
text, further exploiting the capacity of powerful PLMs for NLG.

• In Section 3.4.2 I dig into the over-exploitation problem of applying
self-training to controllable NLG and propose a novel kernel-based ST
framework to address this problem.

• In Section 3.4.2 I design a non-autoregressive generation schema to
reduce the time cost of producing pseudo text for self-training, making
ST more practical for real scenarios.

• In Section 3.4.2 I theoretically show that KEST can explore a larger
potential text space.

• In Section 3.4.3 I demonstrate through exhaustive experiments that our
model significantly improves controllability with competitive generation
diversity and quality, further exploring the capacity frontier of PLMs.

In Chapter 4, I attempt to tackle the third research question. To answer
RQ3, I develop a semi-supervised learning framework in document-level
relation extraction, leveraging both pseudo data and pseudo text. The key
contributions of this chapter are as follows.
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• In Section 4.3, I dig into the problem of document-level extraction
of long-tail relations and propose to simultaneously train a control-
lable text generator to address the limitation of previous self-training
methods [96] that only leverage pseudo-labeling.

• In Section 4.3.3, I propose a contrastive loss to control the quality of gen-
erated pseudo text, improving the generation quality and thus helping
to enhance the classification performance of the relation classifier.

• In Section 4.3.3, I conduct comprehensive experiments to show that
our model significantly improves F1-score in different RE benchmarks
on general and biomedical domains, especially on long-tail relations,
addressing the proposed challenge.

In Chapter 5, I summarize the works presented in this thesis and then dis-
cuss some of the several interesting future directions about relation extraction
and self-training. The challenges that remain to be solved are highlighted
and a brief hypothesis of how future research can address those challenges is
presented.
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1.4. Contribution and Outline

Document:
The prevalence of H. pylori infection in dyspeptic patients in Yemen is very high,
the eradication rate with standard triple therapy was unsatisfactory probably
because of widespread bacterial resistance due to unrestricted antibiotic use.
ChatGPT results:
(prevalence of H. pylori infection, is very high in, dys-
peptic patients in Yemen)
(eradication rate with standard triple therapy, was un-
satisfactory, probably because of widespread bacterial
resistance due to unrestricted antibiotic use)

Golden Label not
returned by Chat-
GPT:
(H. pylori, exhibits,
widespread bacterial
resistance)

Questions for ChatGPT:
Q: What is the relationship between H. pylori and widespread
bacterial resistance?
A: The given text does not provide a direct relationship between H. pylori
and widespread bacterial resistance. However, it suggests that the eradication
rate of H. pylori with standard triple therapy was unsatisfactory, probably
because of widespread bacterial resistance due to unrestricted antibiotic use.
This means that the frequent and unrestricted use of antibiotics might have
led to the development of bacterial resistance, which could have contributed
to the reduced effectiveness of standard triple therapy in treating H. pylori
infection.
Q: What bacterium exhibits widespread bacterial resistance accord-
ing to the text?
A: The given text does not explicitly mention any bacterium exhibiting
widespread bacterial resistance. However, it suggests that the eradication rate
of H. pylori infection with standard triple therapy was unsatisfactory, probably
because of widespread bacterial resistance due to unrestricted antibiotic use.
This means that the frequent and unrestricted use of antibiotics might have
led to the development of bacterial resistance, which could have contributed
to the reduced effectiveness of standard triple therapy in treating H. pylori
infection.
Q: What do H. pylori exhibit according to the text?
A: According to the given text, H. pylori infection exhibits a high preva-
lence in dyspeptic patients in Yemen. Dyspepsia is a medical condition
characterized by upper abdominal pain or discomfort, bloating, and early
satiety. Furthermore, the text suggests that the eradication rate of H. pylori
infection with standard triple therapy was unsatisfactory, probably because
of widespread bacterial resistance due to unrestricted antibiotic use. This
means that H. pylori infection might have developed resistance to antibiotics
due to their frequent and unrestricted use.

Figure 1.2: An example of document-level relation extraction in Bacteria
Biotope at BioNLP Open Shared Tasks [6].
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Figure 1.3: Classic Self-training. ST trains a base classification model on a
small labeled data set, then iteratively predicts pseudo labels for unlabeled
data to augment the original set and finally fits the model to the augmented
training set.
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Figure 1.4: Testing set performance (Precision, Recall, F1, and # of examples
in training set) of baseline ATLOP [138] trained on Re-DocRED [95] dataset.
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1.4. Contribution and Outline

Figure 1.5: The overview of this thesis with corresponding concepts. The left
column is the main theme of the thesis, which is supported by the research
questions in the middle. The middle columns are organized by chapters
to each research question and challenge. The right column describes the
methods designed to answer these research questions.
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Chapter 2

Unsupervised
Document-Level Relation
Extraction

A version of this chapter is to be submitted. I was the main investigator.
Throughout the project, I led the process of defining project goals and key
research questions, the model implementation, and designing and running
the experiments. The work was done under the supervision of Laks V.S.
Lakshmanan.

2.1 Introduction

Driven by applications such as fact checking [15], question answering [82,
121], semantic search [118], and recommendations [105], recent years have
witnessed a surge of interest in the automatic construction of knowledge
graphs (KG) [19, 51, 75]. Relation Extraction (RE) from unstructured data
sources is a key component for building large-scale KG. The recent availability
of large corpora of Chinese financial news articles buttresses the motivation
for financial relation extraction in Chinese. RE in Chinese has traditionally
been tackled with both supervised and unsupervised approaches. However,
supervised Chinese RE relies on a pre-specified ontology of relations and
large amounts of human-annotated data in training. As such, the scalability
and transferability of supervised approaches to new relations are limited.

Previous unsupervised approaches may rely on distance constraints to
generate candidate relation triples [5] or normal forms of dependency parse
trees [45]. However, these dependency-based methods cannot identify the
semantic roles of arguments in an extraction, which is essential for high-
quality relation extraction. Meanwhile, Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) [30]
aims at detecting argument structures associated with verb predicates and
labeling their semantic roles. Semantic roles make it possible to impose
structural and semantic constraints on entity types to ensure high-quality
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2.1. Introduction

extractions.
Previous RE approaches restrict the subject and object to be entities,

while SRL operates in a “best-effort” manner, thus allowing for incomplete
extractions containing missing entities. As a result, there is an opportunity
to complete such extractions with the corresponding missing entities to
generate a valid extraction. Consider the sentence “据美美美国国国彭彭彭博博博社社社报道，由
于进行减员，德德德国国国最大的零售商麦麦麦德德德龙龙龙股股股份份份公公公司司司宣布，二季度利润意外下
降15%。(According to Bloomberg News in the United States, due to job
cuts, Metro AG, Germany’s largest retailer, announced that profit in the
second quarter fell unexpectedly by 15%.)”3. The SRL system outputs the
incomplete extraction fall:{A0: profit, A1: 15%} where the relevant named
entity is not extracted, e.g., “whose” profit. A valid extraction with the
correct entity would be fall:{A0: Metro AG’s profit, A1: 15%}. Notice that
in the above example, the missing entity resides in the same sentence. There
also exist cases where the missing entity is located in previous sentences. In
the context of the financial domain, we are especially interested in financially
related nouns such as profit and sale. These financially related nouns can
act as the subject in a sentence on their own. As a result, in some cases the
SRL system fails to extract the entity being referenced. In sum, identifying
such missing entities has the opportunity to improve the recall of a relation
extraction system. Our goal is to address the missing entity problem while
maintaining comparable precision.

In this work, we develop a Chinese language knowledge extraction pipeline
tailored to the financial news domain by combining SRL information extrac-
tion with patterns derived from Chinese language grammar structures. The
pipeline is guided by a dictionary of semantically and structurally constrained
financial predicates. We semi-automatically construct the dictionary by min-
ing financially relevant predicates from a Chinese common-sense knowledge
base Hownet [20]. In contrast to supervised learning, our method can seam-
lessly generalize to new relations by augmenting the dictionary with new
relation specifications, avoiding the labor intensive task of generating labelled
data for training new relations. Further, we formulate the novel Missing
Entity Recognition (MER) task, and apply a dependency-based system to
complete SRL extractions with missing entities. Moreover, we overcome a
challenge unique to the Chinese language in which idioms are commonly
used in news reporting. Specifically, idioms pose a problem for unsupervised
RE as they can imply a relationship without referring to the corresponding
predicate explicitly. Our main observation is that state-of-the-art translation

3For convenience, all the named entities are bolded.
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systems typically do not produce English→Chinese translations that contain
Chinese idioms. Therefore, we perform a meaning-preserving transforma-
tion via back-translation from Chinese→English→Chinese that results in
idiom-free sentences from which the SRL system can successfully produce
extractions.

In sum, our key contributions are as follows. We present our system,
ChInese Financial Relation Extraction (CIFRE) which consists of a modular
pipeline, supporting large scale high quality KG construction. We are the
first to leverage SRL for Chinese RE. We semi-automatically construct a
dictionary of semantically and structurally constrained financial predicates
in order to retain high quality and financially relevant SRL extractions. We
design patterns specific to Chinese, by leveraging grammatical structures
unique to the language, for pattern-based extraction. We improve pattern-
based extraction in Chinese by considering coordinated relations. Further,
we detect and complete extractions with missing entities, and resolve Chinese
idioms via back-translation to generate additional extractions. Finally, we
demonstrate the performance of our pipeline on 2 corpora of Chinese financial
news, compared to a suite of baselines.

Our comprehensive experiments show that CIFRE extracted 22K distinct
SRL-based facts (with a top-100 precision of 81%) and 12K distinct pattern-
based facts (with a top-100 precision above 91%) from the SmoothNLP corpus
(20K articles), and 36K distinct SRL-based facts (with a top-100 precision of
85%) and 15K distinct pattern-based facts (with a top-100 precision above
88%) from the Netease corpus (20K articles).

2.2 Related Work

Automatic knowledge graph construction seeks to build a KG from un-
structured text in a specific domain or across multiple domains, without
human intervention. Traditionally, an OpenIE system (e.g., Stanford OpenIE
[69]) is leveraged to extract cross-domain relations. OpenIE systems [2]
are based on dependency parsing and constituency parsing. Recently, there
have been approaches that leverage deep learning in extracting relations in
the general domain and even in different languages, simultaneously [35, 88].
Self-supervision [41] and Causal models [61] are also applied for OpenIE.

There have also been a number of efforts at creating domain-targeted KGs.
Examples include the Aristo Tuple KB [72] in the elementary science domain
and CPIE [106] in the biomedical domain. In addition, in the financial
domain, Benetka et al. [3] extracted quintuples of monetary transactions
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2.2. Related Work

Figure 2.1: Our ChInese Financial Relation Extraction (CIFRE) pipeline

covering economic events. More recently, Elhammadi et al. [23] built a
knowledge graph in the financial domain based on SRL and apposition
detection. All the above works focus on KG construction from English
articles.

Chinese relation extraction is usually handled by models based on super-
vised machine-learning, e.g., MG-lattice [59] and PGCORE [12]. MG-lattice
is trained on three corpora and is targeted at detecting pre-defined latent
relationships (where some target predicates are not explicitly stated in the
sentence) between two given named entities. Specifically, the entities have
to be supplied to MG-lattice as inputs. PGCORE tries to predict subject-
predicate-object (SPO) triples using a pointer network. However, these
supervised approaches rely heavily on massive manually labeled corpora that
are appropriate for the task.

There are also Chinese Open Relation Extraction systems including
Tseng et al. [100], UnCORE [5], ZORE [81], and COER [45]. UnCORE
exploited distance constraints to generate candidate relation triples ruling
out the ability to handle long-term dependencies. COER proposed an
unsupervised model based on seven Dependency Semantic Normal Forms
(DSNFs). However, as noted in Section 2.1, dependency based methods
cannot identify semantic roles of each argument, which is critical for high
quality relation extraction.

Recently, CTHE [35] proposed a combined approach incorporating Ope-
nIE and supervised learning in Chinese. If the relation falls into a pre-defined
relation set, then they use a supervised learning approach based on BERT
[17]; otherwise, they leverage OpenIE to predict a result.

Unlike previous supervised approaches, our CIFRE system does not need
labeled data for training. Unlike dependency parsing based systems like
COER, UNCORE, and ZORE, our pipeline leverages SRL, leading to more
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2.3. The Knowledge Extraction Pipeline

accurate results including the semantic senses for each extraction. We also
improve pattern-based extraction in Chinese by considering coordinated
relations. Unlike previous SRL-based approaches to financial relation ex-
traction [23] that focus on English, our system is designed for Chinese and
includes Chinese-specific patterns (e.g. “chain-of-ATTs”) that do not appear
in English. Further, absent from Elhammadi et al. [23], we identify and
formulate the novel Missing Entity Recognition (MER) task to improve the
recall of RE. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, our pipeline is the first
that is able to extract relations from Chinese idioms.

2.3 The Knowledge Extraction Pipeline

To begin, we present a high-level description of our CIFRE pipeline (see
Fig. 2.1). The inputs to the pipeline include a corpus of articles and two
pre-constructed financial dictionaries: one for filtering SRL predicates and
the other for identifying valid MER candidates. We have designed a modular
architecture whereby different modules can be turned on or off. Compared
with Elhammadi et al. [23], who also followed a pipeline-based approach,
the modules in red incorporate innovation aimed at generating additional
extractions. The pipeline operates at the article level and starts with standard
text pre-processing and annotation. Sentences that contain Chinese idioms
are passed through a machine translator and translated to English and then
translated back to Chinese to get an idiom-free version of the sentence, in
order to improve recall. Next, we extract predicate argument structures
with the SRL component and use the financial predicate dictionary to filter
out noisy extractions and validate structural and semantic constraints on
arguments. This step is to ensure the extractions are financially related and
to improve precision. After, we detect SRL outputs with missing entities and
identify the corresponding entity with a novel solution based on dependency
tree distances to complete the extraction, in order to improve recall. Further,
we produce additional extractions via high-precision typed patterns (chain-of-
noun-ATTs). We maximize the utility of the extractions by minimizing overly
specific arguments through argument minimization. Finally, we score the
predicate argument structures to reflect our confidence in their precision and
conciseness. All language resources we leverage are summarized in Section
2.6.2.

Figure 2.2 shows an example of how our pipeline works. The only inputs to
our pipeline are a Chinese News Corpus and a Financial Predicate Dictionary.
Our system is able to output both SRL-based and pattern-based extractions.
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2.3. The Knowledge Extraction Pipeline

Figure 2.2: Example extractions of our Chinese SRL-based financial Knowl-
edge Extraction (CIFRE) pipeline

Note that our system is also able to parse temporal arguments like “today”
to the publishing date (2010-08-02). Finally, the extractions are scored using
a binary classifier, with the score reflecting our confidence in the extracted
fact.

In the following subsections we describe several components of our pipeline
in more detail. The Missing Entity Recognition task is discussed in Section
2.4 and the Chinese Idiom Resolution task is discussed in Section 2.5.

2.3.1 Text Pre-processing and Annotation (TPA)

We start with standard Chinese text pre-processing (e.g., sentence/word
segmentation, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, and dependency parsing) using
a Chinese NLP toolkit LTP [9]. Next, we detect Named Entities using the
NER system provided by LTP. The LTP NER system identifies three types
of named entities: people (Nh), organizations (Ni), and locations (Ns).

2.3.2 Semantic Role Labeling (SRL)

We extract semantic relationships between entities using the Semantic Role
Labeling system provided by the LTP library. It has been pointed out
by Elhammadi et al. [23] that SRL led to strong performance for English
financial relation extraction. As described in Section 2.1, information about
the semantic roles of arguments of a relation are not captured by traditional
dependency-parsing based extractors like COER [45]. In the financial field,
temporal information is crucial for meaningful insights. For instance, merely
knowing that the BMW group entered the Chinese market (at some time
in the past) without knowing precisely when is far less useful. By contrast,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Example Chinese Frameset for predicate “购买” (acquire)
and an instance in the financial predicate dictionary; “r” is required while
“o” is optional. (b) An example filtered out by predicate filtering. Since the
NE type constraint for A1 contains a “m” (number), even if A1 contains
another NE “Asia”, it is still filtered out.

SRL not only identifies the correct predicate but also identifies the role of
each argument. Correctly identifying the semantic roles of a predicate’s
arguments helps us impose structural and semantic restrictions to improve
the precision of the extracted relations. For instance, Figure 2.3(a) shows
an example of predicate acquire. Specifically, the predicate acquire must
have at least two arguments, one with the role: buyer and the other with
the role: commodity. We filter out SRL extractions which do not contain a
named entity in each argument, in an effort to produce extractions that are
well-suited for KG construction.

2.3.3 Financial Predicate Filtering (FPF)

We construct a financial predicate dictionary to ensure the predicates are
financially related. Hownet [20] is an online common-sense knowledge base
that contains inter-conceptual relationships and inter-attribute relationships
of concepts obtained by annotating words in Chinese lexicons with their
English equivalents. We leverage the open-source version OpenHowNet [79]
to find predicates whose domain is labelled as finance or economy, which
returns 423 candidates. We inspected these candidates and filtered out rare
predicates and those that cannot produce a valid extraction due to a lack of
arguments. After, we added some common predicates that frequently show
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up in financial contexts, e.g., “达到” (reach) and “增加” (increase). The
resulting dictionary contains 178 predicates.

Following Elhammadi et al. [23], it is vital to identify structural con-
straints, i.e., whether an argument is required or optional, for each predicate
extracted by SRL. It is also important to identify entity type constraints
for each argument of an extraction (e.g., whether an argument must contain
an organization). In the example from Figure 2.3(a), the type constraints
for A0 and A2 in “acquire” are “Ni”(Organization) and “Nh” (People), and
the type constraint for A1 is “Ni”. A0 and A1 are required, while A2 is
optional. Towards this end, we leverage the Chinese Proposition Bank [122]
and manually identify the structural and type constraints for each predicate.
An example entry in the predicate dictionary is shown in Figure 2.3(a).

We filter out domain irrelevant predicate-argument structures using the
financial predicate dictionary constructed previously. The dictionary lists
the predicates with the structural constraints of its arguments (required
vs optional), and semantic constraints. The semantic constraints list the
valid entity types (e.g., Nh and Ni in Figure 2.3(a) and “m” (i.e., number)
in 2.3(b)). Figure 2.3(b) shows an example of an extraction which is filtered
out by semantic constraints, since A1 does not contain a required entity of
type “number”.

2.3.4 Adverb Filtering (AF):

We filter out predicate-argument structures that contain negated arguments
since negative statements are unlikely to lead to facts, which tend to be
positive. Specifically, we generate a collection of 15 negation words (e.g., 不,
没) and filter out predicate-argument structures with adverbial arguments
(ARGM-ADV) that contain any of the negation words. Further, we filter
out structures that are in the future tense to guard against erroneously
extracting speculative statements as fact. We detect the character “将” (will)
in ARGM-ADV and temporal arguments such as “以后” (after) and “未
来” (future) in ARGM-TMP. Then, extractions that contain such negation
and/or future tense words identified in the ARGM-ADV and/or ARGM-TMP
arguments are filtered out.

2.3.5 Temporal Argument Parsing (TAP)

Many of the SRL extracted relations contain temporal arguments ARGM-
TMP such as “昨天” (yesterday), “去年” (last year), or “两个月前” (2
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Figure 2.4: Examples of Chain-of-ATT patterns. The words in purple are
named entities. The words in green are nouns which have a “COO” relation.

months ago). We pass these arguments to a date parser library4 that converts
localized dates into a standard date format relative to the publication date
of the article.

2.3.6 Pattern Extraction (PE)

We observe that there are specific patterns in Chinese that indicate a fi-
nancially related fact. Specifically, the “Chain-of-ATT’s” pattern refers to
three or more nouns linked by an attributive (ATT) relation in the depen-

dency parse tree. Figure 2.4 illustrates the chain “学会(Society)
ATT−−−→会

长(Chairman)
ATT−−−→苏海南(Su Hainan)”. These patterns are similar to the

“DSNF1” pattern leveraged in COER [45]. However the following differences
exist. First, we add entity type constraints to the first and last items of the
chain to ensure the chain connects two named entities. Second, we detect
ATT and coordinated (COO) relationships simultaneously to improve recall.
Specifically, if two noun phrases, NP1 and NP2 have a COO relation, and
NP1 has an ATT relation to an entity NP3, then NP2 should also have an
ATT relation to NP3. Consider the example in Figure 2.4: “Su Hainan, Vice
Chairman of the Chinese Society of Labor and Chairman of the Salary Pro-
fessional Committee”. The COER approach would only extract (Su Hainan,
Vice Chairman, Chinese Society of Labor), missing the other relation (Su
Hainan, Chairman, Salary Professional Committee) since it does not detect
the coordinated relationship between Chairman and Vice Chairman. As a
result, our PE module for detecting “chain-of-ATT’s” yields high precision
extractions through patterns that are commonly found in financial news and
specific to Chinese grammar.

Table 2.1 gives 4 types of patterns that we use in pattern detection. The

4https://pypi.org/project/dateparser/
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Pattern type Pattern instance Predicate
(subj, obj)

ORG-PER ATT 耶鲁大学教授陈志武 Yale
professor Chen Zhiwu

教 授(陈 志
武,耶鲁大学)

LOC-PER ATT 中国副外长傅莹 Fu Ying,
Deputy Foreign Minister
of China

副外长(傅莹,
中国)

PER-PER ATT 习近平的妻子彭丽媛
Xi Jinping’s wife Peng
Liyuan

妻子(彭丽媛,
习近平)

ORG-ORG
Ownership

百度旗下爱奇艺 Baidu’s
Subsidiary IQiyi

旗下(百度, 爱
奇艺)

Table 2.1: Pattern Types, instances and extracted tuples

first 3 patterns do not have restrictions on the relation word. The last pattern
(ORG-ORG ownership), restricts the relation word to be “旗下”(subsidiary)
to make sure that it correctly indicates ownership between organizations.

2.3.7 Argument Minimization (AM)

We process coordinating conjunctions (e.g., 和 and 与) appearing in an
argument to obtain extractions with simpler arguments. We find the entities
with coordinated relations by leveraging the dependency relation COO in
the sentence’s dependency parse tree. Consider the sentence “腾讯收购
了搜狗和康盛创想。 (Tencent acquired Sougou and Comsenz Inc.)”. We
split the SRL output acquire:{A0:Tencent, A1:Sougou and Comsenz Inc.}
into two separate extractions: (1) acquire:{A0:Tencent, A1:Sougou} and (2)
acquire:{A0:Tencent, A1:Comsenz Inc.}. Further, we divide extractions if an
adverbial argument is either of “分别(respectively)” or “依次(successively)”
and there exist two other arguments connected by the COO dependency
relation. Consider the sentence “腾讯和爱奇艺在视频播放器上分别投
入三千万和两千万人民币 (Tencent and IQiyi spent 30m yuan and 20m
yuan respectively on video players)”. The resulting extractions are: (1) “投
入(spend): {A0:腾讯(Tencent), A1:30m yuan, A2:视频播放器(video player)}”
and (2) “投入(spend): {A0:爱奇艺(IQiyi), A1:20m yuan, A2:视频播放
器(video player)}”.

In addition to processing coordinating conjunctions, we minimize the
length of arguments even further by identifying and dropping additional
tokens that are considered overly specific to shorten the length of an argument,
make the extraction concise, and make our extraction of higher utility. We
drop tokens that are in parentheses or brackets and remove redundant
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punctuation. For SRL extractions, we remove the attribute of entities in the
arguments. Specifically, we search from the root of the dependency parse
tree until we find the first named entity and remove the sub-tree that has an
ATT relation connecting to it. For example, consider the SRL extraction “增
长(increase): {A0:位于广州的富达食品公司营业额(Fuda Foods Inc. (located
in Guangzhou) turnover)，A1:5.7% }”. For the entity “富达食品公司” in A0,
we remove the attribute “位于广州的”(located in Guangzhou) while keeping
the subsequent text “营业额” (turnover). Thus after argument minimization,
the result is the more concise extraction “增长(increase): {A0:富达食品公
司营业额(Fuda Foods Inc. turnover)，A1:5.7% }”.

2.3.8 Fact Scoring (FS)

Following previous work in Open RE [23], we score the predicate argument
structures to reflect our confidence by training a binary logistic regression
classifier using 500 SRL extractions and 500 pattern-based extractions from
an independent development corpus that were labeled by us. Facts are
considered valid if they are both precise and concise, i.e., explain only one
proposition. We identified a collection of features that are powerful predictors
of validity. The features include the presence of a coordinating conjunction
or verb, unresolved temporal arguments, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, and
the number of words and named entities in the argument. We classify each
valid argument of the extracted fact and take the minimum over all argument
scores as the overall confidence score of the fact. We chose the minimum as
our aggregate function in order to promote the most precise facts.

2.4 Missing Entity Recognition

In Section 2.1 we identified a limitation of the SRL system, that it is
susceptible to extracting partial information in which a named entity can
be missing. To address this we formulate the Missing Entity Recognition
(MER) task, defined as follows. Given an SRL extraction that contains
a domain-specific argument with a missing entity, and a list of candidate
named-entities: (1) determine if the missing entity is in the list, and (2) if
yes, identify the missing entity from among the candidates.

In the financial domain, we require that the missing entity argument must
appear in a pre-defined financial noun dictionary. To build this dictionary,
we first identify nouns whose label is economy, commercial or finance
in the Hownet lexicon. Then, we retain only those nouns that are related to
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an organization-like entity. The final dictionary contains 179 nouns that can
act as standalone subjects or objects in a sentence.

For the generation of candidate named entities, we run the NER system
over the k preceding sentences, under the assumption that the entity it refers
to must appear before the financial related noun. We choose all named
entities of the correct type (e.g., institution) as the candidates. We call these
entities qualified NEs.

We present the following distance-based solution for the MER task. Our
core intuition is that the missing entity for an argument should be the closest
qualified entity in the dependency parse tree. Given an SRL argument m
with missing entity, for every qualified candidate NE n, if m and n are in
the same sentence, the distance d(m,n) is defined as the node distance in
the dependency parse tree, ddep(m,n). Otherwise, n and m are in different
dependency parse trees. Let the roots of m and n be rm and rn, respectively.
Then, the distance d(m,n) = ddep(m, rm)+ddep(n, rn)+dword(rm, rn), where
dword(rm, rn) is the number of words between rm and rn. Finally, we select
the qualified NE n∗ with the minimum distance to m: n∗ = arg minn d(m,n).
If two or more candidates have the minimum score, we follow the priority
order: 1) prefer entity n acting as a subject; 2) among such entities, prefer n
having the minimum word distance dword(m,n). If there are no qualified NEs
within the k sentences, we discard the current extraction. In the experiments,
we choose k to be 2 since it gives the highest performance.

Using dependency-based distance ddep rather than simple word distance
dword can resolve sentences where there are entities appearing in an adverbial
or a clause. Consider the following sentence: “恒生银行于港交所公告称，今
年中期净利润为69.64亿港元。 (Hang Seng Bank announced on the Hong
Kong Stock Exchange that, the mid-year net profit of this year was 6.964
billion Hong Kong dollars.)”. The dependency-based metric will mark the
Chinese word “净利润(net profit)” to Hang Seng Bank, rather than Hong
Kong Stock Exchange, in contrast with choosing the closest entity solely
based on word distance.

2.5 Chinese Idiom Parsing

In Chinese lexical system, Chinese idioms are fixed phrases that have been
used for a long time and have a fixed structure and complete meaning. One
of the design features of most Chinese idioms is the four-character form.
Chinese idioms are widely used in writing, even in news reporting. Consider
the first example in Table 2.2 containing the idiom “相去甚远”. Neither
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Sentence Accurate English
Translation

Back-
translation

Extraction

但7年以来，
日 本 的 通
货 膨 胀 率 却
离2%相去甚远。

But in the past seven
years, Japan’s infla-
tion rate has been far
from 2%.

但在过去七
年中，日本
通胀率远远
低于2%。

低于 (lower than):{A0: 日本
通胀率(Japan inflation rate),
A1:2%, ARGM-TMP: 在过去
七年中(in the past 7 years)}

而深圳交易所
的 黄 金 价 格
也水涨船高，
第三季度以来
涨幅近10%。

The price of gold on
the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange has also
risen, with an in-
crease of nearly 10%
since the third quar-
ter.

自第三季度
以来,深圳交
易所的黄金
价格也大幅
上涨近10%。

上涨(rise):{A0: 深圳交易所
的黄金价格(The price of gold
on the Shenzhen Stock), A1:
近10% (nearly 10%) ARGM-
TMP:第三季度以来(since the
third quarter) }

上 午10点
刚 过 ， 兴
业 证 券 率
先揭竿而起，
强势上攻。

Just after 10:00 a.m.,
Industrial Securities
took the lead and
went up strongly.

就 在 上
午10点 钟 ，
公司率先打
开柱子并猛
烈进攻。

打开(open):{A0: 公司(the
company), A1: 柱子(poles)}

Table 2.2: Examples of MBART-50 back-translation. Chinese idioms are
underlined. The first two examples lead to a correct relation extraction. The
last example is an incorrect back-translation which leads to an incorrect
relation extraction. However, the Predicate Dictionary Filtering part in our
CIFRE pipeline is able to filter it out.

dependency parsing based approaches, such as COER [45], nor SRL-based
approaches are able to extract useful information from this sentence.

A possible solution is to look up the idiom in a lexicon (such as HowNet
[20]) and substitute the idiom with its explanation. However, the HowNet
explanation for “相去甚远” is “很不同” (differ greatly). Directly substituting
this idiom with its explanation results in sentence incoherence. Further, direct
substitution does not guarantee that the original meaning will be preserved.

Recently, machine translation has made rapid progress. In particular,
to the best of our knowledge, MBART-50 [64] is the state-of-the-art mul-
tilingual machine translation algorithm for Chinese-to-English translation.
Interestingly, we found that the English-to-Chinese output from MBART
rarely contains idioms. In the example above, the idiom “相去甚远” has been
replaced in the Chinese back-translation. Thus, the SRL system is able to
extract the relation “低于” (lower than):{A0: 日本通胀率(Japan’s inflation
rate), A1:2%, ARGM-TMP: 在过去七年中(in the past 7 years)}. As shown
in the experiment (Section 2.6.5), only 1.6% of the back-translations still
contain Chinese idioms. Guided by this observation, we propose leveraging
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Chinese-English back translation to resolve Chinese idioms.
Our idiom parsing solution is described as follows. We first determine

whether the sentence contains any predicates represented by a Chinese
idiom by inspecting the dependency parse tree and detecting the POS tag
“i”.5 Then, we substitute the named entities in the original sentences to
placeholder strings that will not be changed by the back-translation process.
Specifically, we build a one-to-one match for people’s names to “{A,B,...}先
生” (Person {A,B,...}) and organization names to “{A,B,...}公司” (Company
{A,B,...}). Then we pass the sentence to MBART-50, translating the sentence
to English (CN-EN) and then translate it back to Chinese (EN-CN). Finally,
we substitute the placeholders in the back-translated Chinese sentence with
their original entities and pass the back-translated Chinese sentence to the
downstream modules in our pipeline.

2.6 Evaluation

2.6.1 Corpora Description

To demonstrate the ability of our CIFRE pipeline to generalize across different
datasets, we evaluated it over the following two Chinese financial corpora.

SmoothNLP: Public Chinese Financial News Corpus6 containing 20K
Chinese financial news articles collected from various web sources between
January 2015 and May 2019.

NetEase: Financial News Corpus collected from https://3g.163.
com by the authors. It contains ∼20K Chinese financial news articles between
May 2010 and March 2015.

2.6.2 Experimental Settings

The language resources we used include the OpenHownet [79] lexicon and
Chinese Proposition Bank [122] for financially-related predicate and noun
dictionary generation, a Chinese toolkit LTP [9] for basic pre-processing,
NER, and SRL, and a machine translation model MBART-50(large-many-to-
many) [64]. All the parameters of LTP and MBART-50 are set as default. The
corpus we experimented on are SmoothNLP, which is public, and NetEase,
which we created ourselves. All public scientific artifacts were consistent

5Unlike English, a Chinese idiom is a word that can be tagged with ’i’ in POS tagging,
which typically consists of four characters. The accuracy of idiom identification is 98%
according to experiments on LTP.

6https://github.com/smoothnlp/FinancialDatasets
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Dataset SmoothNLP NetEase
# articles processed 20000 19929
# pattern-based facts 15912 19641
# (%) distinct pattern-based facts 12074 (75.9%) 15061 (76.7%)
P@100 for pattern-based facts 88% 91%
# SRL-based facts 22956 37831
# (%) distinct SRL-based facts 21643 (94.3%) 36266 (95.7%)
P@100 for SRL-based facts 81% 85%
# distinct MER-based facts 764 1323
P@100 for MER-based facts 84% 86%

Table 2.3: Statistics and results of running the extraction pipeline on the
corpus. P@100 means Precision of top-100 extractions.

Direction Accuracy
CHS-ENG 66 %
ENG-CHS 48.5%
Back-translation 32%

Table 2.4: Machine Translation quality on sentences containing Chinese
idioms.

with their intended use of research. For the corpus we create (NetEase), this
can be accessed only for research purposes.

The manual labor is restricted to a semi-automatic method for finan-
cial dictionary construction (automatic selection of candidate words from
an existing lexicon OpenHownet followed by manual annotation of the re-
quired/optional attributes of predicates) and the annotation of 1000 examples
for Fact Scoring. The annotation on the resulting 178 predicates is manual
and took about 10 person hours. The 1000 examples for Fact Scoring comes
from an independent development corpus where any filtering and Argument
Minimization are not applied. The annotation took about 5 person hours.

2.6.3 Extraction Results

We ran the CIFRE pipeline on the above two corpora. The evaluation
metrics we use are the number of extractions and the precision of the top-k
extractions (Precision@k).7 An extraction is considered a true positive if (i)
the relation it describes is accurate and it does not contain additional tokens;
and (ii) it describes a fact in the financial domain. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of the pipeline, we report the extraction statistics in Table 2.3.

7Since it was not feasible to find ground truth in our corpus, instead of recall, we
measured the number of extractions.
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Sentence COER extraction CIFRE extraction

深创投执行总经理刘纲还前往
美国与贾跃亭见面。

[刘纲, 前往, 美国],
[刘纲, 见面, 贾跃亭]

执行总经理:{刘纲,深创
投}

Liu Gang, Executive General
Manager of Shenzhen Capital
Group, also went to the United
States to meet with Jia Yueting.

[Liu Gang, go to, the United
States], [Liu Gang, meet, Jia
Yueting]

Executive General Man-
ager:{A0: Liu Gang,
A1: Shenzhen Capital
Group}

2018年 ， 宝 马 集 团 国 内 销
量达到63.995万辆，同比增
长7.7%，是宝马集团自1994年
正式进入中国市场以来最好的
销售记录。

[宝马集团, 进入, 中国市场] 达到:{A0: 宝马集团国
内销量, A1: 63.995万辆,
ARGM-TMP: 2018年}

In 2018, the BMW Group’s do-
mestic sales reached 639,950 ve-
hicles, a year-on-year increase
of 7.7%, which is the best sales
record of the BMW Group since
it officially entered the Chinese
market in 1994.

[BMW Group, enter, Chinese
market]

reach:{A0: BMW
Group’s domestic sales,
A1: 639,950 vehicles,
ARGM-TMP: in 2018.}

Table 2.5: Some example extractions by COER and our CIFRE. In the
first example, COER ignored the “Chain-of-ATT” pattern but extracted
predicates “go to” and “meet”, which are not financially relevant. In the
second example, despite “BMW group enter Chinese market” being informa-
tive and financially related, COER still fails to extract important temporal
information “in 1994”.

We processed 39929 articles in total, and successfully extracted 57909 distinct
SRL-based facts and 27135 pattern-based facts. 9% of the pattern-based facts
are discovered by the COO relation. We found that 89.7% of the predicate-
argument structures that were discarded did not pass the financial predicate
filtering step, indicating that the financial dictionary filtering is effective
at filtering out financially irrelevant predicates and SRL extractions that
do not contain named entities. The MER-based facts increase the number
of extractions by 3.5% while even improving the precision slightly (from
84% to 85% overall top-100 precision after adding the MER module). The
results show that our new MER module and improvements to PE significantly
improve the number of extractions (see Section 2.6.7 for a case study).

2.6.4 Predicate Distribution

Fig. 2.5 shows the distribution of the top 10 financial predicates extracted
from the NetEase corpus. The predicate 达到 (reach) is the most frequent
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Figure 2.5: Top-10 frequent predicates extracted in Netease corpus

Figure 2.6: An example of failed examples of co-reference resolution by
Stanford Corenlp system. Here “its” should refer to “Vitaflo” rather than
“Nestle”

predicate. Among these predicates, there are a group of predicates which
indicate “ascend or increase” (上升, 上涨, 增加，增长), and “descend or
decrease” (下降,下跌,跌) which are usually associated with stocks reporting.
The predicate “收购” (acquire) indicates a relation of acquisition between
two organizations. The predicate “ 担任” (serve as) indicates a relation of
people serving in a position in an organization.

2.6.5 Chinese Idiom Parsing Results

In the SmoothNLP and NetEase corpora there are 4598 sentences that
contain (i) named entities and (ii) idioms as a predicate (out of 40k articles).
We fed these sentences to the MBART-50 [64] model and obtained their
back-translations. In the result, only 1.6% of the back-translations still
contain Chinese idioms, which verifies our assumption that the MBART-50
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Methods # Distinct Extrac-
tions

Precision

CIFRE 161 77.02%
CIFRE+COREF 184 70.11%
CIFRE-MER 150 70.67%
CIFRE-PF 644 24.7%
COER 181 9.9%
MG-lattice 0 N/A

Table 2.6: Method Comparison

model rarely generates Chinese idioms in English to Chinese translation.
We randomly sampled 100 sentences from the back-translated sentences

and measured the translation accuracy from Chinese to English. For those
sentences that were correctly translated, we then measured the accuracy for
its back-translation from English to Chinese. Table 2.4 shows the translation
accuracy for both directions.

We found that even for the state-of-the-art MBART-50 model it is
relatively difficult to translate English to Chinese. However, interestingly, we
are still able to get 84 new extractions with a precision of 74.4% when we pass
the back-translated text into our pipeline. We conjecture that our pipeline is
able to successfully filter out any bad translations (e.g., nonsensical predicates
or missing arguments), even when the overall translation performance is
weak. For example, if the back-translation yields an incorrect predicate, our
system is able to filter out incorrect relations since they will not pass the
predicate dictionary filtering step. In the last example in Table 2.2, the
MBART-50 back-translation was incorrect, thus the SRL system outputs a
nonsensical extraction: (the company opens the poles). However, since “poles”
is not a named entity, it does not pass the predicate dictionary filtering
step. Thus, such instances of incorrect translation do not harm the overall
precision of our relation extraction.

2.6.6 Comparison with other Relation Extraction Systems

We compare our pipeline with the following variants and baselines.

• CIFRE+COREF: Our pipeline plus Stanford CoreNLP [68] co-reference
parser. Resolving pronouns with entities generates additional extrac-
tions.

• CIFRE-MER: Our pipeline without MER.

• CIFRE-PF: Our pipeline without predicate dictionary filtering: the
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only rule applied is that there must be at least 2 named entities in the
SRL extractions.

• COER [45]: A dependency-based Open RE system.

• MG-lattice [59]: A supervised RE system that classifies 44 financial
relations given a pair of organizations and a sentence.8

We randomly selected 100 articles from the SmoothNLP corpus as a test
set. We measured the number of distinct extractions as well as the precision.9

The precision score computed here gives an overall quality of extractions,
not only evaluating extractions with high confidence score.

Table 2.6 shows the number of distinct extractions and precision on the
test set. We found that activating co-reference resolution, despite generat-
ing an additional 23 distinct extractions, only yields 5 additional correct
extractions. This is due to error propagation by the Stanford CoreNLP
co-reference resolution parser. An example illustrating this module is given
in Fig. 2.6. CIFRE+coref extracts “为:{A0:雀巢年度营收(Nestle’s annual
revenue), A1:4000万瑞士法郎(40 million Swiss francs)}”, which is incorrect
since A0 should be “Vitaflo’s annual revenue”. Our final pipeline omits the
co-reference resolution module due to the propagation of errors degrading
the overall precision.

We found that dropping the MER component leads to fewer extractions
and lower precision, thus demonstrating the usefulness of its inclusion in the
pipeline. We also found that without predicate dictionary filtering, the SRL
system outputs many extractions that are not financially related. COER
suffers from a similar issue. Table 2.5 gives 2 examples of extractions by
COER and CIFRE. Notice that compared to COER, CIFRE is able to
extract more useful relations and the extractions include the time period.

Surprisingly, MG-lattice predicted the “unknown” relation for all inputs
considered. While most of the inputs contain relations that are not covered
in the FinRE relation set, there are still some overlapping relations between
our predicate dictionary and the FinRE relation set, such as “收购”(acquire)
and “减持” (share reduction). In the test set, there are 5 extractions by
CIFRE that contain such relations. However, all 5 instances are labelled as
“unknown” by MG-lattice. Table 2.9 shows a sentence which contains “acquire”

8Since the input for MG-lattice is a sentence with two organizations, we applied our
NER system and retained those sentences with m ≥ 2 organizations. We fed the Pm

2

permutations of 2 organizations along with the sentence into the MG-lattice model to get
the predicted relations. In total, 1081 org-org-sentence triples were passed to MG-lattice.

9The precision here is computed on all extractions returned, which is different from the
previous evaluation of Precision@k.
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as a predicate. This relation is extracted by CIFRE, but not detected by
MG-lattice, which is evidence that MG-lattice does not generalize well on
our corpus.

2.6.7 MER case study

Table 2.7 shows two successful examples of MER. In the first example,
there are three candidate organization-like entities. Our system is able to
extract the correct prediction 格力电器 (Gree Electric) because it ignores
the entity “QFII” in the adverbial, even if it is closer in word distance. The
second example shows that our method is able to correctly predict the entity
(Wenzhou Baiying Real Estate Marketing Planning Co., Ltd.) which is not in
the same sentence as the argument Heping Zhang. On the other hand, Table
2.8 shows a failure case where the entity name is only partially extracted “股
份”(stock) from “大华股份”(Dahua Co. Ltd.). Most of the incorrect MER
predictions are due to mistakes made by the NER system. Specifically, the
NER system can output the incorrect name of a named entity or not detect
the correct named entity altogether. As a result, our distance-based method
may find a different, unrelated entity from previous sentences.

2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we described our high-quality relation extraction pipeline
CIFRE, which leverages SRL with dictionary-guided filtering and Chinese-
specific pattern detection. We introduced the Missing Entity Recognition
task and presented a novel distance-based solution that allows our pipeline to
detect and complete missing entities in incomplete SRL extractions. Further,
we processed Chinese idioms by extracting their implied predicates. We
designed CIFRE to be modular allowing individual modules to be updated
as the state-of-the-art improves. Comprehensive experiments on two Chinese
financial news corpora show that CIFRE achieves the best performance
and significantly outperforms the baselines in terms of overall precision. In
addition, CIFRE yields 90K extractions in total and achieves a Precision@100
of over 81% on the 2 corpora.

Our system is currently designed for RE on Chinese financial corpora,
however, the only ingredient needed to apply our pipeline to other domains is
the construction of a domain-specific dictionary. In future work, we plan to
investigate ways of extending our pipeline to incorporate textual inferences
with which to infer relations when they are not explicitly mentioned in a
sentence but are implied (e.g., the latent relations present in the sentences
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Sentences Translation Entity list CIFRE
extrac-
tion

MER pre-
diction

QFII所持有的白色
家电则主要由格力电
器（000651.SZ）、
九 阳 股 份
（002242.SZ） 构
成。格力电器今年以
来遭到QFII的持续
增持，市值也从当初
的8亿元上升至52亿
元，市值增加44亿
元。

The white goods held by
QFII are mainly composed
of Gree Electric (000651.SZ)
and Joyoung (002242.SZ).
Gree Electric’s share has
been continuously increased
by QFII since the beginning
of this year, the stock market
value also rose from the orig-
inal 800 million yuan to 5.2
billion yuan, and the market
value increased by 4.4 billion
yuan.

QFII,
格 力 电 器
(Gree Elec-
tric),
九 阳 股 份
(Joyoung)

增
加(increase):
{
A0: 市值
(Market
value),
A1:44亿
元(4.4
billion
yuan)}

格 力 电 器
(Gree Elec-
tric)

温州市百盈房产营销
策划有限公司是温州
最大的外地房地产代
理商。张和平是总经
理。

Wenzhou Baiying Real Es-
tate Marketing Planning Co.,
Ltd. is Wenzhou’s largest for-
eign real estate agent. Zhang
Heping is the general man-
ager.

温 州 市 百
盈 房 产 营
销 策 划 有
限 公 司(
Wenzhou
Baiying
Real Estate
Marketing
Planning
Co., Ltd.)

是(is):
A0: 张和
平(Zhang
Heping),
A1:总 经
理(general
manager)

温 州 市 百
盈 房 产 营
销 策 划 有
限 公 司(
Wenzhou
Baiying
Real Estate
Marketing
Planning
Co., Ltd.)

Table 2.7: Cases of successful MER prediction.

in FinRE). Further, in an effort to improve recall, we plan to upgrade the
NER system to detect other classes of financial-related named entities, such
as products and financial indices.

One possible drawback of the current back translation method is that
it relies on the performance of translation models (e.g., MBART-50). With
the improvement of the translation models, there could be more idiomatic
translations. Thus it is likely that the back-translated sentences still contain
idioms. In future work, we will discuss whether controllable natural lan-
guage generation methods (e.g., prompt a model with generate a non-idiom
paraphrase of the sentence) can also remove idioms while keeping the same
semantic meaning.
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Sentences Translation Entity
list

CIFRE
extrac-
tion

MER
predic-
tion

以头号重仓股大华
股 份 为 例 ， 受 益
于“智慧城市”建设
和安防行业景气提
升，作为龙头公司
的大华股份业绩大
幅增长，2012年净利
润同比增长85.2%，
且2013年一季度净利
润再度大幅预增。该
股票2013年以来市价
已经上涨约70%。

Take Dahua, the largest heavy-duty
stock, as an example, benefiting from
the construction of “smart cities”
and the boom in the security indus-
try, Dahua, the leading company, has
seen substantial growth in its per-
formance. Its net profit in 2012 in-
creased by 85.2% year-on-year, and
its net profit in the first quarter of
2013 Profits are again expected to
increase substantially. The market
price of the stock has risen by about
70% since 2013.

龙 头
公 司
(Lead-
ing
Com-
pany),
股 份
(stock)

上
涨(rise):
{
A0: 市价
(Market
price),
A1:70%,
ARGM-
TMP:
2013年以
来(since
2013)}

股 份
(stock)

Table 2.8: A failed case of MER. In this case the NER system did not
recognize the correct entity name 大华股份 (Dahua Co. Ltd.).

Sentence Translation CIFRE extraction
美的集团旗下美
的日电集团照明
电气公司日前并
购江西贵雅照明
电器公司。

Midea Nippon Electric Group
Lighting Electric Company, a
subsidiary of Midea Group, re-
cently acquired Jiangxi Guiya
Lighting Electric Company.

并购(acquire):{A0: 日电集团照明
电气公司(Nippon Electric Group
Lighting Electric Company),A1:江
西贵雅照明电器公司(Jiangxi Guiya
Lighting Electric Company), ARGM-
TMP: 日前(recently)}

Table 2.9: Example extractions captured by CIFRE but is labeled “unknown”
in MG-lattice
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Chapter 3

Self-Training in Controllable
Text Generation

This chapter is a combination of two published papers at ACL 2023 [25]
and IJCAI 2023 [24]. I was the main investigator of these two papers.
and the works were mainly done during my internship at Microsoft Asia.
Throughout the project, I led the process of defining project goals and key
research questions, the model implementation, and designing and running
the experiments. The works were done under the supervision of my intern
mentor Xiaoyuan Yi and my supervisor Laks V.S. Lakshmanan.

3.1 Introduction

Recently, Pretrained Language Models (PLM) [18, 63, 83, 84] have shown
superiority in Natural Language Processing (NLP). However, the ever-growing
size of these models demands more training data, which destabilizes the
fine-tuning of PLMs when labeled data is highly insufficient [134]. In this
case, Self-training (ST) [31, 91, 127], a classical semi-supervised paradigm,
has come to the fore again. As depicted in Fig. 3.1, ST produces pseudo labels
for text using a classifier and then retrains the classifier with augmented data
in an iterative process. By this means, ST utilizes massive unlabeled text
to denoise the pseudo-annotated neighbors and improve the generalization
on real data [112, 133], boosting various Natural Language Understanding
(NLU) tasks [56, 73].

Nevertheless, how to apply ST to Natural Language Generation (NLG),
especially the data-hungry attribute-controllable NLG, remains an open
question. Different from typical NLU tasks like text classification, controllable
NLG takes an attribute label as input to generate a textual sequence meeting
the given attribute rather than predicting the label given input text.

This brings three new challenges for ST.
Challenge 1: Limited unlabeled data: since model inputs become

discrete labels, there is no massive unlabeled data for the NLG model to
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Figure 3.1: Classic Self-training. ST trains a base classification model on
a small labeled data set. Then the model iteratively predicts pseudo labels
for unlabeled data to augment the original set. Finally, we train the model
using the augmented training set.

extend the learned distribution boundary. With limited unlabeled text, a
potential approach to further improve ST performance is to leverage the
generative ability of NLG models and produce synthetic (pseudo) text [90,
125] from given labels besides pseudo labels from text. This in turn raises
two other major challenges.

Challenge 2: Over-exploitation. Augmented by self-generated text,
NLG models are forced to repeatedly fit the already learned text distribution.
This gradually homogenizes the generated pseudo text and causes a shrunken
(collapsed) generalization boundary, resulting in decreased controllability
and generation diversity.

Challenge 3: Training deceleration. We need to re-generate all
pseudo text in each ST iteration with updated model parameters, which
interrupts the parallelism of Transformer [101]-based models, severely decel-
erating training and impairing practicality.

To handle Challenge 1 and Challenge 2, we propose a novel Dual Noisy
Self Training (DuNST) method, for semi-supervised controllable NLG.
DuNST jointly learns to generate text from given attribute labels and predict
labels for text, characterizing these two directions as a dual process via a
shared Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) [49]. Such duality allows our model
to leverage not only generated pseudo text but also pseudo labels predicted
for available unlabeled text. Both generation and classification would be
augmented by the two kinds of pseudo data that will hence be gradually
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refined during the ST process, handling Challenge 1. Besides, DuNST
corrupts the generated pseudo text by two kinds of noise, softmax temperature
and soft pseudo text, to further disturb and escape from the text space
learned at the previous ST iteration, addressing Challenge 2. Our method
can be theoretically regarded as propagating local smoothness [10] and
exploring a larger and potential space, which helps extend the generalization
boundary and improve attribute coverage. Therefore, DuNST further boosts
controllability with comparable generation fluency and diversity.

Though DuNST works well, it has the following limitations. First, DuNST
still did not address Challenge 3. As with all other Self-training methods,
DuNST also needs to reproduce pseudo labels and pseudo text at each ST
iteration. Since the pseudo text (both hard and soft) is generated in an auto-
regressive manner, it is impossible to be done in parallel and thus leads to
longer training time. Besides, because of the dual VAE structure in DuNST,
it involves multiple optimization objectives (classification, generation, and KL
terms) as well as the weights for BOW loss and cyclical annealing. There are
many hyperparamters to be tuned carefully. Thus, it is somewhat challenging
to tune all the hyperparameters to get the best performance due to the large
search space.

Further, to tackle Challenge 2 and Challenge 3 and address the limitation
of DuNST, we propose another novel self-training framework, Kernel Distance
Based Efficient Self Training (KEST), for improving semi-supervised con-
trollable NLG. Instead of learning from generated pseudo textual sequences
with traditional cross-entropy loss, KEST directly fits the approximated text
distribution from the last iteration in the embedding space. Such an objective
not only relaxes the constraint imposed by the previous ST iteration but
also encourages diverse outputs of the current model, addressing Challenge
2. Besides, we design a non-autoregressive generation schema to produce soft
representations of pseudo text (rather than hard strings) in parallel, greatly
reducing time cost and handling Challenge 3. Furthermore, such a soft text
is naturally a kind of noisy pseudo data [37, 117], which helps the model
denoise errors and propagate local smoothness [10, 112].

In the remainder of this chapter, Sec. 3.2 talks about the related work.
Sec 3.3 and Sec. 3.4 describe the methods and experimental results of DuNST
and KEST, respectively. Sec. 3.3.3 introduces the datasets, evaluation metrics,
and baselines used in the experiments of both DuNST and KEST.
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3.2 Related Work

Controllable Language Generation Attribute-controllable language
generation aims to generate high-quality text satisfying desired attributes,
e.g., sentiment, topic and style, which could facilitate diverse downstream
applications, such as stylistic writing [26] and language detoxification [29]. In
the era of PLM, an effective paradigm for controllable NLG lies in fine-tuning
PLMs on datasets containing labeled text [34, 48]. However, as the scale of
PLMs keeps increasing, insufficient labeled data becomes a new obstacle to
fine-tuning [128, 134].

As a remedy, two lines of research have been developed. Lightweight tuning
searches a trigger [92] or optimizes only a few parameters like adapter [87] or
prefix [57, 80], requiring much less training data. Plug-in control manipulates
the output generation probability of models to encourage attribute-related
tokens. The manipulation is achieved broadly through two paradigms:
updating cached hidden states [16] or reshaping the output distribution
guided by off-the-shelf attribute classifiers [50, 124] or conditional PLMs [60]
at inference time without fine-tuning. Despite no/weak dependence on
labeled data, these two lines of work would cause limited control accuracy or
decreased fluency.

Self-training Recently, Self-training has flourished again by iteratively
generating pseudo labels and augmenting the tuning of data-hungry PLMs,
showing great advantages in further enhancing NLU [4, 10, 21, 70, 102]
and Neural Machine Translation (NMT) [37, 46] where massive unlabeled
input text exists. Besides classical ST, diverse follow-up modifications
have been developed for further improvement, which generally fall into two
lines. The first line, i.e., sample selection, selects only a part of unlabeled
instances in terms of (1) model confidence to avoid over-noisy pseudo labels [4,
93], (2) prediction uncertainty to obtain informative instances and enhance
performance on the hard ones [46, 73], or (3) label balance to benefit minority
classes [111]. The other line is noisy labeling [37, 117], which injects synthetic
noise into the pseudo data, e.g., token shuffle or image distortion to propagate
local smoothness and improve model robustness.

However, as mentioned in Sec.3.1, due to Challenges 1&2, it is difficult
to directly apply ST (as well as the synthetic noise above) to attribute-
controllable NLG.

VAE and Dual Learning VAE [49] has proven to be effective in generating
diverse text when combined with PLMs due to the flexible semantic properties
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captured in the latent space [40, 52], which could further enhance the variety
of pseudo text and thus is more suitable for ST. Dual Learning (DL) [36]
has been traditionally proposed and applied in NMT and then extended to
joint optimization of NLU-NLG tasks [116], which is promising for tackling
Challenge 1. Tseng et al. [99] successfully combined DL with VAE for table-
to-text and text-to-table generation, but their model cannot simultaneously
optimize the two directions and share learned features, not compatible with
our design for Challenge 1.

Non-Autoregressive Generation (NAG) Relevant to our work, NAG
aims to simultaneously generate all target tokens rather than one by one
to increase the inference speed. NAG was first proposed in NMT [33, 66]
and then applied to broader scenarios like Text Summarization [62] and
Text-to-Speech Synthesis [13]. All the tasks are learned with encoder-decoder
architectures, relying on long input sequences (e.g., source language) to
provide rich initial context information. However, it is still challenging to
leverage NAG for controllable generation since the inputs are only attribute
labels and short prompts.

Unlike the aforementioned work, in DuNST (Sec 3.3) we revisit the
challenges of incorporating Self-training with controllable generation and
utilize the duality and flexible noise to handle these challenges, leading to
a novel and practical ST framework. In KEST (Sec 3.4), we take a further
step to investigate the challenges of incorporating ST with controllable NLG
and propose a practical NAG method to generate soft pseudo text, which is
then learned in a kernel space, leading to a more efficient ST framework.

3.3 DuNST

3.3.1 Contributions

The contributions of DuNST are as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to incorporate Self-
training into semi-supervised controllable language generation and
propose a novel and effective ST method.

• We demonstrate that DuNST explores a larger potential text space
and extends the generalization boundary, providing a theoretical inter-
pretation for our method.
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• We conduct thorough experiments on three attribute-controllable gen-
eration tasks and manifest the superiority of DuNST in improving
control accuracy with competitive quality of the generated text, further
exploiting the capacity of powerful PLMs for NLG.

3.3.2 Methods

Formulation and Overview

Let x be the text, y be the attribute label, DL={xi, yi} be a labeled dataset
with paired text and its corresponding label, and DU ={xi} be an unlabeled
dataset from the same domain. We aim to learn an attribute-controllable
generator G=Pθ(x|y) parameterized by θ (e.g., a large PLM) to generate
high-quality text x ∼ Pθ(x|y) (in an auto-regressive manner) satisfying
the given label y. We also endow our model with the ability to produce
pseudo attribute labels for x∈DU through jointly learning a text classifier
C=Pϕ(y|x). We simultaneously model and optimize G and C with a shared
PLM as a dual process (Sec. 3.3.2).

During the training of DuNST (Sec. 3.3.2), the pseudo labels predicted by
C help cover more unseen samples and hence extend the learned distribution
boundary (tackling Challenge 1 ), while the noisy pseudo text generated by G
helps perturb the previously learned space, further improving generalization
(addressing Challenge 2 ). Though we emphasize generation in this work,
both G and C would be promoted and thus keep refining the augmentation
data during ST, which acts as a joint exploration and exploitation process
(Sec.17).

Dual Generation and Classification

We jointly learn the conditional distribution of text Pθ(x|y) and label Pϕ(y|x)
to match the real ones. However, we don’t directly optimize them with
traditional cross-entropy loss but resort to the variational approaches [49]. In
detail, we involve a latent variable z to capture the underlying semantics and
hence have P (x|y)=

∫
P (x, z|y)dz. We could sample a generated text x by

the decomposition P (x, z|y)=P (x|z, y) ∗ P (z|y). To this goal, we minimize
a generation loss as:

Lg = −EQψ(z|x,y)[logPθ(x|z, y)]

+ KL[Qψ(z|x, y)||Pθ(z|y)], (3.1)
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where Qψ(z|x, y) and Pθ(z|y) are approximated posterior and prior distribu-
tions of z and KL is the Kullback–Leibler divergence, respectively. Optimizing
this loss is equivalent to maximizing a lower bound of Pθ(x|y).

The posterior Qψ(z|x, y) is typically assumed as a multivariate Gaus-
sian N(µpost, σpost) and approximated by [µpost, log σpost] = MLP([hx,hy])
with hx = Encoder(x), where hy is the label embedding of y. Encoder is
a Transformer [101] encoder, and MLP is a multilayer perceptron. Sim-
ilarly, we could build the prior Pθ(z|y) ∼ N(µgen-prior, σgen-prior) where
[µgen-prior, log σgen-prior]=MLP(hy).

Symmetrically, we could build the classification prior in a similar man-
ner: Pϕ(z|x) ∼ N(µcls-prior, σcls-prior) where [µcls-prior, log σcls-prior]=MLP(hx).
Then we optimize classification by:

Lc = −EQψ(z|x,y)[logPϕ(y|z,x)]

+ KL[Qψ(z|x, y)||Pϕ(z|x)]. (3.2)

The text is generated by an autoregressive Transformer decoder x =
Decoder(z) and the label is predicted by y = MLP(z) with z drawn from
the posterior distribution in training and from the prior ones in testing. G
and C share most parameters (e.g., encoder), as well as the same posterior
distribution Qψ(z|x, y), to enhance the connection of text and corresponding
labels, and better utilize the knowledge learned via the two directions.

The final loss is computed as follows:

L =λgLg + λcLc, (3.3)

where λg and λc are hyper-parameters to balance the importance of classifi-
cation and generation. We will show later that such variational dual learning
further boosts controllability and text diversity (Sec. 3.3.4) and helps refine
pseudo labels (Sec. 3.3.4).

Dual Noisy Self-training

As discussed in Sec. 3.1, augmented only by self-generated text, the model
would increasingly enhance the exploitation of the previously learned space
but fail to explore more, resulting in constrained attribute distributions and
thus marginal improvement of control accuracy (Challenge 2, see Table 3.3),
Table 3.5, and Table 3.4. Injecting noise into pseudo text is a practical
way to facilitate exploration. However, the typical synthetic noise [37] (e.g.,
randomly shuffle tokens in pseudo text) encourages isotropic exploration,
which may diverge far from the valid space and get too noisy for NLG.
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Algorithm 1: Training Process of DuNST

Input: Labeled set DL, unlabeled set DU , attribute set Y .

1 Jointly train base model G, C on DL by optimizing Eq.(3.3), store
the best G0, C0.

2 for epoch← 1 to MaxEpoch do
3 for xi in DU do
4 ŷi = Cepoch−1(xi)
5 end
6 Build pseudo label set: DPL={xi, ŷi}
7 for yj in Y do
8 Sample t priors: {zk}tk=1 ∼ Pθ(z|yj)
9 for k← 0 to t do

10 for m ← 0 to MaxLength do
11 Compute soft pseudo token dmk using Gepoch−1 and

Eq.(3.4). Set yk ← yj .

12 end

13 end

14 end
15 Build soft pseudo text: DPT ={dk, yk}
16 Train Gepoch−1, Cepoch−1 on {DPT , DPL, DL} by optimizing

Eq.(3.3) and Eq.(3.5), update the parameters to Gepoch and
Cepoch.

17 end
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To address this problem, we propose two novel and effective types of soft
noise to enable safer exploration, namely High-temperature Generation and
Soft Pseudo Text, in what follows.

High-temperature Generation (HTG): We introduce temperature τ
in the softmax layer:

dm = σ(G(y, x̂<m, z)/τ), (3.4)

where dm is the output token distribution for the m-th token, x̂<m is the
previously generated m− 1 tokens and σ means softmax. Lower τ (e.g., τ <1
) leads to a sharper distribution and thus motivates more certain output
(usually used in NMT). Differently, we choose τ >1 to encourage more diverse
but semantically reasonable (high generation probability) tokens which could
enhance local smoothness and help explore more potential directions. Besides,
the degree of noise is easy to control by adjusting τ for a better trade-off.

Soft Pseudo Text (SPT): HTG improves the diversity of pseudo text,
but also takes the risk of sampling invalid tokens and propagating errors
in an autoregressive generation. Moreover, HTG produces discrete pseudo
text (a point in text space) and thus requires numerous sampled pseudo
text (points) to cover a small neighborhood (Fig. 3.7). Therefore, we further
propose to generate soft pseudo text, where we directly store the output
token distribution d and let G directly learn to reproduce d. Then we replace
Eq.(3.1) with:

L′
g =


− logPθ(x|z, y)+

KL[Qψ(z|x, y)||Pθ(z|y)],x, y ∈ DL, DPL

KL[d||Pθ(x|z, y)]+

KL[Qψ(z|x, y)||Pθ(z|y)],x, y ∈ DPT .

(3.5)

Such SPT acts as a kind of Knowledge Distilling [38] in an iterative manner. In
this way, we avoid losing relevant semantic information in d and reduce needed
samples, further extending the generalization boundary (see Table 3.7).

The complete algorithm is described in Alg. 1.

Theoretical Analysis

To understand why DuNST could work well, we interpret its advantages
with the following theorem:
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Theorem 1. Optimizing the training objective of DuNST is equivalent to
approximately minimizing the upper bound of

KL [Q||Pθ] + KL [Pθ′ ||Pθ] + KL [U ||Pθ] , (3.6)

where Q is the real text distribution, Pθ and Pθ′ are models estimated at the
current and last ST iteration, respectively, and U is a noise distribution.

Proof. Derivation of Dual VAE ELBO: To optimize the attribute-
controllable generation direction, we aim at learning the conditional distri-
bution of text, namely P (x|y), and derive the evidence lower bound (ELBO)
as:

logP (x|y)

= log

∫
P (x, z|y)

Q(z|x, y)

Q(z|x, y)
dz

= logEQ(z|x,y)[
P (x, z|y)

Q(z|x, y)
]

≥EQ(z|x,y)[log
P (x|z, y)P (z|y))

Q(z|x, y)
]

=EQ(z|x,y)[logP (x|z, y)]−KL[Q(z|x, y)||P (z|y)]

=− Lg,

where we approximate the true prior and posterior distributions P (z|y),
Q(z|x, y) with a prior network and a posterior network (a.k.a. recognition
network). The last but two lines is from Jensen’s inequality. When we
input a prompt c as in our experiments on IMDb, similarly we can get
logP (x|y, c) ≥ EQ(z|x,y,c)[logP (x|z, y, c)]−KL[Q(z|x, y, c)||P (z|y, c)].

For attribute label classification, we maximize P (y|x) and get a ELBO
symmetrically:

logP (y|x)

= log

∫
P (y, z|x)

Q(z|x, y)

P (z|x, y)
dz

= logEQ(z|x,y)[
P (y, z|x)

Q(z|x, y)
]

≥EQ(z|x,y)[log
P (y|z, x)P (z|x))

Q(z|x, y)
]

=EQ(z|x,y)[logP (y|z, x)]−KL[Q(z|x, y)||P (z|x)]

=− Lc,
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where we similarly approximate the true prior P (z|x) with another prior
network.

Please note that the two optimization directions shared most parameters,
and utilize the same recognition network but incorporate different prior
distributions.

Proof of Theorem 1 For brevity, we ignore the hyper-parameters λ.
Define Q as the real data distribution while P as the estimated one. We
assume we could approximate the real prior distribution of label, Q(y), by
statistics under the i.i.d. assumption, and assume our model also estimates
the real text distribution, Q(x), well enough with a large unlabeled dataset
DU . That is, KL[Q(x)||P (x)] < ϵ and KL[Q(y)||P (y)] < ϵ. Then over the
whole labeled dataset Q(x, y) we have:

Lg + Lc
=EQ(x,y){−EQ(z|x,y)[logP (x|z, y)

+ logP (y|z, x)] + KL[Q(z|x, y)||P (z|y)]

+KL[Q(z|x, y)||P (z|x)]}

=EQ(x,y){
∫

Q(z|x, y)[log
Q(z|x, y)

P (x|y, z)P (z|y)

+ log
Q(z|x, y)

P (y|x, z)P (z|x)
]dz}.

Then we consider the left term of the above equation and have:

EQ(x,y){
∫

Q(z|x, y)[log
Q(z|x, y)

P (x|y, z)P (z|y)
dz

=EQ(x,y,z){log
Q(x, y, z)P (y, z)P (y)

Q(x, y)P (x, y, z)P (y, z)
}

=KL[Q(x, y, z)||P (x, y, z)] + EQ(x,y)[log
P (y)

Q(x, y)
]

≈KL[Q(x, y, z)||P (x, y, z)] + HQ(x|y)

≥KL[Q(x, y, z)||P (x, y, z)],

where the second last step is because by assumption we have Q(y) ≈ P (y).
Similarly, for the left term, we have:
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EQ(x,y){
∫

Q(z|x, y)[log
Q(z|x, y)

P (y|x, z)P (z|x)
dz

≈KL[Q(x, y, z)||P (x, y, z)] + HQ(y|x).

≥KL[Q(x, y, z)||P (x, y, z)].

Combining all the results above, we conclude:

Lg + Lc ≥ KL[Q(x, y, z)||P (x, y, z)]. (3.7)

Then we consider the scenario of Self-training. Define the real distribution
formed by the dataset as Q(x, y, z), the estimated distribution at the last ST
iteration as P

′
θ(x, y, z) which is formed by the generated pseudo labels and

text, and the one at the current ST iteration as Pθ(x, y, z). As discussed in
Sec. 3.3.2, we add noise to pseudo text to enhance exploration. Therefore, the
previously learned P

′
θ(x, y, z) is disturbed and becomes P

′
θ(x, y, z) +U where

U is the noise distribution. For brevity, we abbreviate these distributions
as Q, P

′
θ, Pθ and U , respectively. In Self-training, we are actually fitting Pθ

to not only Q but also P
′
θ and U . Therefore, we are minimizing an upper

bound of:

KL[Q + P
′
θ + U ||Qθ]

=

∫
(Q + P

′
θ + U) log

Q + P
′
θ + U

Pθ
d.

Consider the first term:∫
Q log

Q + P
′
θ + U

Pθ
d

=

∫
Q log

Q

Pθ
∗
Q + P

′
θ + U

Q
d

=KL[Q||Pθ]−KL[Q||Q + P
′
θ + U ]. (3.8)

Since Q, P
′
θ and P are all fixed at the current iteration, we can ignore

the last term KL[Q||Q + P
′
θ + U ]. Similarly, we have that minimizing

KL[Q+P
′
θ+u||Pθ] equals to minimizing KL[Q||Pθ]+KL[P

′
θ||Pθ]+KL[U ||Pθ],

concluding the proof.
In Theorem 1, the first KL term corresponds to the optimization of

Eq.(3.3) that approximates the real distribution. The second term corre-
sponds to classic Self-training, which works as a regularization. As depicted
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in Fig. 3.7, such regularization forces the model to fit the already learned
space, causing over-exploitation. The last one is the noise to enhance ex-
ploration. Compared to the isotropic synthetic noise (too noisy) and the
hard pseudo text (too sparse), DuNST with soft pseudo text could explore
potential directions, cover larger space more smoothly, and thus further push
the boundary.

3.3.3 Datasets and Baselines

Tasks

We conduct exhaustive experiments on three controllable generation tasks,
described below:

Sentiment control with prompt: We evaluate the controllability of
sentiment on the IMDb movie review dataset [67]. Following Dathathri et al.
[16], we use their 15 manually created prompts and another 85 sampled from
IMDb (100 in total) as model input and generate 10 samples for each prompt
and each sentiment.

Topic control w/o prompt: We use the AGNews dataset [135] to
evaluate topic controllability. We assess our model’s ability to generate from
scratch on this dataset and sample 300 generations for each topic.

Text detoxification: We use the Jigsaw Toxic Classification Dataset.
Following Qian et al. [80], we use the 203 “challenging” prompts (toxicity
< 0.5) from Gehman et al. [29], and generate 10 non-toxic sentences for each
prompt.

Dataset Description

For IMDb10 dataset [67], the authors claimed in their paper that In the
interest of providing a benchmark for future work in this area, we release this
dataset to the public without claiming any further copyright. For AGNews
11 dataset [135], it is claimed in the website that You are encouraged to
download this corpus for any non-commercial use. For Jigsaw 12 dataset, the
dataset is under CC0, with the underlying comment text being governed by
Wikipedia’s CC-SA-3.0. All datasets we used are open-sourced and are used
for research only, which is consistent with their intended use.

For IMDb dataset and AGNews dataset, we leave 10% of the training set
as validation data, and others as training data. For the AGNews dataset, we

10https://huggingface.co/datasets/imdb
11https://www.kaggle.com/amananandrai/ag-news-classification-dataset
12https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge/
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use the description for text generation and wrote a script to resolve HTML
tags. For Jigsaw dataset, we apply a binary setting where we keep the
“non-toxic” class unchanged and group all other classes into “toxic” class.

labeled Unlabeled Dev Test Avarage Length

IMDb(5%) 1125 33750 2500 25000 270
AGNews(3%) 3240 97200 12000 7600 41

Jigsaw(3%) 4308 43080 15957 63978 73

Table 3.1: Description of datasets used in the experiment

Acc. ↑ F1 ↑ AUC ↑

IMDb
RoBERTa-large 96.15 96.20 99.22

BERT-base 88.40 88.62 95.21

AGNews
RoBERTa-large 94.88 94.89 99.34

BERT-base 89.93 89.91 98.23

Table 3.2: Classifier performance of our evaluator RoBERTa-large and pseudo
labeler BERT-base on the test set.

We sample 5% of IMDb training samples as labeled data and directly
take their provided unlabeled set. Since there is no separate unlabeled
text in AGNews dataset, 3% of training samples as labeled data and use
the others as unlabeled ones. For a fair comparison, we keep the ratio of
labeled/pseudo/unlabeled data to 1:1:30.

The details of final datasets that we used in the experiments are described
in Table 3.1. IMDb and AGNews are balanced datasets, where there are equal
numbers of labeled data for each class in the training set. For the Jigsaw
dataset, there are only 414 toxic data (9.6%) in the Jigsaw dataset, which
shows that Jigsaw is an extremely imbalanced dataset, bringing difficulty in
detoxification.

Evaluation Metrics

In this chapter, we mainly focus on the controllable NLG side, considering
the following four kinds of metrics. We set the minimum generation length to
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10. For the maximum length, we set 490 for sentiment, 50 for detoxification,
and 40 for topic. We evaluate generation quality on the following metrics:

Fluency: We evaluate generation fluency by the perplexity of generated
text measured by GPT2-XL [83], i.e., Output PPL.

Generalizability: We calculate the perplexity of each model on each
testing set, i.e., Model PPL, to evaluate the generalizability of the model.
For VAE-based models, we can only obtain the lower bound of logP (x|y). Fol-
lowing [40, 52], We consider k latent variables z1, z2, ..., zk sampled from the
posterior distribution Q(zi|x, y), and PPL based on these latents P (x, zi|y).
Based on the fact that average importance weights are an unbiased estimator
of logP (x) [7] and Jensen’s Inequality, we have:

Lk =E

[
log

1

k

k∑
i=1

P (x, zi|y)

Q(zi|x, y)

]

≤ logE

[
1

k

k∑
i=1

P (x, zi|y)

Q(zi|x, y)

]
= logP (x|y)

(3.9)

Thus we use Lk to estimate the output PPL in VAE-like models.
Controllability: We evaluate the control accuracy through classification

performance (accuracy (Acc) and Macro-F1(F1) ) on the generated text by
the two fine-tuned RoBERTa-large classifiers for sentiment and topic. Table
3.2 presents the performance of our evaluator RoBERTa-large. We find that
RoBERTa-large has a satisfactory classification accuracy and F1 on these
two tasks, and thus is able to act as a good evaluator of generation quality.
For detoxification, we report the percentage of toxic sentences (Toxic %)
using Google Perspective API. Perspective API is a free API for scoring the
toxicity of text. Following Qian et al. [80] we also use this Perspective API
for toxicity evaluation.

Diversity: To evaluate the diversity of generated text, we consider the
following metrics: (1) Dist-n [54]: the percentage of distinct n-grams on
generated samples. We evaluate on n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and compute the geometric
mean as Dist. Higher Dist means the generation contains more diverse
n-grams. (2) Self-BLEU [139]. Self-Bleu calculates the BLEU score on
the generated samples, which averages the BLEU score of each generated
sequence calculated with other generated ones as references. The BLEU score
is computed as the geometric mean of BLEU-n (n = 2, 3, 4). This metric
measures the diversity of a set of generated sequences. Lower Self-BLEU
means these generated sequences are more distinguishable from each other.
Note that Self-BLEU only compares n-grams between different generations
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with given prompts, while Dist also considers the diversity inside a piece of
text.

Among all the above metrics, Accuracy, F1, AUC, Dist-n, and Self-BLEU
are reported as 100 times their original value for convenience.

Baselines

We compare our model with three kinds of (supervised or semi-supervised)
strong NLG baselines.

Finetune PLM: We finetune different powerful PLMs on each down-
stream dataset, including GPT2 [83], UniLM [18] and T5 [84]. We feed a
prepend sentence as a control sentence. For sentiment-controlled generation,
we use This is a [positive/negative] review as the control sentence. For
topic-controlled generations, we use The following is about [topic]. For detox-
ification, we use This is a [toxic/non-toxic] comment as a control sentence.
Since T5 acts in a sequence-to-sequence manner, we feed the control sentence
to the encoder and training text to the decoder. We fine-tune all pre-trained
LMs under learning rate 5e-5 for 10 epochs and warmup steps to be 1 epoch.

Lightweight fine-tuning methods:
(1) Prefix-tuning (PF) [57]: this method only tunes the prefix and freezes all
parameters of the PLM, requiring fewer data. (2) Ctr-PF[80]: A contrastive
version of PF. We follow the implementation details described in Qian et al.
[80].

Self-training methods:
(1) PT: the classical Self-training [31], which generates pseudo text in each
ST iteration and updates parameters with both real and pseudo text from
the last iteration.
(2) PT(noise): Noisy Self-training [37], which brings synthetic noise (token
drop, swap and mask) to the pseudo text for self-training. We use the same
implementation of Noise Layer as He et al. [37]. We set the token drop rate
and mask rate to 5%. Since GPT2 does not have a Mask token, we randomly
substitute this token for another token. We set the parameter of word shuffle
to 1.1.
(3) PT(noise)+PL: We combine PT(noise) and pseudo labeling to produce
and utilize both pseudo text and pseudo labels, which are predicted from
the real unlabeled text by a BERT-base [17] fine-tuned on our labeled data.
The performance of pseudo labeler BERT-base-cased in Table 3.2.
(4) PT(select)+PL: PT(select) is a modified ST method with sample selec-
tion [73], which over-generates noisy pseudo text and selects high-quality
ones by the classifier confidence and uncertainty. Specifically, the classi-
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fication confidence sconf is the softmax probability of the predicted label
by the previously trained BERT-base-cased classifier. Uncertainty score
suncertain is Bayesian Active Learning by Disagreement (BALD) computed
by Monte-Carlo Dropout [73]. A high BALD score means the model is highly
confused. We want to select the sample with high confidence and low BALD
score. Thus we select samples based on the following score:

sselect = sconf +
1e− 5

suncertain

Besides, we also provide the evaluation results of Ground Truth as an
upper bound of performance.

Human Evaluation Metrics

For Sentiment/Topic-controlled generation tasks, annotators are asked to
score the generations on the following three criteria Fluency, Novelty, and
Attribute Relevance. For the detoxification task, annotators are asked to
score the generations on the following three criteria Fluency, Novelty, and
Toxicity. We ask the annotators to evaluate the quality of generated text
only after the prompt since the prompt itself might be toxic. We attach the
instruction for detailed metrics to the annotators below.

Fluency: Whether the generated text is fluent/grammatically correct.
A small number of HTML tags/special words (like ¡br¿) are permitted. The
score ranges from 1 (least fluent) to 5 (most fluent).

Novelty: The extent of novelty INSIDE the generated text. E.g., distinct
words/expressions, and repeated phrases. The score ranges from 1 (least
novel, a sentence/word repeat till the end) to 5 (most novel, all sentence
describes new stuff).

Attribute Relevance: Whether the generated text is relevant to its label.
There might exist examples that contain both positive/negative expressions.
5=exactly relevant; 4=mostly relevant; 3=neutral (not contain sentiment
or 50/50); 2=slightly relevant, but more similar to another class;1=totally
opposite.

Toxicity: whether the provided textual sequences contain any toxic
content, including but not limited to offensive text, abusive language, swear-
words, hate speech, denigrating messages, microaggression, discrimination,
sex, rude words, and hominem attack. The score ranges from 1 (most
non-toxic) to 5 (most toxic).
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Sentiment

O-PPL ↓ M-PPL ↓ Acc ↑ F1 ↑ AUC ↑ Dist ↑ S-BLEU ↓

Test set 25.14 − 96.15 96.20 99.22 48.27 43.34
GPT2(raw) 13.20 38.39 55.9 68.5 61.37 35.91 58.79

Finetune LM
GPT2 16.40 44.02 77.55 80.44 88.35 26.34 71.00
UniLM 25.20 54.33 76.45 75.35 85.18 31.05 66.97
T5 25.69 34.97 82.80 83.77 90.50 30.03 69.57

Lightweight method
PF 13.02 37.09 67.55 75.05 81.84 29.48 65.10
Ctr-PF 13.01 37.12 71.00 77.33 86.51 29.63 64.83

Self-Training with GPT2
+PT 14.62 68.04 76.10 79.57 87.92 30.58 65.22
+PT+noise 11.91 44.31 74.95 77.46 85.02 25.40 72.19
+PT(noise)+PL 11.26 33.85 87.60 88.47 95.59 27.26 70.90
+PT(select)+PL 10.89 33.89 88.32 88.75 96.24 27.17 71.41

Self-Training with UniLM
+PT 26.62 58.37 72.2 70.27 80.37 31.17 66.69
+PT+noise 30.28 62.07 77.75 75.78 85.35 31.68 65.18
+PT(noise)+PL 18.92 33.53 89.95 89.73 96.38 30.94 66.84
+PT(select)+PL 18.40 33.56 90.08 90.06 96.66 31.27 67.61

Our Methods
DuNST 21.67 42.82 92.90 93.05 98.02 31.79 65.80

Table 3.3: Results of DuNST on IMDb dataset.
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Topic

O-PPL ↓ M-PPL ↓ Acc ↑ F1 ↑ AUC ↑ Dist ↑ S-BLEU ↓

Test set 31.04 − 94.88 94.89 99.34 67.24 23.31
GPT2(raw) 16.94 74.41 55.75 52.17 83.28 46.88 45.55

Finetune LM
GPT2 22.22 23.46 82.92 83.08 95.23 54.93 39.93
UniLM 55.79 36.28 87.67 87.70 96.30 54.76 43.77
T5 48.33 32.12 88.33 88.43 97.95 58.06 37.01

Lightweight method
PF 20.27 32.35 68.67 68.44 87.14 59.17 32.73
Ctr-PF 20.41 33.90 83.25 83.21 95.47 60.34 31.20

Self-Training with GPT2
+PT 23.74 27.88 83.50 83.55 95.49 57.89 36.02
+PT+noise 26.39 27.02 82.42 82.45 94.58 58.06 35.53
+PT(noise)+PL 30.62 13.96 87.83 87.48 97.42 47.11 56.67
+PT(select)+PL 31.34 14.07 87.92 87.54 97.46 46.71 57.33

Self-Training with UniLM
+PT 57.40 40.95 86.42 86.36 96.69 52.35 46.41
+PT+noise 58.59 45.32 85.42 85.27 95.88 53.35 46.57
+PT(noise)+PL 32.36 16.64 89.67 89.70 98.11 53.79 47.95
+PT(select)+PL 33.23 16.66 90.5 90.52 98.31 53.71 47.69

Our Methods
DuNST 34.73 33.58 93.58 93.59 98.99 59.42 37.02

Table 3.4: Results of DuNST on AGNews dataset.
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3.3.4 Experiments

Experimental Settings

We use UniLM-base-cased [18] as the shared encoder and decoder of DuNST.
We use the state of [CLS] token to obtain the representation in the encoder.
The dimension of latent z is set to 128 for sentiment-controlled generation
and detoxification(2-class) and 256 for topic-controlled generation (4-class).
To fuze the latent z better with the Transformer decoder, we use a simplified
fusion method of DELLA [40] where we concatenate z to the attention
output of each token in each Transformer layer, and then add a linear layer
to transfer the new attention output to the original shape of attention output.
We did not use the low-rank tensor to compute layer-wise latent z to save the
number of parameters. As a common practice [39], we use top-p with p=0.9
sampling method for decoding. To stabilize training, we further incorporate
BOW [104] and annealing [28] techniques. Following ST in NLU [73], we
start ST from a base model tuned on DL without any sample selection as
in [102].

To avoid KL-vanishing, we utilize cyclical annealing tricks [28] to train
DuNST and set the cycle length equal to training steps in each epoch. In
each cycle, first the KL weight increases from 0 to 1 linearly for the first
80% steps in a cycle, and keeps to be 1 for the remaining 20% steps. KL
annealing is activated for 5 epochs for classification KL-loss and 7 epochs for
generation KL-loss. Besides, we use the KL thresholding scheme [52] to give
up driving down KL for dimensions of z that are already beneath the target
compression rate KL-lambda.

We tuned KL-lambda ∈ {0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1} (following Li et al. [52]),
λc ∈ {1, 5, 10}, the ratio of Pseudo Texts (Fig. 3.6(b)), and softmax tem-
perature τ ∈ {0.2, 1, 5, 10} (Fig. 3.4) to obtain the reported results. We set
KL-lambda to be 0.05 for sentiment-controlled generation, 0.03 for detoxifica-
tion, and 0.01 for topic-controlled generation. λc is 10 for sentiment-controlled
generation and 1 for topic-controlled generation and detoxification. Softmax
temperature τ is set to be 5 for all tasks. For other hyperparameters, λg is
set to be 1, and weight for BOW loss [104] λbow is set to be 0.2 for all tasks.
We use AdamW [65] as an optimizer. The training batch size is 8 and the
learning rate is 5e− 5. We apply linear warmup to the optimizer and the
number of warm-up steps is one epoch.

We implement DuNST and all other baselines based on Huggingface
Transformers [115] library of v4.21.1 and use NVIDIA A100 to train our
model. The total number of training GPU hours is around 8h for IMDb, 10h
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for Jigsaw, and 9h for AGNews. The number of parameters of our model
is 134.56M for sentiment-controlled generation and text detoxification. For
a topic-controlled generation, the number of parameters is 136.19M. In the
generation phase, we use top-p sampling (p = 0.9) as the decoding method.
Other configuration of the generator includes a length penalty to be 1.0,
a repetition penalty to be 1.0, and a no-repeat-ngram-size to be 4 for all
baselines. All experimental results are trained and tested in a single run.

Additional Settings for Detoxification Tasks

As mentioned in 3.3.3, the Jigsaw dataset suffers from severe imbalanced
labels where toxic data only counts for 9.6% of training data. To alleviate this
problem, we can tune the ratio of toxic and non-toxic data when generating
pseudo texts and in conclusion balance the whole training set. We can obtain
a less imbalanced dataset if we increase the ratio of toxic to non-toxic data
in PT. We propose DuNST(pos) where all pseudo texts are generated from
toxic attributes.

Similarly, in the baseline for detoxification tasks, we additionally tested
a new variant for GPT2-based self-training methods. GPT2+PT(select, all
toxic)+PL refers to all pseudo texts generated from toxic attributes, while
GPT2+PT(select)+PL refers to generating 1:1 toxic/non-toxic pseudo texts.

Results

As shown in Table 3.3, Table 3.4, and Table 3.5, on all three tasks, our DuNST
achieves significant improvement in controllability compared to fine-tuned
PLMs and lightweight tuning and is comparable in fluency, generalizability,
and diversity. Fine-tuned PLMs obtain limited F1 improvement but severely
decreased diversity (+6.7 S-BLEU at most), indicating they are overfitted
to these few labeled data points and fail to cover larger attribute spaces.
PF and Ctr-PF only reduce required data but perform even worse than
tuned PLMs. The unnatural O-PPL (much lower than that of ground truth)
shows they lose the capacity of PLMs and cause degenerated results. In
contrast, thanks to the duality, DuNST simultaneously refines pseudo labels
and enhances the quality and diversity of pseudo text in an iterative manner,
boosting controllability and diversity (Challenge 1 ).

We also have some interesting findings about existing self-training meth-
ods. 1) The classic ST method even hurts controllability and generalizability
in the sense of Challenge 2. As discussed in Sec. 3.1, merely self-generated
text over-stresses exploitation of the learned space and hinders exploration.
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2) Traditional synthetic noise PT(noise) motivates isotropic exploration,
which diverges from valid attribute distributions (poorer O/M-PPL). 3)
Sample selection brings a marginal improvement but costs 50% more training
time. Thus we did not apply such a selection in DuNST. 4) Additional
pseudo-labels significantly improve performance. However, unlike our dual
method, the fixed pseudo labels by PT(noise)+PL cannot evolve during
ST. By comparison, DuNST utilizes high-temperature sampling and soft
text to introduce flexible noise, encouraging safer exploration and better
controllability and diversity while maintaining good quality.

As shown in Table 3.5, DuNST outputs the least toxic text while keeping
a relatively high diversity. We find that generating all toxic pseudo texts
performs better than generating 1:1 toxic/non-toxic pseudo texts for GPT2
and UniLM, which shows that adding pseudo text in self-training can tackle
the issue of the imbalanced dataset. The Output PPL and Model PPL of
DuNST are larger than the baselines. We explain the reason as follows. Since
we are choosing toxic prompts marked as “challenging”, it means that toxic
sentences would be more likely to be generated and thus have a lower PPL
score. Similarly, some non-toxic continuation might get a high PPL score
from the GPT2-XL model, since it is rarer to be seen and is less natural
from the challenging prompt. This does not mean that generation fluency is
worse.

Human Evaluation

To better verify the effectiveness of DuNST, we also conduct a human
evaluation. For each model, we generated 100 samples on each task. We
invite 5 competent annotators to score these samples on three criteria –
Fluency, Novelty, and Attribute Relevance. As shown in Table 3.6,
DuNST consistently outperforms all other baselines on all three metrics, which
indicates that DuNST not only has better controllability over attributes but
also generates fluent and diverse texts. Human evaluation of detoxification
tasks demonstrates that DuNST generation does not have a significant
difference from UniLM generation in fluency and novelty. On the other hand,
its toxicity level is significantly lower than the two baselines, which further
demonstrates that DuNST can improve generation controllability.

Ablation Study

We conduct an ablation study on the IMDb dataset. As shown in Table
3.7, we can find: 1) variational learning further enhances control accuracy
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Detoxification

O-PPL ↓ M-PPL ↓ Toxic% ↓ Dist ↑ S-BLEU ↓

Test set 48.77 − − 54.26 32.22
GPT2(raw) 25.06 10397.67 47.4 52.71 37.13

Finetune LM
GPT2 32.79 66.61 43.94 51.62 42.05
UniLM 52.23 67.92 34.38 38.26 55.31
T5 27.21 42.04 22.81 39.83 63.49

Lightweight methods
PF 28.67 52.73 38.37 49.68 41.53
Ctr-PF 29.28 57.39 31.53 49.47 46.70

Self-Training with GPT2
+PT 36.29 71.47 41.03 51.91 42.15
+PT+noise 34.69 66.12 40.59 51.31 43.42
+PT+PL+noise 29.20 26.37 40.99 49.75 43.10
+PT(select)+PL 29.83 26.44 43.45 49.65 43.03
+PT(pos)+PL 29.49 25.87 40.00 49.52 43.22

Self-Training with UniLM
+PT 46.78 74.71 34.68 36.82 55.89
+PT+noise 51.99 80.46 39.46 40.16 52.95
+PT+PL+noise 40.98 55.99 26.95 44.47 47.07
+PT(select)+PL 40.70 54.50 29.21 45.42 46.94
+PT(pos)+PL 45.09 55.87 25.13 45.91 46.70

Our Methods
DuNST-PT 56.75 50.28 15.32 47.03 47.10
DuNST(pos) 74.74 63.75 13.69 50.37 42.62

Table 3.5: Results of DuNST on Jigsaw dataset. DuNST-PT refers to DuNST
without pseudo text but only uses pseudo-labeled data.
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Model Fluency ↑ Novelty ↑ Rel. ↑

Sentiment
Ctr-PF 3.23∗∗ 3.38∗∗ 3.37∗∗

ST 3.35 3.65 3.83∗∗

DuNST 3.51 3.69 4.13

Topic
Ctr-PF 3.66∗∗ 4.16∗∗ 4.51∗

ST 3.97 4.43 4.57∗

DuNST 4.01 4.50 4.71

Model Fluency ↑ Novelty ↑ Toxicity ↓

Detoxification
Ctr-PF 3.57 3.88 2.12∗∗

ST 3.55 3.72 2.40∗∗

DuNST 3.58 3.83 1.64

Table 3.6: Human evaluation results of DuNST on sentiment/topic-controlled
generation and text detoxicification. ST refers to the best ST variant under
automatic evaluation. We conduct Student t-test for statistical significance.
Notation: ∗∗: p-value< 0.01, ∗: p-value< 0.05. The Cohen’s kappa score is
0.63, indicating a satisfactory inter-annotator agreement.

IMDb

O-PPL ↓ M-PPL ↓ Acc ↑ F1 ↑ AUC ↑ Dist ↑ S-BLEU ↓

DuNST 21.67 42.82 92.9 93.05 98.02 31.79 65.80
−Variational 19.67 38.56 92.11 92.12 97.85 31.39 66.21

−SPT 18.53 36.53 91.55 91.64 96.97 31.51 67.07
−PT 20.91 41.14 91.7 91.83 96.93 31.67 66.27
−PL 47.45 197.27 83.0 83.41 91.48 32.61 66.17

−PL-SPT 48.56 219.30 81.1 80.85 90.05 32.86 66.12
−PL−PT 42.12 147.14 82.7 82.89 91.46 29.75 68.91

Table 3.7: Ablation study on IMDb dataset. PT: pseudo text. SPT: soft
pseudo text. PL: pseudo label. The symbol − means removing the settings
from DuNST. −VAE reduces to jointly trained classifier and generator.
−PL−PT reduces to naive dual variational learning.
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Figure 3.2: F1 score over the number of training epochs on topic. Solid lines
indicate generation controllability, while dashed ones refers to classification.
The green line is classification F1 of our base model at epoch 0.

and diversity with slight PPL loss, which is worthwhile since the generated
text is already fluent enough (close to ground truth PPL). 2) pseudo labels
lead to a significant improvement. 3) soft pseudo text outperforms the hard
one on controllability and diversity but with marginal fluency loss. Solely
hard pseudo text in ST limits model coverage, while the soft one brings a
smoother noise and helps push the learned boundary.

Analysis

Effect of Duality: We compare our model with a variant (−Dual) where
we annotate pseudo labels in advance fix them and cut off classification
losses through training. All other settings are retained to be the same. As
depicted in Fig. 3.2, since classification and generation share parameters,
without optimizing the classifier and pseudo labels, the latent posterior would
gradually shift such that the classification performance greatly drops. As a
result, generation F1 reaches its maximum soon and stops increasing. On
the other hand, thanks to the simultaneously optimized classifier, DuNST
keeps improving classification, further distinguishing the posterior and thus
enhancing controllability.

Table 3.8 shows the comparison result on the topic generation task. We
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Latent posterior of generated text
=0.2
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World Sport Business Sci/Tech

Figure 3.3: VAE posterior of generated texts based on different temperature
for topic-controlled generation.

can see that without duality the generation performance drops significantly.

Output PPL ↓ F1 ↑ Dist ↑

DuNST 34.73 93.59 59.42
−Dual 50.26 90.33 55.83

Table 3.8: Comparison about duality on topic generation.

Effect of Noise (temperature): To illustrate why noise encourages
exploration and improves control, we plot the posterior of generations in
different temperatures and visualize the simulated decision bound based
on training data in Fig. 3.3. We find that higher noise pushes the latent
space towards the decision bound and hence leads to more challenging
pseudo text. Such data enables the model to learn to better distinguish
latent representations under different attributes and push the generalization
boundary, thus potentially improving generation controllability. Besides, the
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Figure 3.4: esults of DuNST using different level of softmax temperature on
IMDb dataset.

noisy pseudo data also helps improve exploration and attribute coverage.
Fig. 3.5 depicts the distribution of BERT-large embedding of training data
and DuNST-generated data in different temperatures under World topic.
Here we use the [CLS] embedding of the BERT-large model to represent
sentence embedding. We find that larger generation temperature leads
to more diverse sentence representation, which demonstrates that high-
temperature generation of pseudo data could improve generation diversity.

Fig. 3.4 shows the generation performance of DuNST with different
temperatures. We achieve the best controllability and diversity when the
temperature is 5 in our setting, which indicates a suitable temperature is
necessary to balance exploration and exploitation.

Number of labeled data: We show the effectiveness of different models
over changing sizes of training data in Fig. 3.6(a) (unlabeled data size remains
the same). We find that all models obtain improved generation performance
with more labeled data, but our DuNST performs similarly when using
only 5% of labeled data compared to 100%. Such results demonstrate the
superiority of DuNST which additionally learns from unlabeled and pseudo
data through self-training.

Number of pseudo text: We also evaluate DuNST on varying numbers
of pseudo text, keeping all the other settings unaltered. As shown in Fig.
3.6(b), DuNST performs best with equal size of pseudo text and labeled data.
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BERT CLS embedding (class=World)
DuNST( =0.2)
DuNST( =5)
Training set

Figure 3.5: BERT [CLS] embedding of training texts and generated texts
from DuNST model under different temperatures.

More pseudo text brings more noise which hurts generation quality as the
model learns more noise than semantics. Too less pseudo text makes the
model lose exploration ability and thus fail to extend the learned distribu-
tion boundary. Therefore, we should find a suitable noise level to balance
exploration and fluency.

Case Study: In order to verify the generation quality and attribute
relevance, we present some cases sampled from different models in Table 3.9.
We can see that Ctr-PF and GPT2-ST suffer from repeating expressions (e.g.,
“poor quality” and “got bored”). In contrast, DuNST produces more diverse
and fluent expressions, which are also more faithful to the given negative
attribute.

3.3.5 Summary

We propose a novel DuNST method to apply Self-training to semi-supervised
controllable NLG. DuNST (1) jointly optimizes generation and classification
via a dual variational learning framework to leverage both pseudo text and
pseudo labels, and (2) incorporates two kinds of soft noise into ST, better
exploring larger potential text space and extending the attribute distribution
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Figure 3.6: Generation F1 on different number of (1) labeled data and (2)
pseudo text on IMDb dataset.

Model Generation

Ctr-PF At 20 years old, ichorous and unrepentant, ichanarito is a well-liked
celebrity, but a poor quality actor, and a poor quality movie...

GPT2-
ST

At 20 years old, I grew up with it and had no expectations. I
was a big fan of the series, I thought it was great, and I wanted to
see more of it. But soon enough, I got bored and just got bored
watching it.

DuNST At 20 years old, the poorest hour of my life had me scratching
my head. This was an insult to the intelligence of mankind, and
a complete disregard for anyone else’s intelligence. Do not watch
this movie. It is a disgrace to any religion.

Table 3.9: Sampled generations with specified negative sentiment and input
prompt At 20 years old. Words in blue/red are positive/negative indicators,
respectively.

boundary. Theoretical analysis demonstrates that DuNST acts as a combi-
nation of regularization-like exploitation and attribute boundary exploration,
which makes a better balance of the two requirements, significantly improving
control accuracy with satisfactory generation fluency and diversity.

3.4 KEST

3.4.1 Contributions

The contributions of KEST are as follows:

• We dig into the over-exploitation problem of applying self-training to
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controllable NLG and propose a novel kernel-based ST framework to
address this problem.

• We design a non-autoregressive generation schema to reduce the time
cost of producing pseudo text for self-training, making ST more practi-
cal for real scenarios.

• We theoretically show that KEST could explore a larger potential
text space and demonstrate through exhaustive experiments that our
model significantly improves controllability with competitive generation
diversity and quality, further exploring the capacity frontier of PLMs.

3.4.2 Method

Formulation and Overview

Let xi denote a textual sequence and y an attribute label. Assume we
have a labeled dataset Dl = {xi, yi}Nli=1, and an unlabeled in-domain set
Du={xi}Nui=1 where Nu ≫ Nl. Our goal is to learn an attribute-controllable
generator Gag(y) = Pθ(x|y) (parameterized by θ) to generate high-quality
text x, matching the given label y. In addition, we endow the generator
with the ability of multi-task generation. Concretely, the model is reused
and jointly trained to generate (a) pseudo text x̂ in a non-autoregressive
manner, depicted as Gnag(y), for further augmenting self-training, and (b)
pseudo labels ŷ for x ∈ Du, namely, a classifier C=Pθ(y|x).

During the self-training phase, besides the pseudo label pairs (x, ŷ), KEST
also learns the pseudo text pairs (x̂, y) in the kernel space to simultaneously
cover more unseen instances and extend the previously fitted distribution,
handling Challenge 2. All the pseudo text x̂ is produced through NAG
efficiently, handling Challenge 3.

Multi-task Generator

To further enhance the performance and efficiency of our model, we design
a multi-task generator to produce the desired text x, Pseudo Label (PL) ŷ,
and Pseudo Text (PT) x̂ jointly based on a shared PLM.

Autoregressive Text Generation. To obtain high-quality attribute-
specified generated text x, we optimize the generator Gag in an autoregressive
manner as follows:

Lag = − 1

N

∑
(x,y)∈D

[
L∑
j=1

logPθ(x
j |x<j , y)], (3.10)
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where xj means the j-th token in x, L is the length of x, D is the training
set with N samples. We will show later how to construct D for different
training phases.

Pseudo Label Generation. We also make our model simultaneously
learn a classifier C by minimizing:

Lc = − 1

N

∑
(x,y)∈D

logPθ(y|x). (3.11)

Eq. (3.11) enables our model to make full use of available unlabled
text x ∈ Du to produce pseudo labels by ŷ = MLP (Encoder(x)), helping
regularize the training and improve the generalization bound [112].

Non-autoregressive Pseudo Text Generation. With insufficient
unlabeled text, we could produce pseudo text for further improvement and
then speed up the repetitive PT generation via NAG. However, as shown
in Sec. 3.2, an input consisting of just y is too uninformative to guide the
generation, hampering convergence and causing extremely noisy PT.

To mitigate this problem, we resort to the Masked Language Model
(MLM) [17] to train the NAG generator Gnag and conduct generation.
Define m ∼ B(L, pm) as a mask indicator vector, where B is the Bernoulli
distribution. Given a text x, we replace part of the tokens in it with the
MASK symbol and get the masked one x\m = [x1, · · · ,MASK, · · · ,xL],
where xj = MASK iff mj = 1. Then we optimize the following loss for NAG:

Lnag=− 1

N

∑
(x,y)∈D

[

L∑
j=1

I(mj =1) logPθ(x
j |x\m, y)], (3.12)

where I is the indicator function and the masking probability pm can be
adjusted as the noise level.

In this way, our model only needs to predict partial tokens according
to the rich context x\m, which is easier to learn, reducing the time com-
plexity of PT generation from O(L) to O(1) (see Fig. 3.8). Besides, the
pseudo text x̂ = Gnag(x\m, y) naturally introduces moderate noise in terms
of re-predicted tokens while maintaining satisfactory fluency due to the
unaltered high-quality ones. Such a flexible corruption acts as a kind of weak
augmentation [10] which enhances the exploitation and outperforms typical
synthetic noise (e.g., token dropout) [37].

The final loss is computed as follows:

L =λcLc + λagLag + λnagLnag (3.13)

where λc, λag, and λnag are hyper-parameters.
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Kernel-based Learning

As we discussed in Sec. 3.1, learning from self-generated pseudo text x̂ with
standard cross-entropy loss would force the current model Pθ over-exploit
and be shackled to the previously learned one Pθ′ (Sec. 2), resulting in a
shrunken generalization boundary and decreased controllability.

To break such constraints, we make the current model Pθ directly fit the
previous one Pθ′ . For this goal, we make use of Maximum Mean Discrepancy
(MMD) [32], a well-known kernel-based probability measure, and minimize
the following empirical loss for all generated pseudo text:

Lker =
1

N(N − 1)

∑
x̃i,x̃j∈Do,i ̸=j

k(x̃i, x̃j)

− 2

N2

∑
x̃i∈Do,x̂j∈Dpt

k(x̃i, x̂j),

(3.14)

where Dpt = {x̂i}Ni=1 is set of pseudo text, Do = {x̃i}Ni=1 is set of text

generated by Gag(x̂i, y) (or Gnag(x̂\m
i , y)) in the self-training phase. k is the

kernel function, for which we take the RBF kernel here, that is, k(x̃i, x̃j) =

exp
(
−∥x̃i−x̃j∥2

2σ2

)
and σ is the bandwidth.

This MMD loss is an unbiased U-statistic estimator, which can be used
in conjunction with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) methods. We will
demonstrate in Sec. 2 that such an objective could relax the constraint
imposed by the previous model Pθ′ and encourage more diverse outputs.

Soft Pseudo Text (SPT) When optimizing Eq. (3.14), we need to
calculate the l2-distance between two text xi and xj . Simply using hard text
(one-hot representations) has two drawbacks. First, the signal would be too
sparse since most dimensions are zeros in the vector. Second, the sampled
discrete xi (a point in the text space) causes information loss and forces us to
sample numerous points to cover a small neighborhood region in the space.

Therefore, we further propose to generate soft pseudo text. We use the
feature representation of the text x, e(x) = P (x)×E∈RL×d, where P (x)∈
RL×V are the generation probabilities of each token xi on the vocabulary,
and E∈RV×d is the word embedding matrix. V and d are vocabulary and
embedding sizes, respectively. Then we change Eq.(3.10) and Eq. (3.12) to:

L′
ag = Lker if x ∈ Dpt else Lag

L′
nag = Lker if x ∈ Dpt else Lnag.

(3.15)
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Algorithm 2: Training Process of KEST

1 Input: Labeled set Dl, unlabeled set Du

2 Output: The trained model Pθ
1: Jointly train base model Gag, Gnag , C on Dl by optimizing Eq.(3.13),

store the best G0ag, G0nag, C0.
2: for epoch← 1 to MaxEpoch do
3: for xi in Du do
4: ŷi = Cepoch−1(xi)
5: end for
6: Build pseudo labeled dataset Dpl = {xi, ŷi}
7: Sample a subset Dpseudo from Dl ∪Dpl

8: for (xi, yi) in Dpseudo do
9: Sample mask vector m.

10: x̂i = Gepoch−1
nag (x

\m
i , yi)

11: end for
Build pseudo text dataset: Dpt = {x̂i, yi}

12: Train Gepoch−1
ag , Gepoch−1

nag , and Cepoch−1 on {Dpt, Dpl, Dl} by

optimizing Eq.(3.13) and Eq.(3.15), update the parameter to Gepochag ,

Gepochag , and Cepoch.
13: end for
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Figure 3.7: The illustration of KEST advantages.

In this way, we avoid losing relevant semantics information in the pseudo
text, make the model fit a smoother distribution and further extend the
generalization boundary (see Table 3.14).

Following the practice of self-training in NLU [102], we start ST from a
strong base model tuned on Dl and use the full unlabeled Du to produce
pseudo labels, rather than select part of the data with certain criteria as
in [46, 73]. The PLM word embedding E is frozen during self-training. The
complete KEST process is described in Alg. 2.

Further Analysis of KEST

To better understand the advantages of KEST, we provide the following two
results.

Lemma 1. The optimization of classical self-training is equivalent to mini-
mizing (1− α) ∗KL[Q(x, y)||Pθ(x, y)] + α ∗KL[Pθ′ (x, y)||Pθ(x, y)], where Q
is the real joint distribution of text and label, Pθ and Pθ′ are models estimated
at the current and last ST iteration, respectively, KL is the Kullback–Leibler
divergence, and α is the ratio of pseudo text.

Proof of Lemma 1: At each self-training iteration, define the set of
real labeled data with N samples as D, and that of generated pseudo data
with M samples as D̂, the current model as Pθ(x). For brevity, we omit the
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label y here. For classical self-training, we minimize the following objective:

minimize− 1

N+M

∑
x∈D∪D̂

logPθ(x)

= − 1

N + M

∑
x∈D

logPθ(x) +
∑
x∈D̂

logPθ(x)


=− N

N+M

∑
x∈D

Q(x) logPθ(x)− M

N+M

∑
x∈D̂

Pθ′ (x) logPθ(x)

≈ N

N + M
H[Q(x), Pθ(x)] +

M

N + M
H[Pθ′ (x), Pθ(x)]

=
N

N+M
H[Q(x), Pθ(x)]+

M

N+M
H[Pθ′ (x), Pθ(x)]

− N

N+M
H[Q(x)]− M

N+M
H[Pθ′ (x)]

= (1− α) ∗KL[Q(x), Pθ(x)] + α ∗KL[Pθ′ (x), Pθ(x)] + C,

(3.16)

where Q(x) = 1
N I(x ∈ D) is the empirical distribution of real text and

Pθ′ (x) = 1
M I(x ∈ D̂) is the empirical distribution of the model learned

at the last self-training iteration, formed by previously generated pseudo
samples. H is the entropy H[Q(x), P (x)] = −

∫
Q(x) logP (x)dx, and we

have H[Pθ′ (x)] = H[Q(x)] = 0. α = M
N+M is the ratio of pseudo data,

concluding the proof.
From Lemma 1, we can see that classical ST approximates the text

distribution and fits the current model into the previously learned one.

Since KL[Pθ′ (x, y)||Pθ(x, y)] =
∫∫

Pθ′ (x, y) log
P
θ
′ (x,y)

Pθ(x,y)
dxdy, failing to assign

enough probability mass to a point (x, y) in Pθ′ will bring extremely larger
loss. Consequently, Pθ is more inclined to cover Pθ′ rather than explore Q,
causing over-exploitation.

In contrast, we give a theorem of our KEST:

Theorem 2. Minimizing the training objective of KEST is equivalent to
minimizing the following:

KL [Q(x, y)||Pθ(x, y)]

+MMD2 [Pθ′(x, y)||Pθ(x, y)]

−2 ∗ EPθU [k(x, u)] ,

(3.17)

where U is a noise distribution.
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Proof of Theorem 2: From Lemma 1, we can see that learning the real
text x ∼ Q(x) only involves the first KL term. Thus, we focus on the second
term, KL[Pθ′ (x)||Pθ(x)] here, which is replaced by Eq.(3.14). We further
rewrite Eq.(3.14) as:

1

N(N−1)

∑
x̃i,x̃j∈Do,i ̸=j

k(x̃i, x̃j)−
2

N2

∑
x̃i∈Do,x̂j∈Dpt

k(x̃i, x̂j)

≈ EPθ(x̃)[k(x̃i, x̃j)]− 2EPθ(x̃),Pθ′ (x̂)[k(x̃i, x̂j)].

(3.18)

Since the previously learned model Pθ′ is fixed in this iteration, minimizing
Eq.(3.14) is equal to minimizing:

EPθ(x̃)[k(x̃i, x̃j)]+EP
θ
′ (x̂)[k(x̂i, x̂j)]−2EPθ(x̃)Pθ′ (x̂)[k(x̃i, x̂j)]

=EPθ(x̃)[< φ(x̃i), φ(x̃j) >H]+EP
θ
′ (x̂)[< φ(x̂i), φ(x̂j) >H]

− 2EP
θ
′ (x̂),Pθ(x̃)[< φ(x̂i), φ(x̃j) >H]

= < µPθ , µPθ >H + < µP
θ
′ , µP

θ
′ >H −2 < µPθ , µPθ′

>H

=MMD2(Pθ′ , Pθ),

(3.19)

where φ(·) ∈ H is that feature map, < ·, · >H is the dot product in the
reproducing kernel Hilbert space H, and µPθ =EPθ [φ(x̃)].

However, in our method KEST, we don’t use the exact Pθ′ , but generate
the noisy pseudo x̂ by NAG. Therefore, we could consider the previously
learned distribution as a noisy one Pθ′ + U by incorporating a noise distribu-
tion U , and get:

MMD2(Pθ′ + U,Pθ)

=||µP
θ
′ + µU − µPθ ||

2
H

=||µPθ ||
2
H+||µP

θ
′ ||2H+||µU ||2H−2 < µP

θ
′ , µPθ >H

−2 < µU , µPθ >H+2 < µP
θ
′ , µU >H

=MMD2(Pθ, Pθ′ )+||µU ||2H+2 < µP
θ
′ , µU >H−2 < µU , µPθ >H .

(3.20)

Again, as Pθ′ and U are fixed now, we can omit corresponding terms.
Combining Lemma 1, optimizing the objective of KEST is equivalent to
minimizing:

KL[Pθ′ ||Pθ]+MMD2(Pθ′ , Pθ)−2 < µU , µPθ >H

=KL[Pθ′ ||Pθ]+MMD2(Pθ′ , Pθ)−2EPθ,U [k(x̃, u)],
(3.21)
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concluding the proof.
In Theorem 1, our KEST fits the true distribution Q by KL divergence

to cover the real space as large as possible while fitting Pθ′ with MMD (See
Fig. 3.7). Considering Eq.(3.14), we can see this loss not only regularizes Pθ
by Pθ′ , but also diversifies Pθ via increasing the l2-distance of generated text
∥xi−xj∥2, and enhances exploration through fitting a noise distribution and
disturbing Pθ, further pushing the generalization boundary.

Sentiment

O-PPL ↓ M-PPL ↓ Acc ↑ F1 ↑ AUC ↑ Dist ↑ S-BLEU ↓

GPT2(raw) 13.20 38.39 55.9 68.5 61.37 35.91 58.79

Finetune LM
GPT2 16.40 44.02 77.55 80.44 88.35 26.34 71.00
UniLM 25.20 54.33 76.45 75.35 85.18 31.05 66.97
T5 25.69 34.97 82.80 83.77 90.50 30.03 69.57

Self-Training with UniLM
PT 26.62 58.37 72.20 70.27 80.37 31.17 66.69
PT(noise) 30.28 62.07 77.75 75.78 85.35 31.68 65.18
PT(noise)+PL 18.92 33.53 89.95 89.73 96.38 30.94 66.84
PT(select)+PL 18.40 33.56 90.08 90.06 96.66 31.27 67.61

Our Methods
KEST 20.65 38.15 92.10 91.77 97.06 31.70 66.60

Table 3.10: Automatic evaluation results of KEST on IMDb dataset (senti-
ment)

3.4.3 Experiments

The tasks, datasets, baselines, and evaluation metrics are described in
Sec. 3.3.3.

Experimental Settings

We use pre-trained UniLM-base-cased [18] as the encoder and decoder of
our KEST model since UniLM shares the parameter of transformer blocks
in the encoder and decoder, more suitable for our joint classification and
generation schema. The label embedding dimension is set to 128. To fuse the
label embedding better with the Transformer decoder, we concatenate the
label embedding to the attention output of each token in each Transformer
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Topic

O-PPL ↓ M-PPL ↓ Acc ↑ F1 ↑ AUC ↑ Dist ↑ S-BLEU ↓

GPT2(raw) 16.94 74.41 55.75 52.17 83.28 46.88 45.55

Finetune LM
GPT2 22.22 23.46 82.92 83.08 95.23 54.93 39.93
UniLM 55.79 36.28 87.67 87.70 96.30 54.76 43.77
T5 48.33 32.12 88.33 88.43 97.95 58.06 37.01

Self-Training with UniLM
PT 57.40 40.95 86.42 86.36 96.69 52.35 46.41
PT(noise) 58.59 45.32 85.42 85.27 95.88 53.35 46.57
PT(noise)+PL 32.36 16.64 89.67 89.70 98.11 53.79 47.95
PT(select)+PL 33.23 16.66 90.50 90.52 98.31 53.71 47.69

Our Methods
KEST 31.19 20.46 91.92 91.94 98.34 56.16 42.10

Table 3.11: Automatic Evaluation of KEST on AGNews dataset (topic).

Detoxification

O-PPL ↓ M-PPL ↓ Toxic% ↓ Dist ↑ S-BLEU ↓

GPT2(raw) 25.06 10397.67 47.40 52.71 37.13

Finetune LM
GPT2 32.79 66.61 43.94 51.62 42.05
UniLM 52.23 67.92 34.38 38.26 55.31
T5 27.21 42.04 22.81 39.83 63.49

Self-Training with UniLM
PT 46.78 74.71 34.68 36.82 55.89
PT(noise) 51.99 80.46 39.46 40.16 52.95
PT(noise)+PL 40.98 55.99 26.95 44.47 47.07
PT(select)+PL 40.70 54.50 29.21 45.42 46.94

Our Methods
KEST 66.74 53.42 18.37 51.17 40.71

Table 3.12: Automatic evaluation results of KEST on Jigsaw dataset.
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layer and then add a linear layer to transfer the new attention output to the
original shape of the attention output.

We tuned λc ∈ {1, 5, 10}, λnag ∈ {0.5, 1}, pm ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7} to obtain
the reported results. Finally we set λc = λag = λnag = 1 in Eq. (3.13) and
pm = 0.7 for all tasks. We use AdamW [65] as an optimizer. The training
batch size is 8, and the learning rate is 5e− 5. We apply linear warmup to
the optimizer, and the number of warm-up steps is one epoch. For the MMD
kernel, we use the median heuristic, where σ is chosen from (2aHN )Ma=−M .
Here HN = 1

N(N−1)

∑
x̃i∈Do,x̂j∈Dpt ∥x̃i − x̂j∥2L2

is the median heuristic. In
our experiment, M is set to 2.

We implement KEST and all other baselines based on Huggingface
Transformers [115] library of v4.21.1 and use one NVIDIA RTX 3090 node
to train our model. The total number of training GPU hours is around
19.12h for IMDb, 10.18h for Jigsaw, and 9.34h for AGNews. The number
of parameters of our model is 132.65M. In the generation phase, we use
top-p sampling (p=0.9) as the decoding method. Other configuration of the
generator includes a length penalty to be 1.0, a repetition penalty to be 1.0,
and a no-repeat-ngram-size to be 4 for all baselines. All experimental results
are trained and tested in a single run with fixed random seeds.

Results

As shown in Table 3.10 and Table 3.11, and Table 3.12, in all of the three
tasks, our KEST achieves significant improvement in control accuracy (+8.0
F1 at most) compared to fine-tuned PLMs. The generally much higher
PPL (for UniLM and T5), limited F1 improvement, and severely decreased
diversity (for GPT2) indicate these PLMs either fail to be adapted to new
domains (e.g., positive movie reviews) or overfit with inadequate labeled
data, as analyzed in [134]. On the contrary, thanks to the self-augmented
data, KEST notably enhances controllability as well as fluency and diversity,
especially compared to the backbone UniLM.

We also observed some interesting results considering existing self-training
methods. 1) The naive self-training with PT performed poorly in controllabil-
ity and diversity, even worse than tuned PLMs, due to the over-exploitation
and shrunken distributions as interpreted in Sec. 3.4.2. 2) The traditional
synthetic noise (PT(noise)) slightly boosts control accuracy and diversity,
which verifies the effectiveness of noise [37] again, but greatly hurts fluency
and generalizability (+3.7 O-PPL at most). This is because such hard cor-
ruption is too noisy and makes the model diverge far from valid attribute
distributions. In contrast, KEST utilizes a NAG generator to produce flex-
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ible noise, improving local smoothness. 3) Additional pseudo-labels bring
significant improvement, especially on PPL. However, with a fixed number of
unlabeled data, the performance of these methods is limited. Besides, KEST
utilizes the multi-task generator to produce soft pseudo text in feature space,
which helps cover a larger attribute space and obtain further improvement.

Human Evaluation

Model Fluency ↑ Novelty ↑ Rel. ↑

Sentiment
UniLM-PT(select)+PL 3.60 3.40 3.62∗∗

KEST 3.67 3.48 3.87

Topic
UniLM-PT(select)+PL 3.97∗∗ 4.43 4.57

KEST 4.11 4.54 4.62

Model Fluency ↑ Novelty ↑ Toxicity ↓

Detoxification
UniLM-PT(select)+PL 3.38 3.93 2.75∗∗

KEST 3.40 3.97 2.33

Table 3.13: Human evaluation results of KEST on sentiment/topic-controlled
generation and text detoxification. We conduct the Student t-test to evaluate
statistical significance (∗∗: p-value< 0.01). The overall Cohen’s kappa score
is 0.62, showing a satisfactory inter-annotator agreement.

To better verify the effectiveness of KEST, we also conduct a human
evaluation. For each model, we generated 100 samples on each task. We
invite 6 competent annotators to score these samples on three criteria –
Fluency, Novelty, and Attribute Relevance in a blind review manner.
As shown in Table 3.13, KEST consistently outperforms the best baseline
(UniLM-PT(select)+PL) on all three metrics, which indicates that KEST
not only has better controllability over attributes but also generates fluent
and diverse texts.

Ablation Study

We conduct an ablation study on the AGNews dataset and compare different
KEST variants. As shown in Table 3.14, we can find: 1) Soft pseudo text
prominently improves PPL and diversity, outperforming the hard one. As
discussed in Sec. 3.4.2, such soft PT could bring smoother noise and help
further push the learned distribution boundary. 2) Kernel-based learning
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AGNews

O-PPL ↓ M-PPL ↓ Acc ↑ F1 ↑ AUC ↑ Dist ↑ S-BLEU ↓

KEST 31.19 20.46 91.92 91.94 98.34 56.16 42.10
−Soft 38.04 29.07 90.92 90.96 98.07 55.40 44.09

−Lker−Soft 38.98 28.77 90.72 90.81 97.98 54.97 45.02
−Lnag−Lker−Soft 39.73 28.58 90.33 90.42 97.74 55.07 44.73

−PT 38.09 28.77 90.92 90.97 98.11 55.48 44.13
−PL−PT 37.24 256.66 87.41 87.45 96.18 43.18 69.30

Table 3.14: Ablation study of KEST on AGNews dataset. The symbol
− means removing the settings from KEST. −Soft: using sampled hard
tokens instead of the soft e(x). −Lker: using the cross-entropy loss instead
of Eq.(3.14). −Lnag: using Gag to generate pseudo text instead of Gnag.
−PT/−PL: do not use pseudo text/labels.

alleviates the over-exploitation problem of the traditional cross-entropy loss
and further enhances inner-group diversity (-0.93 S-BLEU), empirically
supporting Theorem 1. 3) KEST’s NAG ability not only reduces time
complexity but also slightly boosts fluency (-0.75 O-PPL). However, the
diversity improvement attributed to NAG is correlated to the noisy level.
Only with an appropriate masking probability pm could NAG facilitate more
diverse text (see Fig. 3.10). Besides, pseudo text notably promotes all metrics,
verifying our claim in Sec. 3.4.1 that such synthetic pseudo text leads to
further improvement beyond pseudo labels.

Analysis

Time Consumption: Fig. 3.8 shows the decoding time of our NAG and
AG generators for generating pseudo text with different text lengths. We
found that the time costs of the AG module increase almost linearly w.r.t.
the text length. In comparison, our NAG generator Gnag greatly accelerates
the generation of pseudo text, especially when the sequence length is long.
Furthermore, we compare the training time of KEST using Gag and Gnag,
respectively. We observe that the latter achieves 1.2× and 1.3× speedup on
IMDb and AGNews, respectively, which could be further improved with a
larger ratio of pseudo text, making self-training more practical.

Effect of Kernel-based Learning: To analyze the effect of our kernel
distance loss Lker in Eq. (3.14), we train two models for 5 epochs with
only pseudo text given the same prompt and starting checkpoint using the
kernel loss and the traditional cross-entropy loss, respectively. We then
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of decoding time of NAG and AG for 100 pseudo
text batches (batch size=8) with different text lengths.

visualize the text generated with given prompts from the two models by
using corresponding BERT-large [CLS] embedding as text representations
and plot them. As depicted in Fig. 3.9. We can find that the model trained
with cross-entropy loss collapses in a smaller space than the training data
space. In contrast, the one with kernel loss successfully extends the learned
distribution, which helps explore a larger potential space towards the real
one, corroborating our claim and theoretical analysis.

Effect of random mask ratio: The random mask ratio pm is a hyper-
parameter that can control the noise level of generated pseudo text. Fig. 3.10
shows the generation performance of KEST with different mask ratios in
the AGNews dataset. We find that a higher ratio leads to a more noisy
and diverse generation. A moderately higher ratio also generally improves
controllability. However, an extremely high pm brings too much noise and
hence obstructs learning. We achieve the best controllability with pm = 0.7,
indicating a suitable mask ratio is necessary to balance exploration and
exploitation.

Number of pseudo text: We evaluate KEST on varying numbers of
pseudo text, keeping all the other settings unchanged. As shown in Fig. 3.11,
KEST performs the best with equal size of pseudo text and labeled data
(Ratio = 1). More pseudo text brings more noise which hurts generation
quality as the model captures more meaningless noise than semantics. Too
little pseudo text makes the model lose exploration ability and thus fail to
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BERT CLS embedding
CE
MMD
Testing prompt

Figure 3.9: BERT [CLS] embedding of generated texts from KEST using
cross-entropy (CE) and our MMD loss Lker respectively.

extend the learned distribution boundary, causing poor control accuracy and
diversity. Therefore, a suitable ratio is essential to balance exploration and
fluency.

Case Study: In order to verify the generation quality and attribute
relevance, we present some cases sampled from different models in Table 3.15.
We can see that traditional ST methods (UniLM+PT(select)+PL) suffer
from repeating phrases (e.g., “love story” and “not like”), exhibiting poor
generation diversity and novelty. In contrast, KEST produces more diverse
expressions thanks to kernel-based learning and smoother soft pseudo text
while staying faithful to the given positive attribute.

3.4.4 Summary

We propose a novel KEST method to incorporate Self-training into semi-
supervised controllable NLG. KEST (1) applies a practical multi-task gener-
ator to generate soft pseudo text in parallel, significantly reducing decoding
time while injecting soft noise to the text; (2) uses soft kernel-based loss
to encourage exploration of the learned distribution and increase control
accuracy and generation diversity. Theoretical analysis and empirical experi-
ments demonstrate that KEST acts as a combination of regularization-like
exploitation and attribute boundary exploration, improving control accuracy
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Figure 3.10: Results of KEST with different levels of mask ratio in AGNews
Dataset.

with satisfactory generation fluency, diversity, and accelerated training.

3.5 Example of Generation

We sample some generated texts based on Ctr-PF, GPT2-ST, UniLM-ST,
DuNST, and KEST and place them on Table 3.16, 3.17, and Table 3.18. Due
to the offensive content generated by these models in the detoxification task,
we do not include their examples in detoxification experiments in this thesis.
From these examples we can find out that DuNST and KEST significantly
outperforms the baselines in generation controllability and diversity.
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Figure 3.11: Generation controllability (F1) on a different number of pseudo
text on AGNews dataset.

Model Generation

Sentiment: Negative; Prompt:At 20 years old
Ctr-
PF

At 20 years old, ichorous and unrepentant, ichanarito is a well-liked
celebrity, but a poor quality actor, and a poor quality movie...

GPT2-
ST

At 20 years old, I grew up with it and had no expectations. I was
a big fan of the series, I thought it was great, and I wanted to
see more of it. But soon enough, I got bored and just got bored
watching it...

UniLM-
ST

At 20 years old, I didn’t expect much when I heard this movie was
being made. My initial reaction was that it was an art - house
movie ( a very low budget movie at that ), but when I saw how
they did it, it just got boring and boring...

DuNST At 20 years old, the poorest hour of my life had me scratching
my head. This was an insult to the intelligence of mankind, and
a complete disregard for anyone else’s intelligence. Do not watch
this movie. It is a disgrace to any religion...
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KEST At 20 years old, I remember seeing this film in an old building.
The film is a little weird. One of the main characters, an aged
man who plays guitar plays strange music and the other is a suave
young man who lives with his mother in the same building. By
the end of the film, I was a bit confused because I don’t remember
seeing any of the main actors or their playing the roles...

Sentiment: Positive; Prompt:At 20 years old
Ctr-
PF

At 20 years old, ixxoxx was a fan favorite and loved his work and
movies like it was his own and his own. A hard worker who enjoyed
getting his hands dirty and trying to figure out the best ways to
make a buck, ixixx made his name on film and television...

GPT2-
ST

At 20 years old, ixTch was my first exposure to the French film
industry. I immediately knew the ”circles” of French cinema, where
each character had a particular expression in their mind, but the
film itself was only a very short one. I was not interested in the
story or the plot, just in the characters...

UniLM-
ST

At 20 years old, it is still one of my favorite films and the music
still rings true. I have seen it countless times and each time I hear
it, it gets better and better...

DuNST At 20 years old, I was 13 when this came out. I remember it as
being a typical 1950’s soap opera. The writing was excellent. It was
realistic, the characters were believable. The story was accurate,
but the real problems the family had with adult life in particular
were out to bother with...

KEST At 20 years old, I have been watching this movie every week, and
this is it. I watched it with my younger brother and we enjoyed
it. We had always wanted to see a version of the ” Little Red
Riding Hood ” story, but no one had ever heard of it. When I
heard about the movie, we both looked to the theater and found
ourselves falling in love with it. We both agreed that it was the
perfect movie to watch with our younger brothers.

Table 3.16: Example text for sentiment-controlled generation.
Words in blue/red are positive/negative indicators, respec-
tively.
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Model Generation

UniLM
+ PT
(se-
lect) +
PL

1) Well, some people might think that this film is a masterpiece. They
are right. The film is not just a love story, but a love story. What I like
about this film is that it shows a different side of women...
2) Well, some people might not like this film, but some people might.
Well, most people would not like this movie. But the main reason I like
it so much is that it has a lot of humor...

KEST 1)Well, some people might think it’s a little over the top and the story
is really predictable, but as I saw on TV in the early 90’s I wasn’t
disappointed in this movie! While the plot is kind of predictable and the
main character is supposed to be a guy, the whole thing has been made
into a very cool and entertaining film...
2) Well, some people might think that this was a lot like “Jaws”, or
“Alien”, or something like that. Sadly, it is not. I was lucky enough
to see it. It’s a very clever, intelligent and entertaining film with good
performances...

Table 3.15: Samples generated with specified positive sentiment and input
prompt ‘Well, some people might ’. Words in blue/red are positive/negative
indicators, respectively.

Model Generation

Sentiment: Negative; Prompt:The book
Ctr-
PF

The book I loved a lot about The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the
Wild. Its protagonist, Zelda, is an ordinary woman who grows up
playing on a farm. She gets to choose a young boy in her village
who can only dream about Zelda. The village gets more and more
out of her. She tries to save the villagers by making them happy
by getting them into a happy life. The game takes this into an
extreme (it’s not like Zelda is a good actress, just a poor one)...

GPT2-
ST

The book, ”Fatal Attraction” by R.D.Hilbert, was a great book
and even if the book had been better, they probably would have
given it a 10 out of 10. I was disappointed by this movie. I do not
believe that a movie can be this boring, with actors playing their
roles and acting like the movie would give it a realistic look...

UniLM-
ST

The book was wonderful. The film is a mess. I could watch this
and then get frustrated. It is very much like an extended stage
play. The actors do what they can with little money and they do
a wonderful job in acting. I will not make this up.
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DuNST The book was a rather confusing and disappointing adaptation of
a classic. It may very well have been a good book if it had been
adapted to a movie, but this movie could have been much better.
It’s impossible to pinpoint exactly what exactly was the point of
this film...

KEST The book was terrible. I can’t believe it, and I’m not lying. It’s
awful! There were a lot of mistakes in the book, but it was okay
in the movie...

Sentiment: Positive; Prompt:The book
Ctr-
PF

The book has an overall feel to it and is quite good. There are
plenty of laughs and a decent ending to the book. However, there
are some other issues with the author, who has some questionable
editing that can ruin the book, making the movie and television
series too good to be true...

GPT2-
ST

The book is a perfect example of why not to make a movie. The
dialogue, the actors, the sets, everything. That said, the book is
perfect, despite the fact that it has very little plot, and that is
good. The acting is good and is also very funny. The story is even
more funny than the book...

UniLM-
ST

The book was excellent. And it was not only about an alien invasion
of Earth, but a series of events in the near future. I was a bit
reluctant to read the book as it was written after the global collapse
of the european market. But then again, it would still be hard
to buy the movie More or less, the book is just brilliant, with
wonderful characters and good animation...

DuNST The book ( which I’m in a ”Truly Hip” ) is a fantastic comic book.
The movie adaptation of the book is a superb one. It’s faithful to
the spirit of the book and looks to the footage and characters. I
highly recommend this film if you like and appreciate the story...

KEST The book, by Graham Greene, is one of the finest psychological
novels out of all - time. It’s a compelling tale about a young woman
who travels to England in search of ẗhe book. Äs a reader, I found
the book to be faithful to the book as it unfolds...

Table 3.17: Example text for sentiment-controlled generation
continued. Words in blue/red are positive/negative indicators,
respectively.
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Model Generation

Topic: World
Ctr-
PF

(1)On Wednesday, the Iraqi security forces stormed the main
Islamic State office, killing nine members, killing 12 people, but
did not withdraw from the building and taking over two other
buildings.
(2)He said this could not be confirmed, but was quoted by Reuters.
Hide Caption : A woman reacts after her car was blown up near
an Islamist group rally in Dhaka.

GPT2-
ST

(1)LOS ANGELES (Reuters) - A former crematory operator agreed
on Wednesday to plead guilty to dumping bodies and ashes at the
same crematory site where he was born, officials said
(2)GAZA (Reuters) - A rocket killed two Israeli soldiers in Gaza on
Wednesday, the first time the army in occupied territory in more
than a year that Hamas militants have launched a fierce...

UniLM-
ST

(1) The Israeli Army has suspended a company commander accused
of emptying an ammunition clip into a 13 - year - old Palestinian
girl.
(2) BAGHDAD, Iraq - A roadside bomb killed two American
soldiers and wounded three others in Iraq, the U. S. command said
Friday, as insurgents hit Baghdad targets with rocket and rocket
bombs...

DuNST (1) AP - An Italian aid worker walked free from the southern
Philippines on Sunday, a day after he was abducted at gunpoint
on the streets of Real Aires.
(2) AFP - The United States and South Korea failed to hammer
out a deal over a timetable for the planned reduction of US forces
in Iraq, with Seoul asking for more troops to join another group.

KEST (1) MOSCOW ( Reuters ) - At least one Russian ministry has
signed letters agreeing to Moscow’s approval of the Kyoto Protocol,
a spokesman said on Friday.
(2) Reuters - Former Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori on
Saturday called for the world’s highest military ruler to be re-
elected, a move that would improve relations between the former
foes.

Topic: Sport
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Ctr-
PF

(1)This past weekend, when the Los Angeles Lakers drafted Michael
Jordan, he looked like a real contender to play the role of mentor
at the small forward spot.
(2)Houston is now playing ”The Voice of America” at Madison
Square Garden. The Knicks are 0-5 and facing a 10-point Los
Angeles Lakers team that, if they win tonight...

GPT2-
ST

(1) SEATTLE (Reuters) - Olympic chiefs may have to reconsider
their decision to stage a one-day event in Atlanta after protests
from marchers in the southern city...
(2)NEW YORK (Reuters) - Tommy Haas looked as though he had
the flu, as he sat in his BMW 712 at the World Championship in
Akron, Ohio, on Friday.

UniLM-
ST

(1) England coach Sven - Goran Eriksson says striker Michael
Owen must prove in training Monday that he deserves to face
Wales in a World Cup qualifier.
(2) ATHENS - - The tears were from the Brazilian women’s soccer
team, who had just won their first Olympic gold medal in women’s
tennis, beating Australia 4 - 2 in the final...

DuNST (1) South Carolina assistant Skip Holtz left the game with an
injured tailback Ciatrick Fason. Freshman Adrian Peterson rushed
for 140 yards and two touchdowns and Ronnie Brown added 127
yards.
(2) AP - The New York Yankees wasted little time getting down
to business, and their starting pitcher, Tony Womack, was allowed
to sit out Saturday night after missing two games because of an
elbow injury...

KEST (1) MINNEAPOLIS - - Minnesota Timberwolves guard Latrell
Sprewell was suspended one game without pay by the NBA on
Tuesday for directing obscenities.
(2) CHELSEA manager Jose Mourinho has dismissed the challenge
of keeping the money - losing outman out of Chelsea for the rest
of the season.

Topic: Business
Ctr-
PF

(1)President Barack Obama has said his administration is ”very
concerned about Iran’s nuclear program and concerns about the
growing threat from terrorist groups in Iran.
(2) A number of firms have taken steps to make their online business
more efficient and more efficient. New York-based Gartner says
that new companies such as AT&T, Bell, IBM...
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GPT2-
ST

(1)NEW YORK (Reuters) - U.S. blue chips sank on Thursday after
Ford Motor Co.
(2)SINGAPORE (Reuters) - Asian stock markets opened lower on
Thursday, helped by poor weather forecasts and gains by technology
firms, but some oil-related stocks remained higher.

UniLM-
ST

(1) TORONTO ( CP ) - Stock markets were poised for an early
rally Thursday as crude oil prices reached record highs and energy
stocks surged on easing supply fears.
(2) In the latest move by the US Justice Department, The Wash-
ington Post has announced that it will pay $ 60 million cash to
buy the parent company of CBS MarketWatch.

DuNST (1) Tokyo stocks plunged Monday morning as investors took profits
from recent gains. The US dollar was up against the Japanese yen.
The Nikkei Stock Average of 225 issues was up 36.
(2) NEW YORK, Aug 18 ( Reuters ) - Rupert Murdoch’s News
Corp. Ltd. has agreed to sell its stake in Sky Latin America to
DirecTV Group D

KEST (1) Pfizer said it would sponsor a major clinical trial of Celebrex, its
prescription arthritis pain medication, to assess the cardiovascular
benefits of the drug.
(2) US consumer confidence rose in August following a sharp drop
in the previous month, the Conference Board reported on Tuesday.

Topic: Sci/Tech
Ctr-
PF

(1)$1,000 for ’Millionaire’s ’Rape Crisis’ Victim Fund By Michael
S. Osterholm - 6/9/17 07:08:04:
(2) US government has approved a $10 million loan to provide
medical equipment to the Palestinian Authority for ’humanitarian
and medical equipment’ on the West Bank. The agreement provides
$3 million for a...

GPT2-
ST

(1)NEW YORK (Reuters) - The U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission has voted 5-0 to recommend that Internet advertising
services stop soliciting fees from Web sites, according to a...
(2)LOS ANGELES (Reuters) - ”Cell ” phones offer fast data rates,
low prices and no worries about getting fat in the long run, says a
survey by analysts at research firm...
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UniLM-
ST

(1) Sony Corp.’s music unit is abandoning its CDs that use built -
in technology that limits copying them, after pushing the program
for two years.
(2) The future of the internet could be in doubt in around two
years’time, according to two leading internet watchers, who outlined
a series of steps they hope will turn the internet into a business...

DuNST (1) Toshiba has announced a new transmission system for routers
and switches that will improve automatic transmission rates. The
6500 Super GSM/GPRS system will feature high clock speed...
(2) At a press conference this week, Bill Murray, Microsoft’s CEO,
expressed doubt that the software giant’s strategy for regaining
PC identity is considerable, but heard little reason to believe it

KEST (1) The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (
ICANN ) has modified its proposal to include some domain names
in the name of the Internet Corporation for assigned Names and
numbers.
(2) This holiday season, Apple Computers Inc. plans to open its
first European retail store later this month in the capital city of
Munich.

Table 3.18: Example text for topic-controlled generation.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, We propose two novel methods (DuNST and KEST) to
apply Self-training to semi-supervised controllable NLG. DuNST (1) jointly
optimizes generation and classification via a dual variational learning frame-
work to leverage both pseudo text and pseudo labels, and (2) incorporates
two kinds of soft noise into ST, better exploring larger potential text space
and extending the attribute distribution boundary, solving the challenges of
Limited unlabeled data and over-exploitation. KEST (1) applies a practical
multi-task generator to generate soft pseudo text in parallel, significantly
reducing decoding time while injecting soft noise to the text; (2) uses soft
kernel-based loss to encourage exploration of the learned distribution and
increase control accuracy and generation diversity, addressing the challenges
of over-exploitation and training deceleration. As a comparison, DuNST can
achieve better generation controllability at the cost of longer training time.
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Besides, DuNST applies a VAE-like structure, which needs more effort in
tuning the hyper-parameters to achieve satisfactory results. On the other
hand, KEST provided a solution with faster training speed but sub-optimal
performance.
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Chapter 4

Dual Contrastive
Self-Training for
Document-level Relation
Extraction

A version of this chapter has been submitted to ACL Rolling Review in 2023
December and will be published at the main conference of NAACL 2024.
I was the main investigator. Throughout the project, I led the process of
defining project goals and key research questions, the model implementation,
and designing and running the experiments. The work was done under the
supervision of Laks V.S. Lakshmanan.

4.1 Introduction

Relation Extraction (RE) from unstructured data sources is a key component
of building large-scale knowledge graphs (KG) [51, 75]. Among all the
RE tasks, Document-level RE [138] extracts subject-relation-object triples
from documents, which remains daunting due to the significant challenges
in modeling long text spans and obtaining high-quality supervision signals.
Current document-level relation extraction methods [89, 138] can discover the
semantic relation that holds between two entities under supervised learning.
However, these methods typically require lots of manually labeled data for
model training, which could be labor-intensive to obtain.

On the other hand, since a large amount of in-domain text is usually
accessible, we can tackle document-level RE using semi-supervised learning [8].
There has been substantial work on exploring how to alleviate the amount
of human supervision required for RE. Mintz et al. [71] makes use of distant
supervision which leverages external knowledge bases to obtain annotated
triples. Since distant supervision makes a strong assumption that the relation
between entity pairs should not depend on the context, it usually leads to
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context-agnostic label noises and sparse matching results.
Alternatively, self-training (ST) [91, 127], a classic semi-supervised learn-

ing paradigm, has been proposed in relation extraction [42, 96, 129]. ST
minimizes the prohibitively expensive human labeling by iteratively pseudo-
annotating unlabeled data with a classifier which is then retrained with the
augmented labels. In this way, ST benefits from a vast number of unlabeled
instances and extends the generalization bound [112, 133].

A significant challenge of ST is inadequate training data for long-tail
relations. As shown in Fig. 1.4, current document-level RE systems [138] do
not perform well on long-tail relations, which hardly appear in the training
data. For example, the F1-score for class located in is 83.02 while ethnic
group is only 6.45. The reason could be that the amount of training data is
vastly different (20k vs. 155). Assuming that training data and unlabeled
data have the same distribution, we cannot expect these long-tail relations
to appear sufficiently often in the unlabeled text corpus. To address this,
Tan et al. [96] propose to re-sample training set and to assign more weight
to the classes that have high precision and low recall. However, this method
does not bring new information to the relation classifier. As a result, these
self-training methods might not be able to improve the RE performance on
these rare relations.

In order to solve the above issue of long-tail relations, we propose a
novel method – Dual contrastive self training for semi-supervised Relation
Extraction (DuRE). Unlike previous ST methods [42, 96], we simultaneously
train a controllable text generator, generating diverse outputs given specific
relation triples. To improve the controllability of the generator, we leverage
the signal of the trained RE classifier to label positive and negative generated
sequences, and then apply a ranking calibration loss [137] to contrast the
positive and negative sequences to improve generation quality. In addition,
we propose a self-adaptive way to sample pseudo text from different relation
classes. We add noise by increasing generation temperature for relations
with higher precision, which introduces diversity to the training set and helps
reduce overfitting. Besides, we sample more examples from relations with
lower recall. Since long-tail relations usually have a low recall (Fig. 1.4),
they are more likely to be sampled, and thus their recall can be increased
through training.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We dig into the problem of document-level extraction of long-tail rela-
tions and propose to simultaneously train a controllable text generator
to address the limitation of previous self-training methods [96] that
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only leverage pseudo-labeling.

• We propose a contrastive loss to control the quality of generated pseudo
text, improving the generation quality and thus helping to enhance the
classification performance of the relation classifier.

• Comprehensive experiments show that our model significantly improves
F1-score in different RE benchmarks on general and biomedical domains,
especially on long-tail relations.

4.2 Related Work

Relation Extraction: Deep neural models have proven to be successful in
sentence-level and document-level relation extraction. Zhang et al. [136] pro-
posed position-aware attention to improve sentence-level RE and published
TACRED, which became a widely used RE dataset. However, most relations
in real-world data can only be extracted based on inter-sentence information.
To extract relations across sentence boundaries, recent studies began to ex-
plore document-level RE. As previously mentioned, Yao et al. [126] proposed
the popular benchmark dataset DocRED for document-level RE. Zeng et al.
[130] leveraged a double-graph network to model the entities and relations
within a document. To address the multilabel problem of Document-level RE,
Zhou et al. [138] proposed using adaptive thresholds to extract all relations
of a given entity pair. Zhang et al. [132] developed the DocUNET model to
reformulate document-level RE as a semantic segmentation task and used
a U-shaped network architecture to improve the performance of DocRE.
Tan et al. [94] proposed the use of knowledge distillation and focal loss to
denoise the distantly supervised data for DocRE. Wang et al. [109] proposed
a positive-unlabeled learning algorithm under incomplete annotation scenario.
However, the methods above were not designed to tackle the challenge of
long-tail relations.

Self-training: Recently, Self-training has flourished again by iteratively
generating pseudo labels and augmenting the tuning of data-hungry language
models, showing great advantages in further enhancing NLU [4, 10, 21, 70,
102] and Relation Extraction (RE) [42, 119, 129], where massive unlabeled
input text exists. To tackle the issue of confirmation bias in self-training,
Wei et al. [112] re-samples pseudo-labels based on the frequencies of training
examples. Tan et al. [96] samples different numbers of pseudo-labeled data
based on the development set performance. However, it ignores the relations
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where both precision and recall are low. All the above ST methods for
RE apply ST only in generating pseudo-labels. Feng et al. [25] were the
first to propose dual self-training to improve controllable text generation by
introducing two kinds of noise. However, they do not study the effectiveness
of dual self-training in classification problems (such as relation extraction),
and in fact the strategy of adding noise sometimes harms the classification
performance.

Unlike all the above ST methods, we are the first to apply dual self-
training on document-level relation extraction, generating both pseudo-
labeled data using RE classifier and pseudo texts given specific relation
triples using a text generator. The design of contrastive loss and self-adaptive
generation for different relation classes further improves the performance,
especially on long-tail relations.

4.3 Method

4.3.1 Problem Formulation

Document-level relation extraction Given a document x and a set of en-
tities e = {ej}mj=1, the task of document-level relation extraction is to predict
a subset of relations from R∪ {NA} between entity pairs (eh, et)h,t=1...m,h ̸=t,
where R is a pre-defined set of relations, NA represents no relations between
given entities, and eh, et are identified as head and tail entities, respectively.
At the test time, the model needs to predict the labels of all entity pairs in
document x.

Semi-supervised document-level relation extraction Let x be the
text, e be the entities mentioned in x, and y = {ehj , rj , etj}

nx
j=0 be the existing

relations in x, DL = {xi,yi, ei} be a labeled dataset with paired text and
its corresponding relation sets, and DU ={xi, ei} be an unlabeled dataset
from the same domain. In reality, we do not obtain ei for unlabeled text
corpus. However, we can use tools of name entity recognition (NER) and
coreference resolution (CR) to get the entity list in advance. Since we focus
on relation extraction only, we assume we have already obtained the entity
list for simplicity.

Controllable text generation given relation triples Given relation
triples y = {ehj , rj , etj}

nx
j=1, where nx is the number of relations, the task is

to generate document x that contains these relation triples.
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4.3.2 Methodology

We aim to jointly learn an attribute-controllable generator G = Pθ(x|y)
parameterized by θ (e.g., a large PLM) to generate, in an auto-regressive
manner, high-quality text x ∼ Pθ(x|y) containing the given relations y. We
also endow our model with the ability to produce pseudo extractions for
{xi, ei}∈DU through jointly learning a Document-RE classifier C=Pϕ(y|x, e).
We simultaneously model and optimize G and C with a shared PLM as a
dual process.

We train our relation classifier using Adaptive Thresholding loss [138]:

LP = −
∑
r∈PT

log

(
elogitr∑

r′∈PT∪{TH} e
logitr′

)
,

LN = − log

(
elogitTH∑

r′∈NT∪{TH} e
logitr′

)
,

LC = LP + LN (4.1)

where positive classes PT ⊆ R are the relations that exist between the
entities in T , negative classes NT ⊆ R are the relations that do not exist
between the entities, logitr and logitTH are the predicted logits for class r or
threshold TH by classifier C.

For generation side, we use cross-entropy loss for auto-regressive genera-
tion.

LG = − 1

N

∑
(x,y)∈D

[
L∑
j=1

logPθ(x
j |x<j , y)], (4.2)

where xj means the j-th token in x, L is the length of x, D is the training
set with N samples. We will show later how to construct D for different
training phases. Finally, we compute a weighted sum of classification and
generation loss, where λC and λG are tunable hyperparameters.

L = λCLC + λGLG. (4.3)

4.3.3 Self-adaptive pseudo text generation

The full DuRE method is described in Alg. 3. Following the practice of
self-training in NLU [102], we start ST from a strong base model tuned
on DL and use the full unlabeled DU to produce pseudo labels, rather
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than select part of the data with certain criteria as in [96]. In addition to
pseudo-labeled data, we also use our generator to generate pseudo-text given
entity-relation triples. To better improve the RE performance, we propose
to use Contrastive Loss (CL) and Self-Adaptive Generation (SAG) methods,
which are illustrated below.

Algorithm 3: Training Process of DuRE

Input: Labeled set DL, unlabeled set DU , relation set R.

1 Jointly train base model G, C on DL by optimizing Eq.(4.3), store
the best G0, C0.

2 for epoch← 1 to MaxEpoch do
3 for xi, ei in DU do
4 ŷi = Cepoch−1(xi, ei)
5 end
6 Build pseudo label set: DPL={xi, ei, ŷi}
7 for rj in R do
8 Sample nj triples {y}nj ⊂ DL with relation rj following

Eq.( 4.5).
9 for k← 0 to nj do

10 Generate m pseudo texts: {xk}m = {Gepoch−1(y
k)}m

11 Select the entities ek by parsing {xk}
12 Compute pseudo labels with Cepoch−1(x

k, ek)
13 Select positive example x+,y+, e+ and negative example

x−,y−

14 end

15 end
16 Build pseudo text: DPT ={x+,y+, e+,x−}
17 Train Gepoch−1, Cepoch−1 on {DPT , DPL, DL} by optimizing

Eq.(4.3) and Eq.(4.4), update the parameters to Gepoch and
Cepoch.

18 end

Contrastive Loss (CL) Following Zhao et al. [137], we use Sequence
Likelihood Calibration (SLiC) to align a language model’s sequence likelihood,
Pθ(x|y), over decoded sequences according to their similarity to reference
sequences. Given yj = {ehj , rj , etj}, we generate a batch of m generations

xkj = G(yj). Then the ranking calibration loss contrasts a positive sequence
x+ and a negative sequence x−, encouraging the model to assign more
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probability mass to positive compared to negative sequences, and thus
enhancing generation quality. Thanks to the dual learning framework, we
can use the classifier C to evaluate the confidence of whether generation
x contains relation triple {e}. More specifically, x+ = argmaxilogit

i
rj , and

x− = argminilogit
i
rj . Thus the contrastive loss is computed as follows:

LG = max
(
0, β − logPθ(x

+|y) + logPθ(x
−|y)

)
(4.4)

where β > 0 is a hyperparameter to control the margin between positive and
negative examples.

Self-Adaptive Generation (SAG) Another advantage of using pseudo
text is that we can tune the distribution of relations and generate more
pseudo texts for long-tail relations. Compared to traditional methods like
bootstrapping [22] and class-rebalanced self-training [112] where duplicated
samples are chosen for a specific class, the generator can produce more
diverse training examples.

Here we propose a self-adaptive pseudo-text generation strategy. For
different relation classes with different development set performances, we
generate pseudo text accordingly. For a relation class r, if its recall Rr is low,
then we should improve the recall by generating more pseudo examples. If its
precision Pr is high, we believe this class is well-predicted. Then the purpose
of pseudo-text generation is to augment the training set with noisy data to
enhance generalization. A good way to add noise is to generate data with
higher temperature [25]. Otherwise, if Pr is low, we use a lower temperature
to sample a more certain output to ensure the generation quality. In summary,
we define the sampling probability ϕr and generation temperature tempr for
relation r as follows.

ϕr ∼ (1−Rr),

tempr = α + Pr. (4.5)

where α > 0 is a hyperparameter to control the noise level of generation.

4.4 Experiments

4.4.1 Datasets

We experimented with our method on two datasets. For general-domain
document level RE, we use Re-DocRED [95], a high quality dataset. We
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Dataset Train Dev Test Unlabeled

Re-DocRED
# Documents 3053 500 500 108000
Avg. # Entities 19.4 19.4 19.6 19.4
Avg. # Triples 28.1 34.6 34.9 -
Avg. # Sentences 7.9 8.2 7.9 8.0
# NA rate 94.3% 93.1% 93.1% -

CDG (5%)
# Documents 3847 1480 523 72697
Avg. # Words 196.9 236.5 235.6 197.0
Avg. # Entities 7.4 8.8 10.0 7.6
Avg. # Triples 2.1 2.2 2.6 -
Avg. # Sentences 12.6 14.0 13.2 12.6
# NA rate 96.8% 97.7% 93.8% -

Table 4.1: Dataset statistics.

use the distantly-labeled set of Re-DocRED as unlabeled set, only keeping
named entities information and coreference information but ignoring the
distant labels. As a second dataset, we tested our method on the biomedical
document-level RE dataset ChemDisGene (CDG) [131]. Since there is no
unlabeled set in CDG, we only leveraged part (e.g., 5%) of training set as
labeled data and kept aside the rest as unlabeled data. Our models are
evaluated on the test sets of Re-DocRED and CDG. Both of the test sets
are human-annotated and have high quality. The statistics of the datasets
can be found in Table 4.1.

4.4.2 Experimental Settings

We use ATLOP [138] as our base RE classifier and an encoder-decoder
framework as our pseudo text generator. Following Feng et al. [25], we
share the encoder part of RE classifier and pseudo text generator to save
the total number of training parameters. For Re-DocRED dataset, we use
Flan-T5-base [14] as the base encoder-decoder model. For CDG dataset, we
use a version of Flan-T5-base that is pretrained on Pubmed dataset13. We
use AdamW [65] with learning rate = 5e-5, warm-up rate = 0.06, λg = 1,
λc = 5, α = 0.7 , β = 0.3, and batch size = 8 for optimization across all

13The model can be found at https://huggingface.co/gubartz/
ssc-flan-t5-base-pubmed.
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Model P R F1 Ign F1 Freq F1 LT F1

Bert-base-cased
ATLOP† 86.70 62.46 72.61 71.86 75.92 67.46
NS† 77.63 69.17 73.16 72.92 77.28 67.59
VST† 72.77 75.55 74.14 72.48 78.47 68.13
SSR-PU 76.78 71.46 74.33 72.91 78.41 68.32
CREST† 75.94 72.47 74.17 72.77 77.93 68.68
CAST† 76.59 72.84 74.67 73.32 78.53 69.34

Flan-T5-base
ATLOP-Flan 86.40 61.78 72.05 71.32 76.15 65.45
ATLOP-Dual 85.17 61.93 71.72 70.95 76.07 64.70
DuRE 79.01 73.84 76.84 75.32 79.81 72.88

Table 4.2: Relation classification results on Re-DoCRED dataset. †Results
are obtained from Tan et al. [96].

tasks. As is common practice [39], we use the top-p sampling method with
p=0.9 for decoding. For the generation task, we add a prompt sentence at
the beginning of the input: Generate text given the following relation triples.
The number of pseudo text is the same as the number of labeled data, i.e.,
3053 for Re-DocRED and 3847 for CDG.

We tuned all hyperparameters only on the held-out development set.
In self-training phase, we tuned λc ∈ {1, 5, 10}, α ∈ {0.5, 0.7, 1.0}, and
β ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5} in Re-DocRED dataset to obtain the reported results.
Finally, we set λc = 5 and λg = 1 in base-model training phase, while λc = 5,
λg = 1, α = 0.7, and β = 0.3 in the self-training phase. We tuned the
hyperparameters in Re-DocRED dataset and applied them to all tasks. We
use AdamW [65] as an optimizer. The training batch size is 8, and the
learning rate is 5e− 5. We apply linear warmup to the optimizer, and the
warmup ratio is 0.06.

We implement DuRE on Huggingface Transformers [115] library of v4.31.1
and use four NVIDIA Tesla V100 nodes to train our model. The total number
of training hours is around 39.62h for Re-DocRED and 34.54h for CDG(5%).
The number of parameters of our model is 242.91M. In the generation phase,
we use top-p sampling (p=0.9) as the decoding method. Other configuration
of the generator includes a length penalty to be 1.0 and a repetition penalty
to be 1.0 for all baselines. All experimental results are trained and tested in
a single run with fixed random seeds.
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For the number of pseudo text generated, following [25], we choose the
same number as the labeled training set. The prompt for generation is
Generate text given the following relation triples. An example of generation
could be Generate text given the following relation triples. * The Invisible
Man*, lyrics by, * Roger Taylor*. For each input triple, we sample 8 sentences
and apply the RE classifier to select positive and negative pseudo texts among
these samples.

Model P R F1

PubMedBERT on CDG (100%)
ATLOP † 76.17 29.70 42.73
NS † 71.54 35.52 47.47
SSR-PU 54.27 43.93 48.56
CREST † 59.42 42.12 49.28
CAST † 66.68 45.48 54.03

Flan-T5-base on CDG (5%)
ATLOP-Dual 46.40 21.78 32.05
DuRE 52.01 48.84 50.38

Flan-T5-base on CDG (50%)
ATLOP-Dual 47.67 51.24 49.39
DuRE 54.91 59.43 57.08

Table 4.3: Results on CDG dataset. †Results are obtained from Tan et al.
[96].

4.4.3 Evaluation Metrices

Following Tan et al. [96], we used micro-averaged F1 score as the evaluation
metric. We also evaluate the F1 score for frequent classes and long-tail
classes, denoted as Freq F1 and LT F1, respectively. For the Re-DocRED
dataset, the frequent classes include the top 10 most popular relation types
in the label space; the rest of the classes are categorized as long-tail classes.
We also use an additional metric Ign F1 on the DocRE task. This metric
represents the F1 score, calculated for the triples that do not appear in the
training data.

4.4.4 Baselines

We compare our model with the following strong document-level RE baselines,
including both supervised and semi-supervised.
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Supervised Approaches (1) ATLOP [138] A vanilla baseline model for
document-level RE. (2) ATLOP-Flan Only use Flan-T5 [14] Encoder to
train the RE classifier without generator. (3) ATLOP-Dual Simultaneously
train RE classifier given input documents and text generator given relation
triples but without self-training. (4) Negative Sampling (NS) [58]: ran-
domly select partial negative samples in training to alleviate the detrimental
effect of the false negative problem.

Semi-supervised Approaches All the baselines below leverage ATLOP
as their backbone. (1) Vanilla Self-Training (VST) [47, 78]: a variant of
simple self-training where models are trained with N folds, and all pseudo-
labels are directly combined with the original labels. (2) SSR Positive
Unlabeled Learning (SSR-PU) [109]: SSR-PU utilizes positive unlabeled
learning and a shift-and-squared ranking (SSR) loss to accommodate the
distribution shifts for the unlabeled examples. (3) Class Re-balancing
Self-Training (CREST)[112]: This algorithm re-samples the pseudo-labels
generated by models based on the frequencies of the training samples. (4)
Class-Adaptive Self-Training (CAST) [96]: this method calculates the
precision and recall scores of each class on the development set and uses
the calculated scores to compute the sampling probability of each class to
alleviate confirmation bias caused by erroneous pseudo labels.

4.4.5 Results

The experimental results on the test set of Re-DocRED (Table 4.2) demon-
strate that our DuRE achieves consistent performance improvements in terms
of F1 scores over all baselines. The F1 difference between the best baseline
CAST and our DuRE is 2.17 (76.84 vs. 74.67). We also found that simply
adding an additional RE-controlled generation task does not improve the
relation classification performance (ATLOP-Flan vs. ATLOP-Dual), where
F1 scores decreased slightly (72.05 vs. 71.72). In addition, training on an
encoder-decoder framework (Flan-T5-base) does not outperform a single
encoder framework (Bert-base) in document-level RE tasks. However, we
notice that the gap between CAST and ATLOP(bert) is 2.06, while the gap
between ATLOP-DuRE and ATLOP-Dual is 5.12. This indicates that our
proposed dual self-training method improves the RE classification quality
significantly more compared to the backbone model. We also notice a con-
siderable improvement (+3.54 F1) especially in long-tail relations, showing
that self-training on a rebalanced pseudo text is better than simply doing
bootstrapping in the existing training set. The reason is that our trained
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generator can generate more diverse examples, which helps reduce overfitting
on training data.

Table 4.3 presents the experiments on biomedical RE (CDG dataset).
Our DuRE model achieves a performance comparable to the baselines with
only 5% of the training data. When trained with 50% of the training data, we
get the best performance, outperforming the CAST baseline with +3.05 F1.
Based on the results of RE experiments in general and biomedical domains,
self-training-based methods aim to improve recall and consistently improve
overall performance. However, our DuRE maintains a better balance between
increasing recall and maintaining high precision.

4.4.6 Ablation Study

We conduct an ablation study on the Re-DocRED dataset. As shown in
Table 4.6, we can see that (i) Self-Adaptive Generation benefits the F1
score for both frequent and long-tail relations; (ii) Contrastive loss further
enhances all F1 scores in relation extraction; and (iii) Self-training on pseudo-
labeled text leads to an improvement in recall but has relatively low precision,
which shows that self-training is able to balance precision and recall. This
observation is also consistent with Tan et al. [96]. Full version of Table 4.6
is included in the Appendix.
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Figure 4.1: F1 score over the number of training epochs on Re-DocRED.
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Figure 4.2: Test F1 score with different numbers of labeled data on CDG
dataset. All methods use FLAN-T5 as the base model.

4.4.7 Analysis

Effect of Self-Training We compare our model with a variant (−Dual)
where we use the base generation model G0 to generate pseudo text and do
not update it through self-training. As depicted in Fig. 4.1, classification F1
reaches its maximum quickly and then stops increasing. On the other hand,
thanks to the simultaneously optimized generator, DuRE keeps improving
generation quality and refining pseudo labels, and thus iteratively improves
the quality of the relation classifier.

Number of labeled data We also assess our model with varying num-
bers of labeled training instances, with the remaining instances treated as
unlabeled data. We observe consistent superiority of DuRE to ATLOP-
Dual model. Indeed, even DuRE (50%) outperforms ATLOP-Dual (100%),
showing that our method can work with scenarios with fewer training data.
However, we notice a drop in DuRE (100%). We conjecture that the reason
is that the training set of CDG itself is distantly labeled, which is noisy and
incomplete. Through self-training on pseudo-labeled data, the model can
figure out incompletely labeled relations. However, as for training on the full
distantly-labeled dataset, DuRE only benefits from generated pseudo texts
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compared to ATLOP-Dual, which limits the improvement of the classification
model on pseudo-labeled data. Notice that the generated pesudo texts might
still have higher quality than simply distantly labeled data.
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Figure 4.3: Precision, recall, and F1 score on the development set over different percentile of appearances in the
Re-DocRED training set.
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Input * The Invisible Man*, lyrics by, * Roger Taylor*.

Positive “ * The Invisible Man* ” is a rock song originally written by
* Roger Taylor* and * Mark Smith* in * 1942*. The song was
sung at the * Royal Academy of Music* ( Royal Academy of Music
) in * 1952*. The lyrics and compositions of ” The Invisible Man ”
were originally a single with * Taylor*’s voice in a voodoo voice,
a version of * Ralph Ellis*’s ” * The Man Who Walks Away* ”.
The medley is a ballad, and is not a traditional ballad. ” * The
Invisible Man* ” is often performed in * England* and * France*,
but it was originally recorded as a concert song for the * Royal
Academy of Music*, in * 1936*, and in * Japan* ( including the
final song ).

Negative * The Invisible Man* is the sixth album by * Roger Taylor*. It
was released in October 1966. The album features a different
version of ” * The Man In the Sun* ” and a different theme. *
The Man In the Sun* is set in a mystical ( and heavily symbolic )
future. It was composed by * Roger Taylor*. The album is very
similar to the * The Black Swan* album. It is not necessarily a
remake of the album, but rather a remastered version of the earlier
album. The album contained a new riff and a new orchestration
which was intended to provide additional background music for
the final section of the album.

Table 4.4: Example of generation on Re-DocRED dataset.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of test set performance of baseline ATLOP and DuRE trained on Re-DocRED dataset.
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Performance of relations with different frequency We sorted the
relations by their frequency of appearance in the training set from low to
high and grouped them into five groups by their percentile. Fig. 4.3 plots the
development set performance of relations with different frequencies. We can
see that original ATLOP tends to have much higher precision than recall,
while our DuRE consistently improves recall and F1 scores over relations
across all frequency groups, at the price of a modest drop in precision. We
also notice a tendency that our method improves F1 score more for less
frequent relations thanks to the self-adaptive generation, indicating the
effectiveness of our methods on long-tail relations.

Improvement on rare relations We plot the precision and recall scores
of DuRE and CAST for different relation classes in Fig. ??, where the
experimental results are obtained by training with the Re-DocRED dataset.
We found that DuRE significantly improves the recall scores of long-tail
classes (producer, replaced by, and ethnic group) and thus improves F1 scores,
while maintaining the F1 scores of frequent classes (located in). We also
notice that the improvements in recall scores are accompanied by a decline in
precision scores for frequent classes due to our strategy of learning from noisy
pseudo texts for frequent classes. Learning from these augmented noisy texts
would decrease the threshold and thus improve recall but decrease precision.

Further analysis of contrastive loss Table 4.4 illustrates a case study of
how contrastive loss improves generation quality and thus improves relation
classification. Both positive and negative examples are generated under the
same decoding strategy. We can see that the negative example does not
entail the relation (The Invisible Man, lyrics by, Roger Taylor), given that
there are similar relations (The Invisible Man, album by, Roger Taylor) and
(The Man In the Sun, composed by, Roger Taylor). This example shows
that our learned text generator could sometimes generate text that does not
entail the given prompt. Thanks to the contrastive loss, the learned text
generator could learn from the signal from the RE classifier, maximize the
margin of positive and negative samples, and be more faithful to the given
prompt.

Performance of Generation Model To evaluate the quality of generated
pseudo text, we measure generation fluency (perplexity, PPL), faithfulness
(accuracy of generated text followed by given prompts, Acc), and diversity
(number of distinct n-grams, DIST). We measured different types of samples:
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Method Samples PPL ↓ Acc ↑ DIST ↑

Testing set 17.80 - 53.42

ATLOP-Dual
random 17.31 71.94 49.84
positive 17.04 80.96 45.09
negative 18.98 60.81 50.82

DuRE
random 17.03 79.54 50.24
positive 16.93 82.28 49.92
negative 18.32 67.43 52.88

Table 4.5: Performance of learned generator on Re-DocRED dataset.

Model P R F1 Ign F1 Freq F1 LT F1

DuRE 80.01 73.84 76.84 75.32 79.81 72.88
DuRE −SAG 79.51 73.24 76.24 75.02 79.71 70.68
DuRE −CL 80.44 71.43 75.67 74.04 79.24 69.90
DuRE −PT 80.04 70.35 74.88 73.72 79.14 67.88
DuRE −PL 82.71 66.53 73.75 72.79 77.81 67.20
DuRE −PL−PT 85.17 61.93 71.72 70.95 76.07 64.70

Table 4.6: Ablation study on Re-DocRED dataset. Here − means removing
components from DuRE. −SAG: remove the self-adaptive generation strategy
and sample pseudo texts for different classes in the same setting. −CL:
do not generate positive/negative examples and sample random examples.
−PT/−PL: do not use pseudo text/labels.
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random, positive, and negative. The result is shown in Table 4.5. We found
that our generator improves all metrics through dual self-training. Also, the
generation fluency is comparable to the testing set. Besides, the diversity of
DuRE also improves thanks to the use of more unlabeled text. However, the
diversity of generation is still worse than the testing set due to the restricted
model size.

4.5 More Examples of Generation

We sample some generated texts given long-tail relations in Re-DocRED
dataset. Table 4.7 reports the positive and negative examples generated by
our DuRE model. We can find out that even if the relations are long-tail and
might not be recognized by our RE classifier, positive examples still contain
the relation triples, while some negative examples no longer contain the given
relation triples. Learning the contrastive loss helps the generator learn more
faithful examples, and thus improves the quality of pseudo training data
for RE classifier. This can explain why generated pseudo text for long-tail
relations can still be helpful in improving the F1 scores.
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Input * Christianity*, seperated from, * Judaism*.

Positive The * Holy Spirit* ( * Synchrony of the Holy Spirit* ) is the
most effective means of establishing and strengthening the religious
adherence to * Judaism*. As * Christianity* continues to be a
branch of * Judaism*, it is crucial that the doctrines of the * Holy
Spirit* and of * Judaism* remain with us. It is the aim of the
* Holy Spirit* to establish and strengthen the character of the
religious adherence of * Judaism* through systematic means of
reforming the system of religious practices, the decentralization of
religious ceremonies, and the re-establishment of unity among the
* Judaic* and * Christian* communities. The most successful form
of this is the systematic observance of the * Bible*, in which the
primary source of the faith is the knowledge of * Allah* ( ” Father,
Lord, High, Father, High )... In modern terms, the * Holy Spirit*
focuses primarily on the advancement of religious adherence, which
has been known as the most effective form of a religious system in
* Judaism*. The * Holy Spirit* emphasizes the observance of the
* Bible*, which has its roots in the * Bible*. The * Holy Spirit*
is focused on the expansion of * Judaism*, which has a tendency
to create a sense of unity among all * Judaism*. Its success in
teaching and interpreting * Judaism* is demonstrated by its use of
simple language and the presentation of the * Bible* as a unified
unit.

Negative * Christianity* and * Judaism* are two forms of the * Western
Church* which originated around * 1500*. * Christianity* and *
Judaism* had a strong influence on the * Eastern Church* and in *
Europe* during the second half of the 19th century, with significant
influence over * Germany* and * Poland*, which had a relatively
neo - western influence. * Christianity* was characterized by a
strong influence on the * Eastern Church* and in * European*
countries. It is not clear when these influences actually began to
manifest in the * Western Church*. However, * Judaism*’influence
spread to other areas of the world such as * Africa*, * Asia*, and
* the Americas*, and was influenced by this influence.
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Input * Chipilo*, sister city, * Segusino*

Positive The * Segusino* ( or * Segusino* in * Japanese* ) was a city in
the western part of * Asia*. It was a part of the * Western Asian
region* that was unified by the * East Asian region* and * North
American region*. It was originally the location of the * Pacific*
coast resort town of * Chipilo*, and then the * Mid - East* area.
It was a ” hamlet ”, also called a ” sarket ”, a kind of rubber
cement used in transport. In * Japan*, the town of * Chipilo*,
located north of * Tokyo*, was a hamlet that was the home of *
Segusino*’s samurai army and the * Japanese* colonel’s troops.

Negative * Segusino* is the second largest city in the island of * Chipilo*.
The city has a population of around * 1.27 million* as of the year
* 2010*. Its urban population has declined in recent years due to
urban development. It is home to the * Segusino Opera House*, a
branch of the * Segusino Music Theatre*. The capital of the city
is * Segusino*, and the city is surrounded by a number of historic
sites, such as the * Segusino Cathedral* and the * Rialto Hall*.
A major site dedicated to historic architecture is * Seiji*’s city
hall. The first major buildings were built on * Segusino*’s main
mountain, * Yatsuda*. The second large building was built on *
Seiji*’s main mountain, * Yatsuda*. It was built by * Yatsuda* in
* 1955*, but was demolished in * 1964*.
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Input * Russian*, seperated from, * Soviet Union*

Positive The * Russian* military in the late 18th and early 19th centuries
was characterized by systematic, largely self - destructive attacks
on civilians, in which large numbers of soldiers and civilians were
transported to other parts of the world, the ” concentration camp
”, or at least the most isolated concentration camp in the world.
These, however, were mostly civilians who were not included in the
camp’s security measures. Most of them were forced to abandon
their lives because of armed and destructive attacks, or because
they did not comply with the orders of a military commander. The
* Russian* military system consisted of a government known as
the ” * General Army of the Russian People* ” ( ¡unk¿, * Military
Provisional Army of the Soviet People* ), which was created for
the defense of civilians and was separated by the * Soviet Union*
at the beginning of the nineteenth century. * Soviet* military
operations began in the late * 19th century*, after the dissolution
of the * Soviet Union*. The * General Army of the Soviet People*
was, under the command of * Alexander Nevsky*, one of the most
successful units in the * Soviet* army, in the early * 20th century*.

Negative The * Russian* and * German* * Civil War* of * World War
I*, fought between * 1940* and * 1941*, was a period of political
uncertainty in the post - Communal era. Initially, the crisis erupted
in * World War II* ( and possibly the reunification of the * German*
and * Polish* - * Soviet Union* ) when the * German* and *
Russian* military governments were faced with the imposition of
a series of massive counter - Communal invasions and repressions.
The conflict also marked the end of the * German* war, when
* France* and * Germany* were both forced to declare war. In
the aftermath of the war, * German* and * Russian* nationalists
became the major force involved, often with the help of * German*
troops. This increased tension, as the war progressed, the use of
armies, and a series of armed rebellions.

Table 4.7: More examples of generation on Re-DocRED
dataset on long-tail relations.
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4.6 Conclusion and Future Work

We propose a novel DuRE method to apply Self-training to semi-supervised
document-level relation extraction. DuRE (1) jointly optimizes generation
and classification via a dual learning framework to leverage both pseudo
text and pseudo labels, (2) incorporates contrastive loss to improve the
quality of pseudo texts, and (3) applies self-adaptive generation to reduce
overfitting of well-predicted relation classes and to improve the performance
of long-tail relations. Given that the pseudo data is generated in an auto-
regressive manner, which takes longer training time, we plan to explore ways
to accelerate the self-training process in the future.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Summary of the Thesis

There has been a growing interest in automatically constructing knowledge
graphs (KGs) in recent years, particularly for applications such as fact-
checking, question-answering, semantic search, and recommendations. The
typical pipeline for constructing KGs involves various components, including
Relation Extraction (RE) from unstructured data sources. RE is a crucial
step in building large-scale KGs, and it involves identifying and extracting
relation triples from unstructured data. While previous research has focused
on sentence-level attribute classification, where relation triples are extracted
from individual sentences, there has been a growing interest in document-level
relation extraction, which involves extracting relations from entire documents.
However, this task poses significant challenges, such as modeling long text
spans and obtaining high-quality supervision signals, which have made it
relatively underexplored. Another significant challenge of document-level RE
is the cost of annotation. Since a document consists of multiple sentences,
annotating labeled data for document-level RE is also much more expensive
than sentence-level RE.

This thesis aims to reduce the need for human labor in document-level
relation extraction by exploring unsupervised and semi-supervised methods
that require minimal or no labeled training data. A typical semi-supervised
method Self-Training (ST) is discussed in this thesis. As outlined in Chapter
1, we have proposed three research questions (Figure 5.1:

• RQ1 (Unsupervised RE): Can pipeline-based approaches extend to
other domains and languages? Further, can we improve the recall of
pipeline-based approaches while keeping high precision?

• RQ2 (Text Generation): How can we improve the controllability
and diversity of text generation? Specifically, how do we overcome the
three challenges (inadequate unlabeled data, over-exploitation, and
training deceleration) for self-training in controllable NLG?
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Figure 5.1: The overview of this thesis with corresponding concepts. The left
column is the main theme of the thesis, which is supported by the research
questions in the middle. The middle column is organized by chapters for
each research question. The right column describes the methods designed to
answer these research questions.
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• RQ3 (Semi-supervised RE): How can we improve the performance
(e.g., F1-score) of semi-supervised RE, especially for long-tail relations?

Chapter 2 aims to answer RQ1: the pipeline-based approach can be
potentially extended to other languages. We can improve the recall of pipeline-
based approach with missing entity recognition and idiom resolution. We have
developed a system called ChInese Financial Relation Extraction (CIFRE)
which uses a modular pipeline to construct large-scale high-quality knowledge
graphs. We are the first to use semantic role labeling (SRL) for Chinese
relation extraction, and we have created a dictionary of financially relevant
and semantically constrained predicates to ensure high-quality extractions.
We have also designed patterns specific to Chinese, leveraging the language’s
unique grammatical structures, for pattern-based extraction. Additionally, we
have improved pattern-based extraction by considering coordinated relations,
and we have developed methods to detect and complete extractions with
missing entities and resolve Chinese idioms via back-translation. Finally,
we have demonstrated the performance of our pipeline on two corpora of
Chinese financial news, compared to a suite of baselines.

Chapter 3 aims to answer RQ2: Self-Training with dual objective (both
classification and generation side) is able to improve the controllability and
diversity of text generation, with specific tricks to address the issue of over-
exploitation (adding noise or kernel-based loss) and training deceleration
(non-autoregressive generation). To handle the challenge of inadequate un-
labeled data and over-exploitation, we propose a novel Dual Noisy Self
Training (DuNST) (Section 3.3), for semi-supervised controllable NLG.
DuNST is a model that learns to generate text from attribute labels and
predict labels for text, simultaneously. This dual approach allows the model
to improve both text generation and classification by leveraging both pseudo
text and pseudo labels, addressing the challenge of inadequate unlabeled
data for training. Additionally, DuNST introduces two new types of noise
to further improve the model’s performance, softmax temperature and soft
pseudo text. These noisy elements help the model escape the previously
learned text space, leading to better robustness and generalization and ad-
dressing the challenge of over-exploitation. Theoretically, DuNST can be
seen as exploring a larger potential space, which enables it to achieve a better
balance between exploration and exploitation, resulting in improved control-
lability, generation fluency, and diversity. Further, to handle the challenge of
over-exploitation and training deceleration, we propose another novel self-
training framework, Kernel Distance Based Efficient Self Training (KEST)
(Section 3.4), for improving semi-supervised controllable NLG. KEST im-
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proves upon traditional learning by skipping the use of cross-entropy loss
and instead fitting the approximated text distribution from the last iteration
directly in the embedding space. This approach relaxes constraints and
encourages the model to produce diverse outputs, addressing the challenge of
over-exploitation. Additionally, KEST uses a non-autoregressive generation
schema to produce soft representations of pseudo text in parallel, rather than
hard strings, reducing the time cost and addressing the challenge of training
deceleration. The use of soft text also helps the model denoise errors and
propagate local smoothness.

Chapter 4 aims to answer RQ3: Dual Self-training on both classification
and generation can improve the F1 score in semi-supervised document level
RE, especially for long-tail relations. We propose a novel method – Dual
contrastive self-training for semi-supervised Relation Extraction (DuRE). Our
approach differs from previous self-training (ST) methods by simultaneously
training a controllable text generator and a relation extraction (RE) classifier.
To enhance the generator’s controllability, we utilize the signal from the
trained RE classifier to label positive and negative generated sequences and
apply a ranking calibration loss to improve generation quality. Additionally,
we propose a self-adaptive method for sampling pseudo text from different
relation classes. We introduce diversity to the training set by adding noise to
the generation process, which helps reduce overfitting. We also sample more
examples from relations with lower recall, particularly long-tail relations, to
increase their recall through training.

Throughout the thesis, we have explored various ways to improve the qual-
ity of document-level relation extraction in unsupervised and semi-supervised
settings. We apply self-training in both classification and generation direc-
tions, improving the classification quality in semi-supervised document-level
RE, especially for long-tail relations. We overcome specific challenges of self-
training and apply it in semi-supervised relation extraction. Comprehensive
experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
methods against state-of-the-art baselines.

5.2 Future Work

We have shown that our principled approach can benefit document-level
relation extraction research and the understanding of self-training. We
propose some future extensions of our work presented in this thesis.
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Document-level Relation Extraction in the era of Large Language
Models Recently large language models (LLMs) like ChatGPT 14 or GPT4
[76] have raised people’s attention with their emergent ability [113] to learn
from a few examples in the context, which is so-called in-context learning
(ICL). Wadhwa et al. [103], Li et al. [53], and Xu et al. [120] evaluated the
performance of LLMs in sentence-level relation extraction tasks. However,
research on applying LLMs on document-level relation extraction tasks are
still limited and cannot outperform supervised-finetuning on smaller encoder-
based models (e.g., BERT[17] and RoBERTa [63])[77].

Although large language models like ChatGPT are powerful, there are still
weaknesses. First, it can be hard to fine-tune these models with more than
10B parameters. Second, it suffers from an even more serious hallucination
problem than previous relation extraction models [53]. Third, due to the
model’s large number of parameters and not open-source, it is even less
interpretable.

There are some possible directions to improve the performance of LLMs
on document-level relation extraction. 1) Improve the general ability in the
foundation model, such as the quality of question answering and understand-
ing extremely long documents. 2) Explore more effective prompts to improve
the task-specific zero-shot/few-shot ability. 3) Large Language models can
be used to improve the modules in the pipeline proposed in Chapter 2. The
rules proposed in the pipeline can be used to regulate the output of LLMs,
and the LLMs can be used in each module (such as named entity recognition
and semantic role labeling), improving the recall and precision of zero-shot
RE.

Relation Extraction for long documents In document-level RE, the
distance between head and tail entity is usually much longer than in sentence-
level RE, which brings more difficulty in modeling. Long distance relations
are the relations whose head and tail entities are separated by a long text span.
Tackling long distance relations is orthogonal to tackle long-tail relations
proposed in the thesis. According to Ru et al. [89], around 20% of the
relation triples consist of entity pairs between which the distance is more
than 100 tokens in the DocRED dataset. As a result, document-level RE
systems tend to perform worse on the relations whose head and tail entities
are far from each other[89, 138]. Figure 5.2 indicates that the relations with
longer distances perform worse in micro-F1 score than relations with closer
distances. How to address this issue for extremely long documents is still an

14https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
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Figure 5.2: Micro F1 score on the development set of Re-DocRED over
different distances of entity pairs. The distance is defined as the number of
tokens between the head and tail entity.

open problem.
There are possible solutions to overcome this issue. 1) Improving LM’s

ability to understand long documents. This relates to the advancement in
basic abilities of large language models. 2) Combination of rule learning and
knowledge graph completion (KGC) [11]. Another way might be segment-
ing the long documents into pieces, running RE classifiers on such pieces,
aggregating the results in graph-like structure, and annotating missing edges
in the knowledge graphs by rule learning [89] or other knowledge graph
completion methods [110]. Our proposed self-training approaches might
potentially improve the quality of knowledge graph completion by annotating
and learning from pseudo labels in KGC.

Acceleration of Self-Training In self-training-like methods, we need to
reproduce pseudo labels and pseudo text at each ST iteration. In DuNST
(Section 3.3) and DuRE (Chapter 4), the pseudo text is generated in an
auto-regressive manner, which is hard to be done in parallel and takes longer
training time. In KEST (Section 3.4) we propose to use a non-autoregressive
method to generate pseudo text to accelerate the training speed. However, the
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current KEST method only leverages simple and standard masked language
models, which yields suboptimal performance. Recently more advanced
non-autoregressive generation methods have been proposed. Some of them
use early exit [55] to accelerate the inference speed of non-autoregressive
generation and alleviate the issue of repetition. With the emergence of faster
and better non-autoregressive algorithms, the training speed and quality of
self-training can be potentially improved.

Scalability of Self-Training As we analyzed in Sec. 3.3.2, ST actually
acts as a kind of regularization and smoothing. How to apply this paradigm
to super large PLMs (e.g., GPT4 and Llama-2[97]), where the supervision
signals from limited labeled data become extremely weak, is also an open
question. Some recent works [44] demonstrate that a large language model can
self-improve by taking datasets without ground truth outputs by leveraging
chain-of-thought(CoT) reasoning [114] and self-consistency [107]. They
leverage self-training in generating CoT questions and answers, and prove
the effectiveness of self-training in achieving higher accuracy results on out-
of-domain tasks, showing that the overall reasoning ability of the language
model is improved. This is evidence that the method of self-training can be
scaled to large language models. In the future, we want to check whether self-
training can also be applied in the downstream alignment of large language
models, such as document-level relation extraction and controllable natural
language generation.
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